Quick Thinking

30-Year Man

An abandoned transmitter site helps
KRCV get back on-air after afire.

Jim Wood talks about what he's
learned in three decades at Inovonics.
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MAKER

by Ken R.

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. Deana Coble
doesn't want to be the best woman engineer in radio; she wants to be the best
engineer in radio, period.
News station WUNC(FM), anoncommercial outlet in Chapel Hill, N.C., is
where Coble holds the title of engineering supervisor. She says she strives to
bring ahuman quality to what is sometimes apurely technical job.
"When our co-workers call us, they
are usually in crisis," said Coble. "That's
why Imake sure Iget around to seeing
them during quieter times to build relationships. In this business you have to
treat the person as well as the equipment,
because if you don't, your customers still
aren't satisfied."
Learning distance learning
Coble, 33, is aNorth Carolina native.
After receiving abachelor of science in
telecommunications at Liberty University
in Lynchburg, Va., she joined the media
department at the North Carolina School
of Science and Mathematics in Durham.
As media coordinator, she worked with
teachers to get them to stop using oldfashioned overhead projectors and put
their presentations on computer.

Two Firms Develop
Top-Loaded Cage
Monopole AM Design
by Randy J. Stine

Deana Coble
"The school was setting up adistancelearning network so they could share
their classes around the state. During my
five years there, we added graphics to
make those classes more like a TV
show," she said.
"Our broadcasts started as two-way

BRISTOL, Va. Preliminary test data
indicate that a new low- profile AM
antenna design, now under development,
could someday be an alternative for AM
broadcasters by allowing for easier zoning approval of antenna projects and
offering a less-expensive option to quarter-wave monopole antennas.
Other developers of short antennas
have failed to gain FCC approval in the
past, prompting skeptics to wonder if
such short antennas will ever be effective
radiators. But the companies developing
this design say field measurements from
atest site in southwest Virginia indicate
their top- loaded cage monopole AM
antenna is approximately 96 to 98 percent
as efficient as a standard quarter-wave
monopole antenna at less than one-third
the height.
STAR- H Corp. and Kintronic
See AM MONOPOLE, page 5

See COBLE, page 8
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NEWSWATCH•

FMC Assails
Concentration
WASHINGTON The unprecedented conolidatuni of the commercial radio industry
that followed the Telecommunications Act of
1996 has led to aloss of localism, less competition, fewer viewpoints and less diversity
in radio programming in media markets
across the country, according to astudy
released by the Future of Music
Coalition."Our report clearly demonstrates
that the radical deregulation of the radio
industry has not benefited the public or musicians:' said Jenny Toomey, executive director
of the organization. "Instead, it has led to less

competition, fewer viewpoints, and less
diversity in programming." The group filed
its report with the FCC as part of the public
record for the media ownership proceeding.
Key findings include: Ten parent companies
dominate the radio spectrum, radio listenership and radio revenues; and oligopolies control almost every geographic market.
Sen. Russ Feingold, D-Wis., said the
study "reflects the concerns Ihave been
hearing from independent radio stations.
concert promoters, artists and consumers.
The Telecommunications Act of 1996
opened the floodgates for concentration
and resulted in anti-competitive practices
such as anew form of payola."
Feingold introduced aso-called anti-pay-

ola bill into the 107th Congress "to ensure
that concentration of ownership and crossownership of promotion services or venues
are not used to hurt musicians, concert promoters, or other radio stations?'
Reacting to an advance copy of the
study earlier, NAB called the methodology "flawed" and said it contained little of
news value.

Arbitron Extends
PPM Trial
COLUMBIA, Md. A technical problem
involving encoding at aPhiladelphia sta-

THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

lion does not represent aflaw in the PPM
technology. So said Arbitron in revealing it
will extend the ratings comparison portion
of the PPM market trial in that city after
discovering the problem.
"We are going to provide the industry
with additional ratings comparisons that
will coincide with the Arbitron Winter
2003 radio survey period and the Nielsen
Media Research January, February and
March 2003 local market television survey periods:' the company said in astatement about its Portable People Meter.
Arbitron said technicians discovered
that the audio input to the KYW(AM)
encoder was not set to the appropriate
level, " which may have inhibited the
encoder's performance" during several
ratings periods. KYW and Arbitron fixed
the problem in November.
"We're giving the radio and television
industry and ourselves an additional three
months of ratings comparisons to determine if out-of-spec encoder input might
have affected the performance" of the
PPM, Arbitron's Thom Mocarsky stated.
He said technicians have since checked
the performance of every encoder at the
49 radio stations, 11 television stations
and 26 cable networks in the trial.
"What we learned is that we need to
refine our installation specifications and
also to refine our procedures for verifying
that the encoders have been properly
installed. We are also improving the design
of our in-station monitoring equipment to
allow it to analyze more completely the
quality of the encoded signal."

Spectrum Task
Force Shares Ideas
WASHINGTON More details are out
about the FCC's Spectrum Task Force
suggestions to increase efficiencies of
how spectrum is used and allocated.
In a paper titled, "A Proposal for a
Rapid Transition to Market Allocation of
Spectrum," Evan Kwerel and John

See NEWSWATCH, page 6
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KRCV Gets Back on Air After Fire
by Michael Hedrick
When a wildfire raged through the
Johnstone Peak area near San Dimas.
Calif., and burned down utility poles carrying electricity and communications
lines to the mountain, Hispanic
Broadcasting Corp. station KRCV(FM)
98.3 found itself off the air, unable to
power or send signals to its transmitter
site on the hilltop.
However, through a combination of
diligent effort and the generosity of
members of the local radio community,
the engineering staff had a low-power
signal back on the air the next day and
began operating from an alternate site a
few days after.
"The fire erupted about 4 p.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 22," said Chief Engineer
Torn Koza. "It was fairly benign for a
good long time, but got wild on
Monday," and the site owner told the station that the blaze had " gone in the
wrong direction and was going to run
over Johnstone Peak.
"That's when we decided to go to Plan
B. We didn't have any emergency power
at that site. Programming was delivered
on Tl lines and backed up on ISDN, but
when the fire went roaring through there,
it cut out two dozen power poles."
This took down the site's electricity
and program feed connection. The building was saved from damage after the
Forest Service blasted it with Phos-

The KRCV(FM) tower and transmitter site survived the fire,
but destruction of utility lines took the station off the air.
Check, afire-retardant chemical. *
The station went off-air at 8:05 p.m.
on Monday, Sept. 23. Meanwhile, the
engineering staff worked on backup
plans. Another Hispanic Broadcasting
station, KSCA(FM), located on nearby
Mt. Wilson, had arelationship with TV
station KCET, which consented to the
use of its tower.
Koza and Staff Engineer Jim
Sensenbach showed up to examine the
site on Monday in preparation for transitioning the feed, but when KRCV went

Stewart's SEC
Woes Skip Radio
by Naina Narayana Chernoff
The federal government's probe into
Martha Stewart's stock transactions has
not affected the station carriage and profitability of her radio show, according to
her company publicists.
The 90-second syndicated radio show,
"Ask Martha," continues to be aired on
329 Westwood One affiliates, said Nina
Pawlak, spokeswoman for the Brunswick
Group, apublic relations firm contracted
by Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia.
Stewart's show, which has been on the
airwaves since Sept. 1997, remains a
profitable area for MSLO, she said.
Westwood One syndicates the daily
radio show in which Stewart offers listeners how-to tips based on questions from
Martha Stewart Living radio, television
and magazine audiences.
"(The show) has experienced no material changes in radio station carriage during this period," Pawlak said. "Westwood
confirmed that the average quarter hour
ratings remain strong:'
The Securities and Exchange
Commission said in late November that it
expected to make adecision shortly on
whether to file civil charges against
Stewart, the chairman of MSLO, for
alleged insider trading and securities
fraud
in
connection
with
her
sale of ImClone Systems Inc. stock
last December.
Westwood One officials declined to
comment on the effect on its affiliates'
carriage or advertising sold around the
show, which is broadcast during a day-

part chosen by the affiliates. In 2000, the
company signed athree-year agreement
with MSLO to serve as the sole syndicator of the show.
"AskMartha" airs five days a week
and reaches approximately 20.6 million
monthly listeners. Westwood has carriage agreements in 23 of the top 25 markets and 90 percent market coverage
throughout the country, said Pawlak.
Delivered to Westwood One affiliates by
CD, MP3 or via satellite, the program is
produced at MSLO's studio/offices in
Westport, Conn.
Citing MSLO's policy against publicly
discussing future agreements or contracts, Pawlak would not comment on
whether Stewart's company would keep
producing the show upon the expiration
next year of the three-year agreement.
The MSLO recently reported a42 percent drop in third-quarter profits and predicted that its fourth-quarter earnings
would be lower than expected. The radio
show is a part of MSLO's publishing
arm, one of the company's four business
divisions, which include television, merchandising and internet/direct commerce.
Besides the radio show, ihe publishing
division primarily consists of the company's magazine operations, its book and
music operations and a newspaper column, also called "AskMartha."
A source close to Martha Stewart
Living Omnimedia said the yearly CBS
television holiday special hosted by
Stewart was cancelled this year by the
company, not the network, due to the
show's expense.

•

off the air, it was too dark to do much,
and no tower-climber was available to
install the emergency antenna.
"When Igot home, Istarted making
calls to other engineers," Koza said. "The
radio engineering people in L.A. are just
wonderful. After Iput out afew calls, the
phone started ringing. When people
heard what was going on, we were inundated with e-mails and phone calls offering help and equipment. It was absolutely
wonderful, very touching."
With two climbers volunteering to

help, an emergency directional antenna
and transmission line was installed on the
KCET tower,
while
Koza and
Sensenbach installed an emergency
exciter. On Tuesday afternoon the station
was back on the air with a77-watt ERR
"At the same time," wrote Sensenbach
in an account of the effort, "Ibegan hearing rumors of an intact 98.3 MHz broadcast site in the Industry Hills."
Through a tip from acouple of contract engineers, the staff found an abandoned transmitter site in the City of
Industry on Tuesday that had gone off-air
approximately five years earlier. It had
belonged to KMQA(FM) and is now
owned by the city.
"It was just sitting there, frozen in
time, and the electric service was still
good," said Koza. Some of the remaining
equipment at the site was also workable,
including a 150- foot monopole, a twobay ERI antenna, I-5/8-inch transmission
line and aHarris HT 3.5 FM transmitter.
"The city gave us permission to use it,
and there's apossibility we'll make it our
long-term emergency site."
"We cleaned alot of dust and dirt from
the room and transmitter," wrote
Sensenbach, "but no insects or bodies!
After two days of cleaning, we finally got
that old site on the air at 1kW at dinnertime on Friday night. The audio is a
received signal from sister station
KRCD(FM) in the Baldwin Hills." After
afew days, an expedited ISDN line provided acleaner audio feed.
In November, KRCV was awaiting
restoration of phone and power services
to Johnstone Peak.
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$119,321.50 ... And Still Counting
days with the news that you've won a
big prize.

In the past 24 months, Ihave had the
pleasure of doling out 52 prizes to Radio
World readers, with atotal retail value of
$119,321.50.
With this issue, we conclude our
second year of awarding prizes to randomly selected readers. Our
Readers' Choice Sweepstakes, and
last year's Silver Sweepstakes,
were huge hits.
What fun to be able to call areader
and tell him or her that they've won a
world-class microphone ... an ISDN
codec ... an automation system ... an
equipment shopping spree?
Iwant to thank the many suppliers and
readers who took part. And with atrack
record like that, you don't think we're
going to stop now, do you?
It's time for you to put your name in
for our 2003 Radio World New
Technology Sweepstakes. As in the past,
you need only visit our Web site at
www.rwonline.com and click on the
Sweepstakes logo.
You'll be asked to register and tell us
what you like about Radio World. It takes
only amoment, and you'll have entered
for the year.
We are starting fresh with anew list
of registered readers; so even if you
signed up last year, please do so again.
I'd really like to call you one of these

*

*

Organizers are seeking sponsors for a
golf benefit this spring to help the family
of Scott Beeler.
Beeler, abroadcast equipment executive who was known for his work at ERI
and Harris/Allied, died in October. He is
survived by five children and his wife
Kim, expecting their sixth child.

** *
Who's got the hot box?
Marketing claims are in the air, as two
manufacturers make their latest claims to
the radio on-air processor market.

with a new

contest; even if you signed up last year, it's
time to do so again.

2
Our 26th and final prize in
the 2002 Reader's Choice
Sweepstakes is the
iMediaTouch Builder Bundle
from MediaTouch.
Designed for a
two-workstation architecture, it includes
iMediaTouch's innovative suite of software programs
and the essential support and Internet training you need
to get aradio station up and running quickly and easily.
Retail value: $5,400.
Our winner is Steve Runyon, general manager of
KUSF(FM) at the University of San Francisco. He
helped launch the 3kW station in 1977. It airs
alternative music and multicultural programming in 14
languages.
Congrats, Steve, and happy 25th anniversary to KUSF.

sto

1:11 A

Organizers seek sponsors for each of the
18 holes for a $ 1,500 contribution. For info
on asponsorship or arranging afoursome,
contact Cam Eicher at Logitek at cam@
logitelcaudio.com or Brian McConnell at
SAS at brian@sasaudio.com.

We are starting fresh,

The Scott Beeler Memorial Golf
Tournament will take place on Saturday,
April 5, at the Revere at Anthem golf
course in Las Vegas, before the convention floor opens at the annual NAB show.
Anyone can enter. The fee for afoursome
will be $500, with proceeds going to the
Beeler family.

At the root of the latest volley is a
press release from Omnia Audio saying
that "more than half of the top 100 FM
stations in the USA are processing with
Omnia," and that "leading FM broadcasters choose Omnia audio processors more
often than all other brands combined."
Frank Foti and his crew say surveys of
Arbitron's top 10 markets found that a
majority of the highest-rated FM stations
"have upgraded" to Omnia audio processing. (The numbers are from the
spring 2002 ARB, Mon.-Sun., 6a-Mid,
12+.)
Orban's president and CEO, Jay
Brentlinger, responded that Omnia's
press release is "part of adisciplined,
long-term marketing campaign?' He
questioned some of the terminology in
the release, and he claimed dominance
with the top FM stations in the important
Los Angeles market with the Optimod
8400. He also claims that his product is
"the first FM processor to be hardwareupgradeable for full compatibility with
the Ibiquity HD FM IBOC system."
An Omnia spokesman then wrote in

Paul J. McLane
reply to Brentlinger's questions. We have
the full text of their respective statements
in the Special Report section at
www.rwonline.com. Iencourage you to
visit there to weigh their arguments.
Such exchanges are not unusual in the
processing arena; but the tone of the
Omnia pitch is notable to me because I
remember when Frank Foti liked to
describe his company as an eager challenger to the established market leader,
Orban. Now, it seems, Omnia is feeling
its oats, no longer satisfied with the "No.
2-tries-harder" approach, and playing up
the successes it has enjoyed in major
markets in the past year or two.
Jay Brentlinger, meanwhile, seems to
be saying that Orban has no intention of
giving up its long-acknowledged position
at the top of the processing heap.
I'm glad to see this kind of back-andforth; yes, it makes good copy for apublication, but Ialso think it's important to
have strong competitors in any market
niche. Although Orban has taken some
lumps in recent years during its changes
in ownership and staff, it has an impressive product and remains home to broadcast innovator Bob Orban, not someone
to ride quietly into the sunset when competition heats up. Omnia, meanwhile,
deserves great credit for the position it
has carved out in that marketplace. It
reflects atremendous amount of work.
Such battles make good theater. but
they also make for better products.
Competitors push each other. Here's to
healthy competitive disagreements. We
continue to watch with interest. e
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AM Monopole
Continued from page 1

Laboratories Inc. are partnering on the
venture, using the name Kinstar for the
new antenna. A full-scale version of
the Kinstar low- profile antenna was
tested in November under a special
experimental license from the FCC at
250 watts on 1680 kHz near Bristol,
Va. Consulting engineer Don Crane
took field measurements for Kintronic
over several weeks.
STAR-H officials said the test antenna
was 45 feet high and 105 feet in diameter
over afull 120-radial ground screen and
supported by wooden poles. The horizontal loading wires were 95 feet in length.
The four vertical wires were spaced evenly on acircle with radius of five feet.
Officials said in permanent installations, the system would use a standard
120-foot quarter-wave buried ground system. The company has patent applications for the antenna concept pending for
both the U.S. and international markets.
Tom King, president of Kintronic
Labs, said his company has a licensing
agreement to market and sell the antenna
in the United States once the firm obtains
the required FCC approval.
"If the final data shows that it works
with field proofs, we hope to have FCC
approval for use in the U.S. by early next
year ( 2003)," King said. "So far, all indications are that it worked to our expectations. It has very good bandwidth characteristics with a minimal amount of
network matching needed."
King said a standard 146- foot- tall
quarter-wave monopole antenna was first
constructed on the test site and field measurements taken. The antenna then was
dismantled and replaced with the Kinstar
antenna.
The field strength measurements of
both antennas were being evaluated in
early December by Ron Rackley of
duTreil, Lundin and Rackley Consulting
Engineers.
In his preliminary assessment of the
Kinstar, Rackley wrote, " Ihave not
graphically analyzed the sets of data, but
Ihave been able to review them in tabular
form and can say that the Kinstar configuration appears to produce unattenuated
field values that are within 5 percent of
that produced by the quarter-wave reference antenna ... and are in excess of the
minimum efficiency that is required for
most AM radio stations by FCC rules."
Rackley declined further comment citing a confidentiality agreement with
Kintronic.
Quick installation
King said the Kinstar consists of four
electrically short, vertical closely spaced
elements, each of which is terminated in
ahorizontal top load element. Each vertical element is fed via a phase-matched
section of 50-ohm transmission line.
King said his company used a Nautel
P-400 transmitter for the tests.
In addition to being shorter than a
standard quarter-wave monopole antenna,
the Kinstar antenna can be constructed
rapidly and at acost savings to broadcasters, King said.
"It can use wooden or reinforced concrete poles as vertical supports.
Construction time will be cut dramatically.
It could serve as adrop-in replacement. The
new antennas will not require FAA lighting
or marking in most cases," King said.
Kintronic has modeled the Kinstar

Radio World

using steel supports, which demonstrated
that steel supports could also be used,
King said.
"The antenna will offer broadcasters
in the mid- to low end of the AM band a
big cost advantage through the antenna's
simplicity of erection. Communities
should be more receptive to the new
design since the visual impact of the
Kinstar is greatly reduced over quarter

The antenna will

audio tests with the Kinstar were scheduled to take place in December.
The Kinstar antenna should be able
to serve in AM directional arrays,
Jacobs said.
"We have used the two-wire version of
the antenna for directional arrays. We
think the versatility with the four- wire
version can be used in directional applications," Jacobs said.

offer broadcasters

in the mid- to low end of the AM
band a big cost advantage through its
simplicity of erection.
— Tom King

wave monopole designs."
King declined to give an estimate of
what the Kinstar antenna would cost once
it is brought to market. "That would be
dependent on final configuration, the
matching network and location:' he said.
'Substantial' market
Broadcaster interest in the Kinstar has
been high, King said.
"We have had preliminary discussions
with Clear Channel and some other major
broadcast groups. Of course it all
depends on receiving FCC approval, but
we feel there will be asubstantial market
for it eventually, both here in the U.S.
and worldwide:' King said.
Neither company would comment on
how much money has been invested in
the development of the technology.
Dr. James Breakall, aprofessor in the
Department of Electrical Engineering at
Pennsylvania State University, is the
inventor of the low-profile antenna, said
Mike Jacobs, director of research and
development for STAR- H.
Jacobs, an adjunct professor of electrical engineering at Penn State, and another faculty member at the school founded
the company in 1999 with hopes of taking their academic research technology
into the commercial market.
"STAR-H is engaged in research and
development of advanced antenna systems for broadcast and commercial applications," Jacobs said.
"Data taken from the test site in
Virginia seems to confirm what our computer modeling has shown," Jacobs said.
"The benefit will be reduced height but
high efficiency."
Jacobs said the Kinstar antenna consists of the same volume of antenna as a
standard quarter-wave. "It's just atower
with the legs peeled down, if you will,
and run them out horizontally. We are
trading a little horizontal extent for
height and that is how we are able to preserve the efficiency," Jacobs said.
A short antenna typically offers adifficult impedance to match the 50- ohm
transmission line. The matching network,
depending upon the impedance of the
antenna, can introduce a lot of loss into
the system, Jacobs said.
"The matching network from
Kintronic doesn't have to work very hard,
so you have less loss and wider bandwidth. And that's important with IBOC
to make sure you have the bandwidth to
cover all of the side bands for the hybrid
digital transmission," Jacobs said.
Jacobs said in-band, on-channel digital

Jacobs said the efficiency of the
Kinstar is still based mainly upon the
ground system. "We are looking for ways
to improve the area requirements for the
ground or improve the efficiency. We are
even studying elevated radials as afuture
consideration:' he said.
Station engineers will find some familiarity with the Kinstar, Jacobs said.
"Engineers will be able to test the current into the antenna to verify the power
output will be done the exact same way
engineers are use to doing it right now."
The new antenna will give Class B and
C AM broadcasters the chance to locate a
better signal closer to the community

they serve, Jacobs said.
"Anything that gives astation looking
for a new site some options and that
reduces the land requirements is agood
thing for broadcasters," Jacobs said.
Watching, waiting
Several technical consultants say they
are waiting for the final analysis on the
Kinstar antenna before deciding if the
new technology will be suitable for use
by AM broadcasters in the US.
"I am awaiting final test results from
Kintronic (before Imake up my mind).
You can make anything radiate, the question is if you can drive it efficiently," said
Ben Dawson, of the Hatfield- Dawson
technical consulting firm.
Stanley Salek, aconsulting engineer
with Hammett and Edison Inc., said the
Star- H antenna design has directional
array applications, but is mainly focused
on approving overall feed and groundwave radiation efficiency while reducing
element height above ground.
"My main concern focuses on a lack
of specific elevation plane radiation characteristics. There has been very little specific discussion on elevation plane pattern or skywave performance to this
point:' Salek said.
Salek said that in "highly restricted"
areas, the Star-H design could prove to
be very useful. " But for practical use
by stations other than daytimers and
Class C stations, more has to be
known," he said.
To see illustrations of the antenna, go
to: www.star-h.com/publications/papers

NEW RADIO SYSTEMS CT- 2002 MODELS

Now The Most
Flexible Featured
Clock/Timer System
Available Anywhere!
New in Every 2002 Model:
Up- Down Timer
SMPTE Time Code
Top-of- Hour Reset
Infrared Remote Control'
Pre-Set Down Timers'
Master/Slave Operation
RJ-45 Quick Connectors
Sleek Black Styling
Models start at just $135.00
Available in Large 2" Display, Rack or Wall Mount
Desktop or Ultra Thin Models
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ur backs.

hy trust your remote broadcasts
to Comrex? Over 40 years of experience and a
full line of award-winning equipment mean
Comrex customers broadcast from far and wide
without fail. Comrex covers you with the most
comprehensive service in the industry to help you
work miracles day in and day out.
While you're on the front lines, Comrex is on the
phone and on the Web with honest, practical advice
and troubleshooting so that every broadcast you make is
smooth, stable and timely. We've also made obsolescence
obsolete, supporting our products long after we produce

News watch
Continued from page 2

Williams of the Office of Plans and
Policy propose that the FCC reallocate
spectrum to flexible use and organize
large-scale. two-sided auctions in which
occupied spectrum would be auctioned
together with unassigned spectrum. The
idea is spectrum users would volunteer
their spectrum for auction to gain flexibility and keep the money from the sale.
By making highly complementary
spectrum available in a single auction,
the reallocated bands could be restructured quickly and efficiently, according to
Kwerel and Williams.
Under the proposal, incumbents would
have two basic choices. They could
choose not to participate and continue
with their current use without any additional flexibility. Or they could participate and be granted immediate flexibility
in their occupied spectrum and be
allowed to keep the auction proceeds
from the sale of their spectrum.
This paper was presented to FCC commissioners at the recent open meeting. It
has not been endorsed by the agency,
which means it does not necessarily represent the views of the commission. Its point
is to stimulate debate about the topic.
An FCC staffer speaking privately
after the meeting said the concept of
sharing spectrum would not likely prove
practical for broadcasters, but would
work better for other spectrum users.

Clear Channel
Fights Music Piracy
SAN ANTONIO Clear Channel Radio
has joined the fight against Internet
music piracy. The company has begun a
public awareness campaign to inform its
listeners that downloading pirated music
is a serious problem for musicians. The
campaign kicked off with anti- piracy
commercials on Clear Channel radio stations across the globe, on syndicated
Premiere Radio Network programs and
on the company's XM Satellite stations.
Clear Channel will support the campaign with advertisements on station Web
sites and in company- run publications.
The company is making the commercials

them in order to protect your investment.

Comrex covers you.
Straight answers — even if they don't include
aComrex solution
Technical specialists — talk live with one of
our knowledgeable experts.
Products that deliver high-quality live audio
even under the most punishing conditions.

Davis. "We must protect our creative
community even from well-meaning
fans who just don't know that with
every file they download or CD they
burn, they are undermining the future
of the very music they profess to love."

Media
Broadcasting's Fine
Reduced

Online tech center for manuals, software
upgrades, and the exhaustive knowhow of the
Codec Answer Guy.

Investment protection. Free.
Buy any Comrex codec and we'll cover you
and your back. Mail us the warranty
card from the purchase of your
next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or
Nexus. Not only will we send you
this handsome Comrex shirt (a $65 value),
we'll double your warranty to two years.
How's that for coverage?
For adealer call: 800-237-1776
Or visit us at www.comrex.com
oidualiplœw

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA

11011111, 114iMIGAIL

978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Email: info@comex.com

available at www.clearchannel.com to
any broadcaster.
"It's no secret that illegal music downloading is the most pressing issue that the
recording industry is faced with today," said
Clear Channel Radio CEO John Hogan.
RIAA Chairperson Hillary Rosen
applauded the radio company's support
of the music industry. "We need more
media companies to help educate the
consumer on the pressing issue of
Internet theft and its consequences. In the
end, the music lover pays the price for
illegal downloading through the
increased cost of distributing music
through legitimate delivery systems."

Record Labels
Speak Out
The recording industry, including the
labels and their artists, lose millions of dol-

lars ayear to Internet theft. According to
information released by the RIAA, U.S.
music shipments in the first half of 2002
were off 10 percent over the same period
in 2001, with sales down nearly 7percent.
Clear Channel's recent move to help
publicize the issue of music piracy struck a
chord among the record labels and the
RIAA issued statements from several labels.
"The plague of music piracy is spreading in geometric numbers and the industry is faced with the challenge of turning
around the mind-set of ageneration that
thinks its 'cool' to obtain recorded music
for free," said Arista Records, Antonio
"L.A." Reid, President and CEO.
Atlantic Records, Craig Kallman, CoPresident, said, "Their PSAs are humanizing an injustice that threatens every
musician's livelihood."
"Clear Channel's efforts to educate the
consumer on the destructive impact of
Internet music piracy will be invaluable:'
said RCA Music Group Chairman Clive

The FCC cut in half a fine against
Media Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
WAAA(AM), Winston-Salem, N.C.,
for several antenna violations.
In June, the commission had found the
owner apparently liable for $ 12,000 in
penalties for failing to post an antenna registration and not having ared obstruction
light on the tower at night. The station did
not notify the FAA that the light was out as
required, the commission found.
Media responded that it had notified
the FAA and made several attempts to
have the bulbs replaced, but "various
certified tower companies" refused
because of the tower's age and the danger in climbing the structure.
In December, Media told the FCC it
plans to replace the tower but has not
indicated when. Because both violations continue, the FCC stated, Media
must pay afine; but it concluded that a
penalty of more than $6,000 would be a
financial hardship for the station after
reviewing financial records submitted
by Media.

Marantz
Reorganizes
Distribution
ITASCA, III. Marantz Japan has
acquired the North American distribution business for Marantz Professional
audio and video products from
Superscope Technologies.
Marantz now will handle North
American distribution of Marantz
Professional products directly through
Marantz America Inc., based in Itasca,
Illinois.
"This is another step in Marantz
See NEVVSWATCH, page 7
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Meterman Offers New
Series of DMMs
Wavetek Meterman is out with five new multi meters, called the XR-Series, targeted for various
markets.
"We took the guesswork out of buying the meter
that is right for the job," acompany official said.
The meters start with being housed in an ergonomic case with a MagneGrip holster; with its hanging
magnet strap, it allows for hands-free use.
The low-cost Model 30XR has an integrated, non -

News watch

The 38XR includes an output for data
logging of measurement events.

7

contact voltage tester for detecting live AC
voltages.
Two mid- priced models, the 33XR and 34XR,
are for the field service engineer or contractor.
Electrical, HVAC or facilities maintenance technicians will use the temperature, capacitance and
frequency measurement capabilities. The 34XR
has true-rms and autoranging features.
The 37XR is aimed at the "electronic professional." It has 0.1 percent accuracy with 10,000-count
for high measurement resolution. Features include
LCR meter for component testing, logic test, frequency and dBm capabilities. And the 38XR is
aimed at the industrial user, with true-rms capable
with high accuracy, optical RS232 output for data
logging of measurement events, 4 to 20 mA loop
current test, temperature, frequency and capacitance. Prices range from $59.95 to $ 149.95.
For information contact the company in
Washington state at ( 877) 596-2680 or visit
www.metermantesttools.com.

11> Continued from page 6

Japan's plan to integrate all sales and
marketing activities for the Marantz
brand around the world into one company," said Takashi Sato, president and
CEO of Marantz Japan.
Previously, Superscope was the exclusive distributor for Marantz Professional
in the Americas. Superscope will continue to develop and market its own line
of professional audio and video
products, which are manufactured by
Marantz Japan.
M. Mehdi Alister, vice president and
general manager of Superscope, was
named vice president of Marantz
America. and will oversee the Marantz
Professional division of Marantz
America Inc.
"For the past nine years, we have been
extremely proud to be the distributor of
Marantz Professional products in North
and South America, and although our distributor relationship will end, we are
looking forward to continuing our long
relationship by virtue of asupply agreement for Superscope brand products,"
said Fred Hackendahl, president of
Superscope Technologies.
Mark Perrins, European Sales Director
of Marantz Professional Europe, said that
despite the changes in the United States
for distribution of Marantz Professional
products, Marantz Professional Europe
will continue to distribute Superscope
products in Europe, Africa and the
Middle Fast for the foreseeable future.
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Ed McMahon is back on the air,
broadcasting his new show
"Livestyles Live" from the comfort

(
4

his own home. Thanks to his Cemrex
codec, the distinctive quality of Ed's
famous voice comes through — even
when he's on the road.
Expand your talent pool. Comrex ISDN or
POTS codecs can bring in the best voices and
the most compelling shows from around the world,
without the expense of having to bring the
people into your studios. -*II
"Honey, we n?ed to be in Paris tomDrrow!
Pack the Comrex and w 'Ido the show
from there!'
— Ed McMahon

VOA Transmission
Boost
CAPE GRECO, Cyprus
The
Broadcasting Board of Governors recently increased its medium-wave capability
with a600 kW installation in Cyprus.
The BBG is the independent agency
responsible for U.S. foreign-service broadcasting, including Voice of America and
the new Arabic-language Radio Sawa.
BBG went on air in August with a
S7HP 600 kW solid-state mediumwave
transmitter supplied by Thales Broadcast
& Multimedia. Thales had responsibility
for installing the transmitter and ancillary
equipment.
The transmitter is installed at the Radio
France Internationale ( RFI) Cape Greco
site, where RFI has had a 1.2 MW S7HP
transmitter in operation since 1998.
The RFI and BBG antenna arrays are
near each other, so the transmitter project
involved the installation of special rejection filters.

MATRIX

Rely en Comrex for ycur next broadcast.
And we'll give you the shirt off our back.
Mail us the warranty card from the purchase at your
next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus. We'll send you
ahandsome Comrex shirt like the one Ed is wearing ( retail
value $165) FREE. Plus, we'll extend your warranty to two years.
How's that for reliability?

VECTOR

For a dealer call

800-237-1776
NEXUS

rimy
111111111111/InngrilEAK

19 Pine Road, Doyens, MA 01432 USA
Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Email: info@comrex.com • www.comrex.com
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Coble
Continued from page 1

audio and one-way video through cablevision, but grew as the school decided to
implement fiber-optic technology. This
gave me a better understanding of data
networked full-motion video and systems
and redirected my interest from production to engineering."
Coble's next move was to Iowa
Communications Network, where her
focus was video sessions for hospitals,
military and educational sites.
"Iowa had the largest state network in
the country working on distance learning
and they worked hand in hand with Iowa
Public TV," she said. "Ilearned routers
and switchers from the data side, not just
the production side."
In 1995, Coble received a master of
science degree in educational media and
technology at the historically black North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University.
"This was an amazing experience," she
said. "As aCaucasian, Iwas aminority
student on campus, and my perspectives
exploded with new insights. Iwas drawn
to NCA&T because it was the only
school that could facilitate my keeping a
job and enhancing my education."
In 1997 Coble rounded out her repertoire with RF training and transmitter
maintenance at WUNC, where she was
added to the expanding staff by David
Wright, associate director of radio. Coble
was thrown into a major studio design
and rebuild project. She embraced the
challenge and considers her switch from
commercial broadcasting and telecommunications to public radio amajor turning point in her career.
Mentors matter
Dick Stufflebeam, an assistant director
of engineering at Iowa Public Television
who is now retired, was an important early influence.
"He taught me this amazing thing: that
engineering isn't just about fixing equipment," said Coble. "He encouraged me to
spend time with people, ask them what
else needs working on, and make sure
they are enjoying their experiences."
She said that Stufflebeam's philosophy
blended marketing, customer service and
engineering concepts together.
"It was awonderful gift he gave me:'
she said.
Coble said sometimes she was called
upon to repair something quickly in a
remote location.
"We would have to get creative if we
were in the middle of nowhere, that's for
sure," she said. "But it was agreat opportunity to cross-pollinate ideas from place
to place within the state."

Coble also welcomed the chance to
tackle and solve problems on her own.
"That's areal confidence-builder when
you're out there all alone and you can get
it done," Coble said.
Wright, associate director of radio at
WUNC, also is amentor.
"He believes in me and just basically
forgot I was a woman," she said.
"Everywhere Iwould go, people would
be shocked at my gender, but David
desensitized me to all that."
Even to take note of her gender might
seem anachronistic in other industries;
but the fact remains that, in 2002, most
radio engineers are men.

design from top to bottom.
"Then WUNC expanded to Manteo,
Buxton and Rocky Mount, and Iworked
with David on everything from antenna
installation to putting in the concrete
pads to installing the dishes, transmitters
and remote controls," she said.
"Construction workers had to be
supervised and we had to maintain structural integrity," Coble said. "Ididn't just
build abuilding, Ibuilt relationships with
people. Idesigned this place according to
the users' needs, even when they didn't
know exactly what they needed."
One example is the studios. Prior to
her efforts, the consoles were difficult to

Call her Deana the Riveter: Coble stands in astudio she built.
"David and Iwent out to anew tower
site that was being built and Iwas the
only woman there among all these contractors," she said. "We had to crawl into
atruck to look for parts, and he started to
help me up as agentleman would help a
lady, then he changed his mind. He didn't
treat me any differently from one of the
guys, which greatly helped my credibility
with the other people on the job."
One thing that helps her is the attitude
of the people around her, including
Wright.
"He never assumes Ican't do ajob; he
assumes that Ican," said Coble.
Another helpful person along the way
was Chuck Reisinger, at the time acontract engineer at WUNC.
"What Ilove about him is that he
helped me create an open atmosphere,"
Coble said. "Chuck didn't have an issues
with me being a female and amanager.
I'll toss out projects and the department
brainstorms together on how to get there.
We teach each other and no one looks
like afool. Chuck is areal asset in creating an engineering learning center."
Building a better studio
WUNC recently underwent a major
renovation that Coble helped design and
oversee. On the first phase, Wright
designed the structure and Coble took
responsibility from the walls in. On the
second phase, she handled the project

AFS-2 AUDIO FAILSAFE

Complex problems...

CAS-1 CON/AIR SWITCHER
ACU-I AUDIO CONTROL UNIT
DA1-2 DIAL-UP AUDIO I
NTERFACE

reach for some of the shorter employees.
She took it upon herself to change that.
"David just said ' run with it, — she
said. "That included everything down to
the sprinkler system."
Part of her job was gaining respect
from the older, more experienced
builders and contractors.
"I opened it up to get their input," she
said. " If their ideas were better than
mine, we went with them. And when
credit time came around, Ishared it with
everyone. From then on they never held
back on ideas."

WUNC has adigital path from the studio to the exciter. Here's the gear list for
Studio A, the main air room. A full equipment list is available with the Web version
of this article at www.rwonline.com.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MBC-I MESSAGE BOARD CONTROLLER
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RFC-1/13 REMOTE F
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One colleague said her selflessness is
her biggest attribute.
"She always gives credit to her staff,
which is agood lesson for all managers:'
he said. "Her ' get-it-done' mentality has
helped her guide her staff through some
difficult minefields, but she is in the
trenches with them and she knows what's
going on."
Coble takes on outside work as well, such
as production contract work, including such
projects as a live national show, "The
People's Pharmacy!' She also edits programs
and designs fundraising shows. Coble also is
available as acontract engineer.
"When no one had heard of me as in
that capacity, aman named Ben Brinitzer
gave me a try when he was trying to
move and consolidate four stations at one
location. He handed me a drawing, a
punch tool, heat shrink and strippers and
said he would be back in an hour. If he
liked my work, Iwas hired."
He did and she was, and Coble claims
still to have calluses two years later from
stripping cables for that job.
In the meantime, WUNC is looking
towards the future technically. The station plans to convert to IBOC with the
purchase of an upgradable transmitter.
No firm date had been set at press time.
"Those leaders in our industry who are
able to convert now without seeing an
immediate profit will position themselves
as leaders," she said. "Technology, cost
and content. Iwant to be apart of bridging these elements of the digital divide so
that the industry and the audience are
both winners."
And what is in the future for Deana
Coble? She isn't completely sure.
"But Iprobably won't be here in 10
years," she said. "WUNC has been great
for me and Iappreciate the growth and
opportunities provided for me here, but I
see myself expanding beyond this basis
and accepting new challenges."
Coble can be reached at deanacoble
@mindspring.com.

Main Air Studio
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Wheatstone D500 Digital Console
Cart Ready/WireReady computer audio system
Digital interconnect cabling and digital cable within the room
Torpey clocks, synced with NPR data
Genelec speakers
Laser jet printer
Okidata printer ("for the ones who still rip and read")
AP wire, Cool Edit, DACS
Studer A727 CDS series CD Players
HHB CDR-850 CD recorder
Panasonic SV-3700 and 3800 DAT machines
Broadcast Tools 12x4 switcher/router
Technics turntables
ADC digital audio patch panels
Audioarts DAs model 8400
Telos Zephyr ISDN codecs
WinTV to bring in TV/cable on the computer desktop. It also provides
video between studios during fundraisers.
Cybex Longview equipment ( removes the CPU from the studio and allows
the keyboard monitor and mouse to operate in one room while having the
CPU elsewhere — reduces noise).
Broadcast Tools Box o' Switches to remote-fire audio on satellite stations
Computer record of Skimmer as well as tape backup

YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS.
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www.siNEsysTEms.com

Also at WUNC is Studio C, the main production room; Studio D, atalk studio;
four smaller specialty rooms; and atech center, home to the remote CPUs, NPR
downlinks and demods, studio interconnects, servers and other support systems.
Its air chain includes an Orban Optimod 8200, Harris CD Link STL, Harris
Digit exciter and HT-35 transmitter, and an ERI panel antenna.

Most of the top
FM stations have
already upgraded
to Omnia.

Are you next?

Most of the 100 highest rated FM stations in the most
competitive US markets* have already upgraded to
Omnia. So have many of the leading stations in Paris.
London, Munich, Toronto, Rome, Beijing, Tokyo...
Competition is brutal at the top, and with so much at
stake, the big guys need every advantage they can get.
Which is why the leading stations choose Omnia more
than any other FM audio processor.
Nothing competes with Omnia. Pure, vibrant, silky
smooth audio. And more than enough power to win any
loudness war. Take a cue from the best in the business
and move up to Omnia.
Omnia. The competition is history.
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Recording, storage: One Step at aTime
by Ken R.

"These machines use afloppy disc, but
not the typical 3.5-inch style found in computers. The advantage is that there is no
tape involved:' he said. "The audio can be
indexed so you can locate items easily, and

some users is that when its ATRAC-comAnother model that uses PC cards and
pressed audio is fed into asystem or air
CompactFlash is the Maranta PMD680.
Station managers face many decisions
chain that uses adifferent compression
"This portable has a street price of
scheme, such as aMP3-based automation
about $ 1,000," one user told Radio World.
that require knowledge of arapidly changing broadcast technology. Audio formats
system or an apt-X based STL, the "cas- "Add aMemStick and reader for another
blossom and die. Computers continue to
$100 and you're in business. Quick and
replace traditional studio equipment. A
direct downloads to aPC for storing and
wrong decision can be disastrous to the
editing are asnap. As more machines like
bottom line.
this get into the market, the prices will
This is one in a series of articles
come down, making it avery solid longdesigned to simplify recent developments
term choice."
and explain them in terms non-engineers
CompactFlash and Memory Stick
can understand.
(MemStick) are small- format memory
cards, widely used by PDAs and digital
MiniDisc, CDs catch on
cameras. The PMD680 can make use of
Tim Schwieger is president of
these formats thanks to adaptor cards that
Broadcast Supply Worldwide, acompany
fit into the PC card slot of the unit.
that sells audio products to the industry.
Designed to speed the transfer of data
"We find that instead of carts in the stufrom the smaller memory cards to laptop
dio and cassette recorders in the field, it's
computers, the same devices can be used
MiniDisc," he said. "This is aformat that
with digital recorders with a PCMCIA
never really caught on with consumers,
slot, such as the Courier, Nagra Ares-C
CD recorders have become ever more affordable —
but it became accepted for broadcasters
and C-PP, and the Maycom Easycorder.
and portable. This is the Maranta CDR300.
because they wanted something that
The advantage of CompactFlash is the
the more elaborate machines even allow
worked like acart machine. MiniDisc is
cading" algorithms may yield audio artilower cost of the media; however their
inexpensive and air personalities can take
simple editing. The drawback is that some
facts that are audible to listeners.
storage capacity tends to be lower.
their own removable discs with them. The
people don't like them because of propriAnother recent development is the
Card readers are similar devices that
format is extremely reliable and robust,
etary algorithms that alter the sound."
affordability of CD recorders.
can be used to transfer data from PC
and with the small amount of maintenance
In order to get more audio into less
"They're even starting to use them in
cards, CompactFlash and other digital
space, aMiniDisc leaves out some of the
the field now for concerts," said
needed, it's agood way to get into digital."
media to adigital audio workstation or
Frank Grundstein, broadcast sales mansounds it sees as redundant or unimporSchwieger. "They're portable and you get
other computer via USB.
ager for Lightner Electronics, concurred.
tant. With MD, one concern expressed by
74 minutes on each disc, which is removable. The truth is that ablank CD is now
Stand-alone
cheaper than ablank cassette." And, he
360 Systems developed several digital
said, the technical quality of CD is about
record-playback products that have caught
10 times better than that of atraditional
on in the studio and use their own internal
tape cassette.
hard disks as the recording media.
DigiCart/II, for example, has controls that
No moving parts
resemble an analog cart machine, but it
A recent addition to the world of digital
offers random access to the audio, meanrecorders is arecording medium with no
ing no fast-forwarding or rewinding is
moving parts, aCompactFlash card, to
necessary. The audio quality is selectable;
store sound. For instance, German compathe less material to be stored, the higher
ny Mayah Communications makes a the quality available. DigiCart/I1 provides
device called a Flashman, which is handsome editing and processing functions.
held and can record and play back in
The same company's Instant Replay 2.0
stereo. The Dutch- made Maycom
can hold thousands of audio clips and
HandHeld Recorder is asimilar unit. The
make them available in groups at the touch
user can select the quality of the audio,
of abutton. To the air personality, it would
and the recorder can connect to acomputbe like having 50 cart machines that can
er for editing the production. Several other
be picked up under his or her arm and takcompanies offer similar products,
en to aremote broadcast. If editing in an
although many are not designed for broad"all in one box" is desired, 360 Systems
cast-quality audio.
makes Short/cut 2000, which boasts flexi"But these devices cost several thoubility and ashort learning curve.
sand dollars instead of several hundred for
The most drastic form of change is to
other types of recorders," said Grundstein.
go from analog components to an entire
"And no one has arack-mountable version
integrated computer- based system of
When you've got audio to cut
that Iknow of."
audio recording and storage.
and no time to spare...
Another concern Grundstein expressed
"Full-scale hard-disk systems ... are
is the dearth of rack-mountable versions of
expensive," said Grundstein. " Some
Trust Short/cut 2000' to get amove on. How fast is it?
such units. The Swiss- made Nagra Ares
require proprietary software, some don't.
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
C- PP is rack- mountable, but it also
But the main thing is that if you go with
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cut's ten
includes anumber of ISDN communicaone of these systems, you'll have to learn
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued- up and ready to go.
tions features, which increases the price
to do everything differently."
significantly.
He said younger staff members probaWe've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
Fraser Jones, president of Independent
bly won't care, but some older staffers
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
Audio, said his company offers the
may not want to learn something new.
to an open mike.
Sonifex Courier, a portable hard- disk
recorder/playback system that allows
Storing audio
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports. interviews,
recording in several formats. The Courier
Regardless of the storage medium,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
uses PCMCIA hard disks, or "PC cards:'
audio can be archived in many forms. You
for stand-alone digital audio editing.
to store its audio; the cards can be
may hear the word "linear." It means that
changed quickly, allow on-board editing
the audio is recorded exactly as it is proand are capable of storing up to 18 hours.
duced, without reduction or "compression"
"When you record on our device, you
of the data. Data-compressed audio takes
can transfer or transmit it instantly," he
up less space on ahard drive than does linsaid. "You can record with full bandwidth
ear, but the audio quality is compromised.
for maximum fidelity or compress the
Engineers debate the relative merits of varcontents greatly, giving you anywhere
ious data reduction schemes or " algo360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361. Phone ( 818) 991-0360. Far: ( 818) 991-1360
from an hour of recording up to days of
rithms," such as apt-X, AAC and MP3.
recording depending on the algorithm."
See MEDIA, page 12

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."
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Legacy: The Digital Future-Value Packed

In today's marketplace, we know finding an : nnovative solutions at areasorable
price is difficult. But at Harris's 'pacific Research and Design Center, our engineers
refused to compromise on any of their goals for Legacy. It had to
have everything: looks, intelligence, robustness and affordability. So they

••
•
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•e .•
s •

developed new design concepts and manufacturing technologies that

. •

next /
eve/ solutions

combine the finest qual5ty components with incredible styling and functionality
all at avery attractive price. Which means you get unparalleled ease of use. quick
and easy format changes, low cost of ownership and legendary Harris reliability.
Contact your Harris representative for the rest of the story.

SERVICE
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
TRANSMISSION

w\,vw broadcast.harrïs.corn •

1.800.622.0022
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Media
Continued from page 10

"My old equipment has worked for
years," says the typical money- minded
general manager. "Why do Ihave to buy
this new stuff, anyway?"
Contract engineer Michael G.
McCarthy, CSRE, is based in suburban
Chicago. He offered several reasons.
"Getting rid of cart machines will save
you at least $ 1,000 ayear in maintenance
and replacement parts," he said. "Driving
over to Wal-Mart for areplacement hard
drive is easier than calling around trying to
locate acapstan motor."
He said if astation opts for adigital
studio that is computer-based, it could
also tie into the station billing, accounting

Challenging the traditional analog
cassette format are devices like
the Sonifex Courier portable recorder,
which uses PCMCIA hard disks
(PC cards) to store digital audio.
and traffic systems if planned properly.
"And if you have an automated station, a digital logger can record your
station's air signal for many days and
easily prove that a spot ran when you

claim that it ran," he said. "The downside of a fully- digital station is that
you have to consider security and
virus issues."
McCarthy said switching to digital
players, recorders and storage devices
would save managers money in the
long term.
"But you have to have aplan and ask
some questions," he said. "Will you still
be in the same facility in three years?
Will you operate a cluster of stations?
Will you be able to support not only the
acquisition of the new equipment, but
the support for it as well? Computer systems are less forgiving than consoles for
power disturbances so you'll need backups, generators and UPSs ( uninterrupted
power supplies)."
Ken R. is afonner broadcaster who is
the proud owner of adigital watch. •

Secret

People
News
41110
/1P

WLIU(FM), Long Island University
Public Radio, acquired new staff: Jim
Asendio joins as news director, Jamie
Berger is director of administration and
operations and Dan Cox has taken over as
bureau manager. Bonnie Grice was named
music director, but continues as program
host and producer of daily and special programs. Nancy Marksbury will head up
PR as director and Nancy Montgomery
was promoted to business manager.
Michael Fischer joined Denver's
KJCD(FM) as program director.
NBG named two members to its board.
Peter Bourdes, founder and co-CEO of

Break every composite performance barrier
with the new Starlink Digital Composite STL.
Jay Martin

It's an engagement years in the making. Digital audio quality
finally meets the convenience of composite operation.
Introducing the newest Moseley milestone — the Starlink
Digital Composite STL. It delivers all the audio quality that
earned the component Starlink its industry applause, with full
16- bit sampling.
Stereo separation that fully exploits the advantages of digital
signal processing, with minimal distortion. Plus an overall system
gain improvement of 20 dB over analog STL performance
SNR better than 85 dB.
Best of all, it's a direct replacement for your existing
composite STL. So it's easy to implement the digital audio
quality you've hardly dared whisper about until now. With all
the quality assurance of the name you know for STLs.
Moseley.

The Starlink Digital Composite STL.
Spread the word.
And contact us today for the complete story.

111 Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • (805) 968-9621 • www.moseleysb.com

Dave Lewty

Empire Media, and Stanely Wunderlich,
president of Consulting for Strategic
Growth and managing director of KCSA
Public Relations Worldwide.
Clear Channel Radio named Jeff Wyatt
to the new position of regional VP of programming, which heads the program management team for the Washington-Baltimore
Trading Area. Bill Barker has taken over as
VP/director of sales in Chicago. Mary
Pultorak is now national regional VP and
will oversee sales and service for the
Midwest region. Jim Richards moved up to
become regional VP of programming for the
San Diego region, where he was the director
of FM programming.
Harris added Matt Gillion to the
Broadcast Communications Division as
manager of field sales.
Mark Thompson was elevated to director of engineering and facilities in AAA
Entertainment's corporate staff.
Joe Gauci and Emily Frankfurt were
signed by Oink Ink Radio to staff its New
York production studio, 38 Greene.
Infinity Radio appointed Jeff Garrison
as PD of Houston's country radio stations.
KILT(FM) and KIKK(FM).
Dave Garland Media Brokerage now
employs broadcast executive Burt Perrault.
On the supplier side, Jay Martin was
appointed VP of TV product management
by Dielectic Communications.
Dave Lewty filled the position of applications specialist at Allen&Health USA.
Digigram promoted Paul McClellan.
former business development manager, to
worldwide marketing director. George
Butts Jr. is now OEM sales manager.
AEQ named Lars Beyer responsible for
project-oriented sales worldwide and sales
manager for Europe.
Rodolfo Bracho took over as director of
sales and support for Fairlight for the southeastern states and Latin America.
Dielectric
appointed
Mansour
Moussavian to vice president, HF/MF
Product Management.

•

Smooth.
Fast.
Easy.
That is what people are saying about the rew phone
gear from Telas.
Smooth

audio,

thanks

to

hybrid

enhancements

for

clear, consistent calls — even cellular phones sound
better. ISDN option for pure digital connection to the
Telco network.
Fast operation and fewer errors due to the intuitive
Status Symbol

cons and

LCD displays on

the

new

Desktop Directors.
Easy show production, with the Assistant Producer PC
software

giving you

capabilities

over

any

flexible
IP

screening

network

via

and
the

control

standard

Ethernet port.

www.telos-systems.com
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band crossover frequency between 100 and
200 Hz. This lets the processor emulate the
bass of the Gregg Labs 2540 analog FM
processor, which Greg Ogonowski produced in the 1980s. He is now Orban's VP
of new product development.
The software also supports Orban's
8400HD FM, an add-on or upgrade that
provides multiple outputs to drive the
Ibiquity HD FM exciter's analog and digital
HD Radio transmission inputs, which operate simultaneously in HD Radio operation.
"Each output's processing is optimized

PLACE

V3.0 for OptimodFM 8400 Is Out
Orban has released Version 3.0 software for the Optimod-FM 8400 processor. It ships with new units and is available as afree download for existing users.
A highlight of this version, Orban says,
are abatch of "Gregg" presets and acontrol
that lets the user switch the band 1/2 multi-

,
WHO

I

for the channel it is driving, resulting in
highest subjective quality on both the
analog and digital channels," Orban
states. The digital channel output is also
suitable for Webcasts and Eureka- 147.
For information contact the company
in California at (510) 351-3500 or visit
www.orban.com.

system provides transport over
10/100BASE-T circuits and can transport
over LAN/WAN corporate intranets and
packet-switched networks such as ATM,
frame relay and the Internet.

Harris Multiplexer
Opens IP Options
Harris Corp. offers the Intraplex
IntraLink-IP streaming multiplexer,
designed to give broadcasters IP transport
alternatives to dedicated communications
links.
The multiplexer can open audio transport options to most Ethernet jacks. The

Features include 22.5 kHz stereo audio
frequency response using a variety of
Intraplex plug-in audio modules, the ability
to transport multiple audio and data channels through one IP stream and multipoint
distribution, plus forward error correction
and packet delay jitter compensation.
For more information contact Harris
at (513)
459-3408
or
visit
www.harris.com.

SiteSafe Touts

A575111

RF Compliance
Surveys

•4Stereo PCM Play Streams
> 2Stereo PCM record streams
> Balanced stereo analog I/O
> AES'EBU or S/PDIF digital I/O
> Low noise mic input with 48v
phantom supply
• Compressor/Limiter and
Parametric Equalizer

YOU

DEMAND

AUDIO

SERIOUS

PRODUCTION.

So

take alook at AudioScience's
new ASI5111 audio adapter.
This PCI card provides stereo
analog and digital inputs and
outputs,

2 record

streams and

4 play streams, plus a mic
preamp with phantom power.
MRX Multi- Rate Mixing" is
included, so you can record,

RF compliance experts are stepping
forth to offer their services more aggressively, now that the FCC is stepping up
enforcement of its emissions regulations.
Among them is SiteSafe Inc., which is
increasing its efforts to educate the industry about itself. The company says it has
done some 7,500 compliance studies in
the past five years, and can help astation
ensure that its transmitting facilities are
classified correctly and meet the OET
No. 65 requirements.
"Recently, the FCC handed down afine
of $28,000 dollars to an FM station in the
Southwest, due to that station's non-compliance with these regulations," the company noted. "Specifically, areas that the FM
station believed were within 'Occupational
Limits' could not be classified as an occupational environment, and therefore were
out of compliance with the more stringent
'General Public' limits."
For information contact the company
in Virginia at ( 703) 276-1100,or visit
www.sitesafe.com.

play and mix multiple audio
streams to a 1Hz precision.
And our SoundGuarr transient
voltage supression protects
against lightning and other
high voltage surges. Windows
98,

NT, 2000 and XP drivers

gon
Read gt
eat

ze
e
eir

are included—even Linux! And
we even throw in the XLR
breakout cables.
For features you demand at
a breakthrough price, get the
ASI5111. Call + 1-302-324-5333
or check us out on the web at
www.audioscience.com.
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Sound Engineenng
Sonic Excellence
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Ten Years Ago
"In arecent speech to the Louisiana
Broadcasters Association, NAB CEO
Eddie Fritts warned that FCC authorization of satellite digital audio broadcasting (DAB) will destroy local radio.
"Fritts said that allowing one satellite (DAB) provider to control 30 or 60
channels in amarket ' would represent
a dramatic departure from the
Communication Act's foundation principles of localism and diversity...'
"The NAB opposes pending FCC
applications for satellite digital audio
service by five companies."
— "Satellite DAB Could
Ruin Local Radio, NAB Says"
Feb. 24, 1993
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Starting the New Year Off Right
by John Bisset
I've been fortunate during the past
year to receive and share a number of
pictures of problem sites with readers of
this column. To be fair, these sites are in
the minority. So to give balance, I'd like
to focus this column on things that were
done right.
Admittedly the pictures aren't as much
fun, but Ihope they'll give you good
ideas on ways to improve your facilities.
Lewis and Regina Moore own an
FM in Jonesville, Va. Lewis, who
works for the phone company, knows
all about cable trays and specified a

tray ( Fig. 1) from the manufacturers of
his pre-fab concrete building, VFP
(www.vfpinc.com). The vertical run of
his rigid line was cut to permit the flex
line to lay in the cable tray. The cable
tray provides adequate support of the
line till it exits the building.

port conduit, the support systems
eliminate any chance of line sag. Note
how Mark used rubber bushings inside
the clamp assembly, to prevent any
damage to the outer conductor of the
rigid line section.
* * *

***
Support of transmission line is important. Fig. 2 shows Mark Bohnett's support system at WESM.
This line isn't going anywhere.
Using Kindorf and other electric supply hardware, typically used to sup-

Rigid line assembly and routing
inside the transmitter building ( all
unpressurized) is simplified using couplings held in place with hose clamps.
Having to cut and solder flanges on
each end of an inside rigid run is time
consuming, and though the finished

* * *
Clear Channel Harrisonburg's Jeff
Caudell worked with his regional engineering manager, Ben Brinitzer, to plan
See WORKBENCH, page 16

Fig. 2: Kindorf and other electric supply
hardware eliminate any chance of line saq.

Fig. 1: This cable tray supports the line until it exits the building.

Mix and Matchrl

THE MATCHBOX
IHF,<›pRO STEREO INTERFACE AIIIPURER

OUTPUT sEVEL ADJuST

BAL
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product looks nice, measurements must
be precise.
The clamp- type couplings, shown
in Fig. 3 on page 16, are more forgiving with regard to measurements, in
addition to being easier to install.
When using these couplings, it's
important to clean both the inner and
outer conductors with Scotchbrite,
removing the oxidation, and leaving
shiny copper surfaces. Push the ends
together, center the coupling, and
tighten the hose clamps.
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Henry Engineering's NEW rack- mountable
"blue boxes" are now available in a compact 1/3 rack-width! Mount 3 units in onl
1 RU of rack space!
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• Mix and match...they're all the same size
• Built-in AC power supply...NO wall wart
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Workbench
continued from page 15

the Class A FM site shown in Fig. 4. Note that
Jeff also used the ceiling cable tray to manage
some of his rigid line as it goes to the transfer
switch.
The back of Jeff's equipment rack is shown in
Fig. 5 — some really nice wiring. Because the station upgraded transmitter power, Jeff brought the
transmitter remote control wiring out to an interface panel (below the remote control). This allowed
pre-wiring of the remote control cabling before the
new transmitter was set in place, reducing downtime while the transmitter swap was made.
* * *

Fig. 3: Clamp-type couplings simplify
installation and measurement.

Fig. 4: Jeff Caudell, shown, and Ben Brinitzer
planned this Class A FM site.

The time it takes to wire asystem properly and
neatly can pay dividends when troubleshooting.
Fig. 6 shows a series of DA distribution amp
racks wired with multipair cable. Note the Ptouch labels that identify each multipair line.
Lacing or tying wires once the installation is
complete makes testing or removal of aDA simpler. You're not reaching into a rat's nest of
wires to sense asignal, and the ties usually hold
wires in place, so nothing gets incorrectly connected when the DA is returned to service.
* * *
Labeling machines are inexpensive enough that
every engineering department should have one.
Note how the label on Fig. 7 stands out, quickly
identifying the disconnect.
• * *

Fig. 5 Nice job on the wiring.

Inexpensive shelving, found at Lowes or Home
Depot, can be used to organize your shop as well.
There's no question where test equipment is located in the shop organized by Orlando, Fla., broadcast engineer Dennis Sloatman.
Looking for respect from your management?
It's harder to earn that respect if your shop is a
haphazard mess. You may be the best engineer
in the region, but if your shop is a disaster,
you're sending the wrong message to your
manager. As we start with a new year, set
aside a day to organize your shop and office.
Watch how it pays off for you.
John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and
contract engineer for more than 30 years. He is a
district sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are encouraged,
and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax
your submission to ( 703) 323-8044, or send
e-mail to jbisseteharris.com.

Fig. 7: Use a labeling machine
to identify disconnects and
other important locations.

•
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Fig. 6: P-touch labels and wire ties make it easier
to work on these distribution amp racks.
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Fig. 8: A neat shop makes you look good.
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Rhapsody
in Blue.
Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.

Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels

This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.

Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output

Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.

IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.
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SIERRA
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Telos ONE-x- Six Talkshovv System
The best-selling POTS multi- line talkshow system! Real DSP not just analog hybrids.
Adaptive cancellation technology lets hybrid automatically adjust to phone line
conditions, virtually eliminating hollowness, feedback and distortion. Simple, intuitive
•

control using optional Switch Console or Assistant Producer screening software.

Smooth, Fast
& Easy

Telos TWO-x-Twelve Talkshow System
Two full-conferencing, high-performance digital telephone hybrids and a 12- line
broadcast phone system. TVV0x12 is the only multi- line talkshow system that lets you
use analog or digital telephone lines. Exclusive Status Symbols" graphical icons
eliminate guesswork about caller and line status. Integrates with optional Assistant
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Producer call- screening software for LAN or WAN control.
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Telos ONE High- Performance Digital Hybrid

Industry Standard

The world's most advanced, most affordable digital telephone hybrids. Real DSP
Pie
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Get rid of those cassette tapes and VCR cartridges— log your program audio using industry-

on any Windows XP Pro or Win2K PC.

0.6

MP3 Logger

Telos Zephyr Family
••••
• • • •
• • • •
• • •

You've probably noticed that nearly every rack room in America has at least one Telos Zephyr, usually
more! Zephyr is the acknowledged worldwide leader in ISDN codecs.
The award-winning new Zephyr Xstream has all the features, functions and
universal connectivity that made Zephyr famous—plus new capabilities like

The Industry Leader

ethernet streaming audio, high-fidelity MPEG AAC coding and IP remote control.
Zephyr Xstream is rugged, reliable and so easy to use that even an intern can operate it. Connect

"
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to any popular codec with irdustry-standard MPEG Layer 3, Layer 2or G.722 coding; connect to

POTS!
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program audio and skim airchecks, and listen to your station securely over IP connections. Runs
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standard MP3 instead. Save archive files to any local or network drive; use ProFiler to log

Mixer PLUS ISDIV!
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other Zephyr Xstreams using MPEG AAC for stunning high-fidelity sound, or
with MPEG AAC-LD for high- quality, low- delay two-way remotes. Xstream
MX and portable MXP add abuilt-in 4- input mixer and Omnia audio processing.
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Can't always get ISDN for your remote? Get Zephyr Xport, the POTS+ISDN codec. Xport uses Telos DSP based
modem technology and revolutionary new aacPlus" coding to hook up to aregular POTS phone line in the
field and connect with the ISDN Zephyr Xstream in your studio! Rock- solid digital connections give clean,
clear audio you've never heard in aPOTS codec before. Features atwo- input mixer with multiple outputs; add
the ISDN connection option ( with low-delay MPEG AAC-LD coding) for maximum versatility.
t• 414.
.9e.
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Broadcaster
General Store

Broadcasters
General Store

Your Number One Source
For Broadcast Equipment!

Used at more of the Top 100 FM stations than all other audio
processors combined, Omnia lets you craft a "signature sound" that
will lock your listeners in and drive your competition crazy...
A TeIos Company

Omnia-6 - Top Seller!
Simply the world's best audio processor! Crystal-clear
highs, thundering bass, full midrange and the maximum
loudness allowed by law! Six bands of AGC and 5bands

Ililt 111 11
l',1111 111111

of limiting, plus the industry's only user-adjustable
crossover network gives you the power to make your
stalion sound exactly the way you want. Twin full-color VGA displays show meters
constantly—even when you're adjusting processing. Ethernet, dialup and serial remote
control come standard. Available for FM and DAB broadcasters.

Broadcasters
General Store

Omnia-4.5am -New!
The power and clarity of Omnia,
now for AM broadcasters.
Tallcshows really scream, thanks to
processing algorithms optimized for

years

voice- intensive formats—music
explodes with power and brilliance. Omnia-4.5am makes AM stations
sound bigger, brighter, warmer than ever before! Put an Omnia on your
AM and pump up the volume!

Omnia-3fm

Well Under $ 4000

Blow the doors off your
competition with the punch
and loudness of Omnia, at a
surprisingly affordable price. Loaded with
features you might not see on much more expensive processors.
Omnia-3fm sounds so clean, clear and loud your competitors
might think you're breaking laws.

Omnia ToolVox -Award Winner!
Award-winning all-digital microphone processor
makes talent's voices explode with presence, clarity
and punch. The Swiss Army knife of voice processing,
Tool Vox puts compression, limiting, EQ, reverb, phase
rotation and the world's first FFT-based intelligent
de-esser into asingle, tamper- proof box.

Order Today!
TTER SERVE YOU!
Cindy Edwards
828-698-2893
cindy@broadcastdealer.com

www.bgs.cc

1-352-622-7700
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Happy New Year. It's About Time
Keeping Track of Time Around the World
Requires a Complex Algorithm
by Skip Pizzi
One of the most common elements of
broadcast continuity is the time check.
Listeners have long considered radio stations to be primary keepers of accurate
time ( along with the phone company),
relying on broadcasts frequently throughout their day in order to keep on schedule.
Yet as local broadcasters serve everwidening audiences via consolidation,
networking and the Internet, another
chronological challenge arises, in which
the tradition of addressing listeners only
within asingle time zone has given way
to abroader range of possibilities.
As the world thus grows smaller, it
behooves broadcasters to understand the
workings of the world's clocks. This is
harder than it sounds. While we all
understand the theoretical concept of
time zones, in actual practice, international time seems to have more quirks
and anomalies than the U.S. tax code.
Origins
The concept of dividing the world into
24 slices of 15 longitudinal degrees each,
and setting each of the resulting zones an
hour apart, is attributed to the Canadian
engineer Sanford Fleming ( 1827-1915).
Born in Scotland and trained as asurveyor, he immigrated to Canada and eventually became the chief engineer of its
Northern Railroad. He was the first to propose atranscontinental railway for Canada.
As he later led its construction, he realized
that in order to manage track usage efficiently and avoid collisions, astandardized
method of timekeeping would be required
from coast to coast. ( Previously, each town
had set its own local time based on the
sun's position there; as we described in the
Dec. 18 issue.)
His thinking led to an international
MARKET

PLACE

Seminars Delve
Deep Into AM
AM transmission may seem like a
dark science. But one consulting and
engineer firm is offering specialized
instruction in the mystical art.
John Furr's Paradigm Associates
presented its second symposium on
"Advanced AM Engineering" in San
Antonio this fall, and plans more seminars in the future.
This isn't aquick hour-long session,
but four days of hard-core AM issues,
including allocations, directional antenna designs, designing matching and
phasing networks, directional array
tuneups, AM proofs and FCC filings,
diplexing, coping with re-radiation, and
moving or upgrading existing stations.
The instructors this fall were Cris
Alexander, director of engineering for
Crawford Broadcasting and acontributor to Radio World; Charlie Gallagher,
P.E.; and John Furr.
"The seminars are part of an ongoing effort to gather, preserve and
disseminate detailed knowledge about
AM engineering," said Gary Keener of
Paradigm Associates. "The advent of

proposal for standardized zonal time,
based on the observation that the earth's
rotational speed was 15 degrees per hour.
His plan was adopted by 27 countries in
1884, and earned him knighthood by
Queen Victoria in 1897.

The Big Picture

Most notable among these today are
the no less than nine regions of the world
that offset their time with some non-integer relationship to the standard.
Closest to home among these is
"Newfie Time," the half-hour variant
that is the earliest North American continental time zone ( UTC-3.5h),
observed only on the island of

International time

has more

quirks and anomalies than the U.S. tax code.

The 1884 agreement also set the
world's time reference and Prime
Meridian ( 0 degrees longitude) at
Britain's Royal Observatory in the
London suburb of Greenwich, England.
This selection had the additional advantage of placing the 180 degree meridian,
which would serve as the day-boundary
(later named the International Date Line),
out in the mid- Pacific, where it would
cause the least possible upheaval. Today
the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) reference is synonymous with Universal
Coordinated Time ( UTC) or Zulu time.
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Does anybody really know...?
Since then, Fleming's original plan has
been amended to accommodate political
boundaries and commercial requirements
rather than adhering strictly to the 15degree zonal alignment. Britain had been
the first country to set anational standard
time in the 1840s (no doubt having some
influence on Fleming's later thinking), and
following the 1884 accord, all countries
began to set such national policies —
although with great variation among them.

Newfoundland, Canada. Half-hour offsets also are observed in the entire
countries of India, Iran, Afghanistan
and Myanmar, along with the central
time zone of Australia and afew island
groups in the South Pacific. Strangest of
all is Nepal, which uses a 15- minute
offset ( UTC +5:45).
Inrge countries generally establish multiple zones, typically along provincial
boundaries. Most notable in this respect is
Russia, which has 11 distinct time zones
(UTC + 2 to UTC + 12). At the other
extreme is neighboring China, which is the
largest country to observe asingle national
time (UTC +8). Normally such aterritory
would occupy at least four time zones, so
this creates strange daylight hours in some
areas (e.g., sunrise at the equinoxes around
5 a.m. in the country's eastern regions but
not until after 9a.m. in west).
These variations don't always mesh
well, meaning that some time-zone intersections are non-consecutive ( i.e., there is
more than aone-hour time change when
crossing them). Extreme among these is
the Bering Strait, where the Russian side

AM IBOC and pressures on existing
sites due to urban encroachment and
re- radiation have sparked renewed
interest in solving AM problems." The
price for this year's seminar was

$1,350.
For information about future seminars, call the company in Texas at
(210) 828-4555 or send e-mail to
gkeener@pdigm-inc.corn.

Among those in attendance were, from left, Mike Vanhooser of
Nova Electronics; Steve Davis of Clear Channel; Gary Keener of
Paradigm; Tom Cox and Jeff Littlejohn of Clear Channel;
and Amanda Presley of Paradigm

by Skip Pizzi
is three hours different from adjacent
U.S. territory. To make matters worse, the
International Date Line also runs along
this boundary, so when it's 9 a.m.
Monday on Russia's Big Diomede Island,
it's noon Sunday two miles away on
Alaska's Little Diomede.
Saving the day
While zonal time attempts to deal with
variation in longitude, Daylight Saving(s)
Time accommodates differences in latitude and the resulting seasonal swings in
daylight differential.
Also known as " Summer Time" in
many parts of the world, the concept
has its roots in a 1784 essay by
Benjamin Franklin. Inspired by his
well-known penchant for thrift, he halffacetiously suggested the DST idea as a
way to save candle wax and lamp oil.
He was in Paris at the time, where the
daylight differential is greater than in
the United States, due to that city's
more northerly location.
This brings up another frequent misconception of Americans, who generally
assume that Europe and the United States
occupy similar latitudes due to their fairly matching climates from north to south.
Actually, aquick check of the globe will
show that there is almost no overlap in
latitudes, with only the northernmost tier
of U.S. states sharing latitudes with the
southernmost parts of Europe. ( Boston
and Rome are at approximately the same
latitude.) So in fact, Europe and Canada
share similar daylight differentials.
DST is also subject to numerous
anomalies. First, tropical locations generally do not observe it, of course, because
sunrise and sunset times there remain
essentially unchanged year round. Next,
those areas that use DST don't all change
at the same time, producing a week or
two of semiannual temporal confusion
between certain regions.
Even within a single country, not all
jurisdictions observe it uniformly. For
example, Hawaii, American Samoa,
Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands
and most of the Eastern-Time portion of
Indiana stay on Standard time yearround, along with Arizona — except for
its Navajo Indian Reservation, which follows DST.
Commuting across such a boundary
must make life interesting for people who
must cope with the seasonal shifts
between the time at home and at work.
There are many more interesting idiosyncrasies to the world's timekeeping practices, and new rules continue to be adopted
(Remember "Nixon-time"?). Perhaps the
best answer to the simple question of
"What time is it?" is, "It depends:'
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. e
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Traci LaTrelle
Program Director
XM Satellite Rad ;o
Neo Soul Channel
The Flow - 61
Radio One Maryland

The New Ogallt

o

Where the ruboer meets the road.. or, in this case, where the finger meets the button... This is where great radio begins.
As Traci will tell you, functionally and instantly flexibility are key for any discern•ng Program Director,
air personality or board op. She's one of the growing number of PDs that recognize the significance of the
KLOTZ DIGITAL VADIS AudioMedia Platform.

1001Z

Whether you are running afast- paced morning show, playing " soft easy
favorites" or you're the engineer that has to keep it all on the air...
find out why KLOTZ DIGITAL is becominc the choice of broadcast
professionals wo -ldwide.

DIGITAL

Call or visit us on the web today to discover the possibilities.

5875 Peachtree Industrial Bkvd., # 340, Norcross, Georgia 30092 Tel: 678-966-9900 Fax: 678-966-9903
america@klotzdigital.com
KLOTZ DIGITAL AMERICA/SBE CHAPTER 67

rfed

www.klotzdigital.com/america
Sterling Hotel Dallas ( formerly Ramada Plaza) Dallas, Texas
December 5th 2002, Call for details.
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Wood Touts Simplicity and Value
being entirely too aggressive. This was an
business, the studio market was our first
escalating period in the "loudness wars,"
target, but we soon discovered a much
and FM broadcasters, in particular, wanted
larger user base among broadcasters. And
something similar but less brutal. Our
just as important to our continued sucModel 250 evolved from this requirement.
cess, broadcasting was a more stable
In 1972, the year Inovonics was founded, a first-class stamp cost 18 cents, a industry; recording studios were in and
RW: The model 250 five- band FM
out of business almost overnight.
gallon of gas was 36 cents and Richard
processor has been apopular product for
Nixon was president.
two decades. Describe the secret to its
RW: Up until about 1990, most
Since that time, Inovonics has been a
success.
recording studios and radio stations used
staple in the broadcast equipment indusWood: By the early 1980s, FM stareel-to-reel tape recorders heavily. The
try, its products known for their simplicitions also were caught up in the loudness
Inovonics model 375 and 370 replacety, low cost and ease of operation and
game. " Burn a hole in the dial" was a
repair. The product line — including
ment electronics for Ampex reel. equipment had become a staple. How many of common phrase.
audio processors, modulation monitors
The 250 did not match Bob Orban's
those units were sold?
and RBDS encoders, as well as tapeOptimod 8100 in that respect, but was an
Wood: Over the nearly 20 years we
recorder electronics — have long been
unqualified success in Europe, which at
manufactured tape-recorder electronics,
favorites of budget-minded broadcasters.
that time remained several years behind
and among the several models and verNixon and the 18-cent stamp may be
the U.S. in the technical side of radio
sions, we shipped between 4,000 and
long gone, but Inovonics just enjoyed its
programming practices.
5,000 channels. About 60 percent were
30th anniversary in 2002.
The 250 used feedforward pulse-width
monaural, 30 percent stereo and the rest
Jim Wood is the company's comodulation in the gain control stages, a
were for custom multi-track machines or
founder, CEO and chief engineer. An
technique that is predictable, adjustmentfor magnetic film recorders used in
alumnus of the University of California
and drift- free, and virtually colorless.
motion-picture production.
at Berkeley and San Jose State
The resultant "sound" (or lack thereof)
We still respond to the occasional
University, he holds abachelor's degree
appealed to European broadcasters, who
request for help in keeping these running.
in theater arts.
at the time still maintained a spirit of
In the 1960s Wood worked for Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph, now called
PacBell, as a "toll transmissionman,"
maintaining carrier and microwave longthat our low-cost
distance facilities, and in administrative
work. He moved on to Vidar Corp., a
alternatives "trounce" the other guys. But at
manufacturer of instrumentation/data
acquisition equipment, as a production
a fraction of the price, and with surprisingly
engineer, developing test fixtures and
procedures.
competitive performance, Ilike to think we
He then became senior development
engineer for GRT Corp., which made
provide an excellent value.'
prerecorded tapes. There, he designed
high-speed tape duplication systems
before co-founding Inovonics in 1972.
responsibility to the music arrangers,
RW: You entered the processing marWood spoke with Radio World
artists and producers.
ketplace with the 201 and 210 audio limTechnical Adviser Tom McGinley about
Though our U.K. distributor indepeniters and the 220 Audio Level Optimizer
the history and the products of his
dently introduced a "loudness mod" for
in the mid- 1970s. What was driving your
durable company in Santa Cruz, Calif.
the 250 in the last few years of its availdesign philosophy? Istill see stations and
ability, the design remained essentially
studios using these units.
RW: How did you get started in broadunchanged over the 18 years the product
Wood: Those three initial processors
cast equipment design and manufacturwas sold.
utilized a unique VCA circuit that had
ing?
been patented by our defunct previous
Wood: A friend and Ifound ourselves
RW: In the 1990s Inovonics introemployer. Initially it had been used to
out of ajob when the audio tape duplicatduced the 705 and 706 FM stereo genercontrol high-frequency program content
ing facility we worked for closed its
when mastering for audiocassettes.
ators, followed by the David Iand II intedoors in the early 1970s.
grated FM processors. The David models
Ownership of the patent reverted back to
This was during an economic slump,
were a great low-cost alternative to
us, and it proved ideal for FM preand we found it easier to start our own
Optimod. Tell us about those units and
emphasis protection limiting. Back in
business than to find gainful employment.
their target market.
those days, about the only other procesWood: Bob Orban's Optimods certainsor that dealt with this properly was the
RW: Your co-founder was Mark
ly defined the "single-box" approach to
CBS Volumax.
Drake. Is he still involved?
processing and stereo coding, and a
Wood: No, Mark left the company in
splendid job they did, too. Integrating
RW: Inovonics jumped into the early
about 1978. He quit the technical realm
these functions makes alot of sense, both
multi- band processing arena with the
and affiliated with an Eastern religious
in terms of installation logistics and for
model 230, or as some called it, the MAP
culture in northern California.
technical reasons as well.
I, and then later the MAP II for AM
Our standalone stereogens, the 705,
radio.
RW: Why atheater degree?
706 and 708, were companions to our
Wood: The MAP- Iwas developed
Wood: I'd always been drawn to the
almost overnight as a "do-all" processor
various standalone audio processors. Our
technology of the entertainment industry,
David line was named after the biblical
for both AM and FM, and proved acombut as a student Ilacked the self-discibattle of David vs. Goliath, in which the
promise that, at best, was marginal for
pline and the patience to pursue amathsmaller guy trounces the much larger
intensive technical education. My degree
either service.
opponent.
It was replaced in short order by our
is in theater arts, though the emphasis was
Idon't like to think of Inovonics as
MAP- II, intended exclusively for AM.
radio and TV producing and directing.
having "opponents" in the marketplace,
This was in the late 1970s, early days for
nor do Ipretend that our low-cost alternamultiband processing. The only other
RW: Your first products, Irecall, were
product on the market at the time that I tives "trounce" the other guys. But at a
aimed at the recording industry. What
was familiar with was Mike Dorrough's
fraction of the price, and with surprisingly
attracted you later to the broadcast marcompetitive performance, Ilike to think
very successful DAP 310.
ket?
that we provide an excellent value for
Compared with Mike's smooth-soundWood: Inovonics' first product was a
ing DAP, our " MAP- II" imparted an
smaller markets and emerging nations.
solid-state replacement electronics packunusually dense and "busy" sound, which
age for the still- popular Ampex 350RW: In addition to processing,
was rejected by asignificant segment of
series tape recorders.
Inovonics offers the popular 530 FM
As we still had contacts in the music
the broadcasting industry at that time as

This is one in a series of occasional
interviews with the suppliers of audio
processing in the radio industry.

'I don't ... pretend

Jim Wood of Inovonics
modulation monitor. the 520 AM mod
monitor and the model 711 RDS encoder
Describe the design philosophy and
capabilities of each unit.
Wood: The keynote of the design philosophy of any Inovonics product has to
be simplicity. We use this term in our
advertising as well, but always with an
attached qualifier claiming, "consistent
with maintaining quality and performance" or words to that effect. Our
designs are straightforward and, to the
greatest extent possible, utilize component parts that are, and will continue to
be easily and readily available.
Like our David processors, the FM
and AM mod-monitors are devoid of alot
of bells and whistles. They may have limited application in a plant that's strung
together entirely with CAT-5 cables, but
rack them up in atypical studio or transmitter environment and they will give
honest modulation readings for years.
Ihate to think of RBDS as alost cause
just yet; new cars are coming out with
RBDS radios as standard equipment. But
some of these same cars offer satellite
radio as an option too.
It's been said that Inovonics is the
perennial champion of lost causes:
Magnavox Stereo- AM, CBS's ill-fated
FMX system, Noise-Free Radio to name
afew. We've offered three different models of RDS/RBDS encoders as well as a
digital decoder/reader. Acceptance of
RBDS in this country has not been spectacular, but we're hoping that this technology, which is virtually free to the
broadcaster, will prove a value-added
boost to FM.
I'm surprised that, in the L.A. market
where Ilive, not one station is transmitting song titles and artists. It's so easy.
(Subsequent to this interview, Wood noted
that several L.A. stations have begun
sending not only song title and artist
information but weather and stock market figures.)
RW: You offered an analog processor
for Webcasting two years ago called the
WebCaster. What is the future of that
business?
Wood: The greatest potential for
Webcasting seems to be in non-traditional programming by providers other than
radio broadcasters, or perhaps for wider
distribution of innovative material created by college and other non-profit broadcasters.
"Simulcasting" worldwide over the
Internet does not particularly serve a
broadcaster's local advertiser base, and
simply multiplying the sources for
See WOOD, page 23
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Wood
Continued from page 22

RW: Where do you see your company
headed — competing with the likes of
Orban/CRL, Aphex and Omnia? Will Jim
Wood ever get tired of building broadcast

identical play lists couldn't be much of a
service to listeners, either.
RW: With the advent of digital broadcasting, Inovonics has developed the
Omega FM. What kind of challenge does
this technology using DSP present to acompany like yours that has been known almost
exclusively as an analog-based enterprise?
What does the Omega offer in the way of
advantages against other digital processing
products and do you think processing attitudes will change as DAB is implemented?
Wood: In its present form, our
Omega_FM processor is intended almost
exclusively for FM, replacing our Model
250 analog box. As the Omega_FM
doesn't use DSP chips, relying instead on
the bare-bones number-crunching power
of a Pentium-class CPU, software revisions can reconfigure the product for
whatever digital transmission system ultimately perseveres.
DAB-done-right eliminates the fundamental need for audio processing; that is,
to maximize coverage and overcome a
poor S/N ratio. Perhaps processing is best
relegated to the listening environment. A
noisy car might well use some squashing,
whereas a home theater setup would
sound most impressive with wide dynamics. DAB ought to level the broadcast
playing field from atechnical standpoint.

Radio World
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The technology of audio processing, for
example, is so subjective that there will
always be room for alternatives. Just like
automobiles, there's no single "right" model.
Excluding amajor upheaval, either in

'Barring

keep plugging away as long as we can. It's

www.rectifiers.com
800-649-6370

Company name: Inovonics Inc.
Headquarters: Santa Cruz, Calif.
Founded: May 1972
Founded by: Jim Wood and Mark Drake
Employees: 12
Ownership: Private
President/CEO: Jim Wood
Sales contact number: (800) 733-0552
Web site: www.inovon.com

more than ajob; it's a whole lot of fun.'

equipment under the Inovonics banner?
Wood: Rather than "competitors," I
prefer to think of the firms you mentioned as companions in the industry.

technology or the broadcast industry, our
products will continue to follow broadcasters' wants and needs. We rely alot on
input from station engineers and man-
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Vital Stats

a major economic calamity, we'll

"tool

We Can Fix It!

agers, as given at NAB and other shows.
And, no, barring a major economic
calamity, we'll keep plugging away as
long as we can. It's more than ajob; it's a
whole lot of fun. e

Inovonics

RW: Everyone has an opinion about
aake your station function professionally
nd sound amazing. In addition to the
whether analog sounds friendlier and
warmer than digital. Many feel that no
oftware that we have created, we offer
matter what the resolution or processing,
artner products like AudioScience sound
digital will never sound as good. How
does Jim Wood answer that claim?
rds, Natural Broadcast Systems traffic
Wood: When someone cites " CD - lend billing software, Syntrillium's new
quality," Ilike to counter with, "CD?
Edit Pro 2.0 and various other
Why, that's aconsumer format, isn't it?
Certainly no match for a good 16-inch
hardware accessories.
professional transcription."
Any and all of our programs are available
Just joking, of course. But we do live
in an analog world. If it weren't for the
lien our website for download. So install
cumulative effects of noise and distorFur software and play with it for as long
tion, it would make sense to keep proas you want. Once you've decided that
gram material in the analog domain. But
today's generation of digital converters,
st's the software for your station, give us a
coders, recorders and transmission links
11 or order online.
is superior to those of digital's early days.
Ibelieve that many of digital's detractors speak from initial experiences. As far
as I'm concerned, current digital recordings that do not use any bit-rate reduction
techniques sound fantastic. Idon't miss
tape hiss at all.
RW: Your company has seemed to
offer affordable products using innovative design concepts usually seen in those
of more expensive competitors. What has
been your secret to keeping costs so well
behaved?
Wood: Inovonics has always based
product selling price on what it costs to
manufacture and market the product, not
on what the market will bear, or what
seems to be the going rate for acompetitor's equivalent. And we attempt to use
common component parts rather than esoteric ones that quickly become obsolete.
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The World's Bes

Big Savings
Audio-Technica Studio
Microphone Only $ 199"
This true large diaphragm studio cardioid condenser mic has
exceptional detail and low noise, high maximum SPL, and wide
dynamic range. Optimized output level and low self- noise
(12 dB SPL) make it suited for today's most sophisticated
studios. Features: extended low-frequency response;
shock mount; low-cut switch ( 80 Hz, 12 dB/octave,) as
well as a10 dB pad.
AT3035

List $ 349.00
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$
199"

audio-technica.

Affordable Dual-Channel ISDN Code< @AEQ
The amazingly affordable AEQ Eagle is ahigh-quality dual channel ISDN audio codec.
Features: dual- channel for 64 kbps encoding modes: G.711, G.722 and MPEG; easy
control bus offers IP remote control by internet or computer network; built-in terminal
adapter for U.S. and Europe; mic input; headphone jack; front phone jack; dual display
for easy operation; metering of send and receive audio; AES/EBU analog and digital I/O.
EAGLE

List $ 2,795.00

$
2,395"

Audio Card with
Six Simultaneous I/0s
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Digigram's versatile VX442 features four balanced
analog inputs/outputs with 24- bit converters,
as well as adigital stereo input/output in
AES/EBU or S/PDIF formats. In fact, atotal
of six I/0s are available for simultaneous
record and playback with exceptionally low
latency ( by default at 48 kHz: 8ms, minimum: 1.5 ms).

•

Digigram

VX442

List $ 789.00

$
588ce

Portable Stereo
Flash Recorder
This rugged and compact digital recorder
uses flash memory PC cards for audio storage
Features: saves files as . mp2, . bwf or .wav; time/
date generator; marking points; manual or auto
record level control; built-in mic and speaker;
2- second prerecord buffer; balanced XLR and 1/4" mic
input (with - 15/-30 dB attenuator); RCA I/O; coaxial
digital output; telephone jack.
PMD690

List $ 1,499.00
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Buy two VoxPro PC softw
get VoxPro PC Network f

Audion's VoxPro PC software system is the fastest, e
editing system used today by deejays, producers and
uses ahardware USB- or Serial- port ccntroller for fast r

$
1,
O95"

playback. In addition to importing and expprting files,
allowing files to oe moved instantly back and forth be
and newsroom ( with PC network software).

Voice Pitch Processor

ruHELICON

The TC-Helicon VoiceOne superior pitch recognition supports four kinds of voice
pitch shifting. In the PureShift, full-DSP mode, you can shift using instrumental, formant
corrected, and HybridShift ( set the percentage of instrument vs. formant corrected).
The VoiceOne also offers the FlexTime time elasticity algorithm. Features: algorithms
which include Vibrato, Breath, Growl/Rasp, Inflection, Spectral and Resonance; advanced
automatic and manual forms of pitch correction; intelligent harmonization algorithms; full
MIDI implementation; digital unbalanced S/PDIF I/O; analog balanced XLR I/O.
VOICE1

List $ 1,299.00

$
99900

Right now, buy two VoxPro PC software/controller I,
software for only $ 99.00 - asavings of almost $ 600.00l
VoxPro PC workstations using Novell, NT or peer- toThis is alimited time offer exclusively from BSW. Call

Source for Professional Audio Products
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5- Pack 116,4
Headpfuée

audio•techni

Incredible
5- Pack Mic Special

Fivie ,-NKG K1 10M
headphones for $ 89.00!
Were nct kidding.These
durable, great sounding
headphcnes lave sealed
ear cus ions, aself-adjusting
headband and low 32 ohm
impedance. Order today!

The Audio Technica ST95MKII is aquality sourding
dynamic mic, perfect for PA and studio recording.
High output with close working parameters
allow for excellent gain before feedback in sound
re nforcement applications. Features:01/0ff switch;
XLF output; low impedance; cardioid pat:ern.
Indudes stand adaptor.

589"

K110MPKG

Five mics for 599.00 - talk about agreat deal!
We also have 5- pack deals on windscreens
( NS912PACK) and 25 ft. mic cables ( eN.I25PKG)
$9900 M25PKG
$
49 99
ST95MKIIPKG

'24"

WS912PACK

Personal Amplified
Studio Monitors
E301BEAV are the perfect personal powered
rrcnitors. Features: 4" speaker; built-in 10-watt
amplifiers; magneically shielded to protect nearby
computer monitors; rotary level control; automated
protection circuitry; alanced XLR and phone jack
inputs. Priced as each.
6301BEAV

re/controllers and
ronly $99 01
sy-to-use two- track recording andl digital
eporters nationwide. Vox.Pro PC software
cordinrg/editi ng as well as on-air"Hot Key"

the

system is seamlessly networkable,

ween te production room, on-air studio
ndles, and get VokPro PC Network
VoxPro PC Ne:work links two or more
rnetworks.
for BSW prices and more information.

•426.8434 or
swusa.com
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Behringer's new UB2442FX-PRO is a24- input mixer
with premium mic praamps and a24- bit multit-FX
processor Features:4 subgroups with separate outputs
fo -added routing flexibility; 16 baianced high- headroom
lire inputs; 10 mic preamps; 3- bard EQ with semipa rametric mid band p us switchable low-cut filter. There
is also astereo FX prccesscr with revarb, delay, chorus,
ccmpressor and more.

59 00 /EA.

Super
«leiP
Comfortable
Headset
.A low profile,
lightweight design makes
the BeyerDynamic DT290
com'ortable for Icing hours
of use. More importantly, the
high- quality dynam cmic
cffers excellent isolation
from ambient noise.
Feat ..ares: hard- wired XLR and
114" connectors; headphone frequency response 10
Hz to 30 kHz; impedance 80 ohms; mic frequency
resppnse 40 Hz to 12 kHz; impedance 200 ohms.
DT290

4- Bus Mixer with
Effects — Only $349 99

List $ 410.00

5229 0°

UB2442FX

II

LIST $ 439.99

'349 99

Amazing
Value!

The HMD 280 is perfect for í
broadcasting in high noise
environments. The
headphone pads are
tightly sealed around
4e
1
the ear arad the noise compensating supercardioio
microphone rejects external noise.
Features: hard-wired Xl_Ft and 1/4" ccnnectors
very good attenuaticn of background noise;
headphole frequency response 8Hz to 25 kHz;
impedance 300 ohms; mic frequency response
50 Hz to 3.5 kHz; imipedance 200 ohms.
HMD230

List $ 299.95

19900
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Tower Approval: Do Your Homework How to

by Barry MagriII

The process for getting a new tower
approved can be scary. Let's take alook
at steps that will improve your odds for
approval.
Speaking broadly, you will first do your
homework. Then you'll make preliminary
contacts with the zoning board, assemble
your team, prepare your application and
finally appear for your meeting.

Local boards are looking for a showing of need, public benefit and harmlessness. They also want to know how your
structure fits in with the current and
planned zoning for the area. Will it be
aesthetically pleasing? Does it pose any
threat to the safety or disturb the peace of
the neighborhood?
You will be arguing that your tower is
the best way to achieve your goal, that
your tower serves the public interest and
that it will create no harm for your neighbors or workers.
Suppose you have an AM station.

Why is the site you chose the best? You
will need to convince the board that you
only have a limited area in which to
move, that you have considered alternative locations and that you ruled them out
for good reasons.
Your engineer will be helpful; he can
tell you the boundaries of where your
AM will fit. It needs to serve the community of license and protect other stations.
In many cases there is only alimited area

where the station can go. Would amove
from your proposed site reduce the number of people served? Will it reduce the
coverage of your community of license?
Depending on the antenna height,
the number of properties on which you
can build likely will be limited. Taller
towers normally mean larger parcels of
land to satisfy the fall zone and setback requirements. In most cases, collocation will not be feasible because
tower operators will not accept the
potential interference from an AM.
The public- interest aspect of the sta-

tion should be noted. In many applications more than one station is affected.
Does your station support emergency
services? Will the antenna be available
for police or fire service repeaters? Does
the station have atrack record for serving
the public? There may be FAA constraints. Be sure to secure acopy of their
"determination of no hazard" to include
in your application.
It is relatively easy to show that a
proposed tower will not depress property
values by noting home sales in similar
areas before and after atower is erected.
This typically is documented by acertified land appraiser who can answer questions about his findings. Alternately, you
may find documents about towers and
land values already on file with previous
tower applications.
NIMBY issues
Learn as much as you can about the
commissioners who will hear your application. Their vote usually is amatter of
public record. You can ask for the transcripts of past tower cases and read the
comments of each commissioner. Look
for pet peeves and usual questions posed
to prior applicants. Also note successful
responses to those questions.
You will need acopy of the locality's
tower ordinance and a site plan. Look
through the ordinance. Does it have different approaches to broadcasters and
wireless providers ( cellular or PCS)?
The needs and requirements for broadcasters and wireless providers generally
differ. Most of the time, cellular applicants are subject to far more stringent
rules. In many cases, pointing out that
you are abroadcast applicant will work
to your advantage.
Ihave noticed that successful tower
operators maintain good rapport with
local government staff and board members. It never hurts to start off as friends.
See ZONING, page 28

Build Your
E- Mail List

by Mark Lapidus
As the need to grow cash flow and
suppress expenses grows, stations continue to slice outside marketing budgets.
Most of the major broadcast companies
cut marketing expenses in third and
fourth quarters. Stations are then required
to do the next year's budget based on
actual expenses and zero growth.

Promo Power

by Mark Lapidus
Where does this lead us for now? We
proactively must consider less expensive
methods of marketing ourselves.
Event marketing — or as some managers call it, street marketing — has
become one of the most popular tools for
drawing attention and actually generating
more money. Yes, all stations should
expose themselves lo the public this way.
However, don't kid yourself; in a major
market of over a million people, this
See PROMO, page 31

Digitally Different
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OUR GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR FM THAT
WOULD RIVAL ANYTHING ON THE MARKET WE MET THAT GOAL...AND THEN SOME.
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Omega FM is a 100%- digital, software- based design. R doesn't use
DSP chips or other application- specific parts that rapidly become
obsolete. Upgrades don't plug into ' expansion slots,' they're
simply uploaded.
Omega FM is straightforward and uncomplicated.
Hardware simplicity keeps the signal path short and your
audio clean. Low latency lets you monitor off- air.
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novconics

1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: info@inovon.com

Omega FM is loud, clean and versatile. We don't expect
you to take our word for this, and you shouldn't.
Schedule a demo at your station through an equipment
supplier of your choice.

‘..Processing doesn't get any better than this.
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It's a fact: 4,325 U.S. stations use
11,800 Scott digital workstations.
One reason Scott sells the most is
that Scott systems are the easiest to
use. They're simple, straightforward, intuitive and powerful!
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popularity is that we offer more
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Digital Universe software that CBSI
and Wicks Broadcast Solutions sold
for $9,000 is now owned, updated
and improved by Scott Studios. And
it can now be yours for only $1,495!
Digital Universe radio automation
includes on-air software with full
capabilities for music on hard drive,
including Voice Tracker, production
recorder and CD ripper. Simply add
your own computer and an inexpensive non-proprietary sound card. Or,
for asmall labor charge, Scott Studios
will install Digital Universe on Dell
computers at no hardware markup
over factory prices.
All Scott Studios' systems feature
"wet" Voice Tracking, where
announcers hear music heads, tails
and segues in their headphones.
"Wet" Voice Tracking makes recorded
shifts sound smoother than the "dry"
recordings of other affordable software. For $249 extra, any computer in
your station can be aDigital Universe
Voice Tracker!
Scott Studios also offers pre-dubbed
Digital Universe music libraries, onsite training and satellite format
capabilities. For details, go to
digitaluniverse.com.
24/7 Technical Support: 888-SCOTT- 411
(972) 620-2211
FAX: (
972) 620-8811
R
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Computer Concepts' Maestro—and
its predecessor, DCS—are widely
regarded as radio's most robust and
most reliable automation systems.
Many are still in daily use after 13
years. (Computer Concepts is awholly
owned subsidiary of Scott.)
Maestro has asophisticated ability to
think and make informed decisions
during automated shifts. You can
relax, knowing Maestro handles every
situation as you want. Maestro is also
superb at unattended time shifting of
programs.
Maestro has one of live radio's best
phone recorder/editors, automated
satellite or Internet distribution of
spots, music, liners and news for huband-spoke clusters.
Maestro integrates seamlessly with
our Voice Tracker, pre-dubbed music
on hard drive, and famous
NewsRoom copy and audio editor.
Scott Studios made a multi-million
dollar commitment to growth and
long-term support of Maestro's many
happy customers. New Maestro
version 3.3 now includes the industry's best CD ripper, Cart Chunk
compatibility, and records and plays
WAVE files.

Scott Studios' SS32 is both the best and
best-selling digital studio system—regardless of brand—because
SS32 has the best user interface and is
easiest to use. Also, SS32 offers virtually every feature radio stations want!
SS32 offers an Invincible hot standby
with hands-free auto-transfer. It
switches in less than asecond, picking
up at the exact syllable where the first
one left off. It's one reason why so
many stations in New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Houston, Boston, Dallas
and many other major markets choose
Scott.
SS32's built-in phone recorder has an
easy-to-use jog wheel and adds autosequencing features you can't get
anywhere else.
SS32's Voice Tracker also leads the
industry with convenient features for
local and distant city use.
You also get Cart Chunk and NewsRoom compatibility, auto-fill for
network breaks, macros to simplify
schedules, Power Fill so programming
ends as specific times and remote
control over the Internet.
For more info, go to scottstudios.com,
or call toll-free: 888-GET-SCOTT.

Concepts Seaa Steariede

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
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Zoning
Continued from page 26

You will need to determine the current
zoning on the proposed property.
Depending on the county, you may be
able to find this information on the
Internet. The tax collector, zoning office
and the GIS (digitized mapping system)
office are likely candidates. A quick
phone call to the zoning office will get
you started in the right direction. The
fastest way for them to help is via your
legal description, which is normally part
of your site plan drawing. A street
address is also agood start.
Once your research is done, contact
the zoning administrator for an informal
meeting to discuss your proposal.
A map showing the location of the
property, asketch of the tower and asite
plan are essential. During this meeting
you will be able to determine whether or
not the tower will receive favorable
reception. Bring along a "people" person
who is good at reading others.
Some local governments have RF
engineers on retainer or staff. Such aperson can be an excellent resource. He or
she can evaluate your proposal and give
you information concerning the outlook
and possibly how to overcome weaknesses in your application.
Be prepared to justify the tower's
height and location from a technical
standpoint. Saying "it's proprietary" will
immediately arouse suspicion and may
turn victory into defeat. Remember that
documents filed with the FCC and FAA
usually are amatter of public record.
Depending on the importance of the
project and the perception of difficulty,
consider hiring a good local attorney.
When interviewing an attorney, ascertain
that he or she has agood working relationship with the board and has ahistory
of success in tower applications. If you
do not know agood one, the site acquisition department of your local wireless
company may help in some instances.
One word of caution: Don't go to the
board meeting and threaten a lawsuit.
Board members earn brownie points for
defending the public against absurd tower
applications. If your attorney thinks it's
necessary, let her proclaim the news.
Your attorney probably will wish to
assemble a team of specialists. Most
experts offer sworn testimony while your
attorney normally does not. Your attorney
will control the presentation and may cut
it short or ask for acontinuance should
she feel it is in your best interest.
Reasons to continue (postpone) your presentation may include the absence of a
board member known to be friendly to
tower applications or the general mood of
the board.
Your attorney may shorten the presentation if she believes she has enough
votes. As with any sales presentation, too

much can ruin you.
The typical "dog and pony show" will
consist of an attorney, RF engineer, property appraiser and site acquisition manager. The RF engineer will explain the
necessity of the tower location and
height. He will answer questions as to
why alternative sites and alternative technologies were rejected.
He should be prepared with exhibits of
propagation studies both at the proposed
site as well as alternate sites. He should be
prepared to answer questions about potential interference to other services such as
telephone, stereos, TVs, etc. The board is
not atechnical body, so anything your engineer can do to simplify the facts will help.
Common questions involve the safety of
RF and the effect of towers on birds and
their migratory paths. Questions about nesting locations of endangered species can be
answered by state and federal fish and
wildlife services. Note that the Audubon
Society is opposed to lighted towers. If you
contact them for information they may
show up to oppose your application.
There are eight FCC categories that
would trigger an environmental impact
assessment. If there is any question in
your mind about these categories, write
to the appropriate agency. Their response,
in letter form, generally dispels doubts in
the mind of the board.
It normally takes some time to get a
response so write as soon as you are committed to build on the site you have selected.

The board

potential damage to nearby landowners.
Other experts include land planners,
structural engineers and environmental
engineers. The land planner will help show
that the proposed tower is consistent with
the master land development plan. The
structural engineer will answer questions
about fall zones. In many cases the tower
manufacturer will provide aletter sealed
by their professional engineer answering
those questions prior to the meeting.
In cases where alengthwise fall of the
tower would endanger a residence or a
building used by the public, you may
wish to retain a registered engineer to
attend the meeting or at least write an
opinion letter. This will be a call you
need to make after preliminary discussions with the zoning people.
Environmental engineers and biologists can answer questions about sensitive environmental issues.
Next step
At this point you should prepare your
application. If you have an attorney, he
will prepare the legal portions and
request help from your engineer on the
technical points.
Many communities use an essay-type
application. The usual response is to
restate the ordinance and provide your
answers after each subsection. This helps
you avoid missing areas that are important to the staff or board.
Your answers should be clear and stick to

is not a technical body, so

anything your engineer can do to simplify
the facts will help.
Wilderness areas are handled by the
National Park Service. Questions concerning wildlife preserves and endangered species should be directed to the
U.S. Dept. of Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service. Floodplain questions can be
answered by the Federal Emergency
Management
Agency ( FEMA).
Questions about Indian religious sites
and historic sites generally are answered
by your state historic preservation office.
The Army Corps of Engineers usually
answers questions concerning surface
features such as wetlands and fioodways.
You may select an environmental firm
that will contact these various sources
and report the findings.
Property values
The property appraiser will answer the
question, " Will this tower adversely
affect the value of my home?"
One of the most common objections
raised by private citizens is "The tower
will cause my property to loose value."
Boards must balance the potential damage
with the public interest. A certified
appraiser can show that there is little or no

Zoning Resources
Your local ordinance can be found online at http://fws.municode.com.
A hardbound copy of your local code generally is available by request from the
zoning department.
The FCC Towair program locates nearby public airports. Find it at http://
gullfoss2.fcc.gov/cgi-bin/ws.exe/genmen/tow_air.hts.
Nearby towers in the FCC tower base can be found at
www.berkana.com/tower.php3.
Many counties maintain amap of the towers in their area. This information is
available through their GIS department. You may find any AM stations within two
miles (or any other radius) at www.fcc.gov/mmiilasd/amq.html.

the points in the ordinance. It should be neatly organized. The use of color is helpful.
The application is where you will
include such items as FAA determinations, fall zone letters, tower drawings,
environmental impact statements, warranty deeds, lease agreements, balloon
test photos, photo simulations, statements
from your RF engineer, maps of nearby
towers and propagation maps.
If you do photo simulations or balloon
tests, coordinate with the community
government. Use their contractor. This
will improve your credibility.
If you are renting land, make sure the
landowner is informed of any conditions
that may be placed on his land as aresult
of the tower. Most local governments
require you to have anotarized authorization to act from the applicant if you are
leasing the land.
You will probably not need all of the
data assembled by the team. However,
you should be prepared to answer all of
the questions raised by board members.
You or your attorney should meet with
the zoning and planning staff to work
with them answering their objections and
questions in acourteous manner.
You can do it!
You can take on the responsibilities of
the team. Some applicants do present
their own cases and are successful.
During your initial meetings with the
staff, you should begin to sense whether
you need help.
Regardless of whether or not you
assemble ateam, you must comply with
the public notice requirements in your
area. This normally means mailing notices
to neighbors within several hundred feet of
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the site property. Check with your local
zoning department about the requirements.
They must be followed exactly or afavorable ruling can be struck down.
This is when your neighbors find out
about your plans for the first time. Iwonder how much bad blood could have been
avoided if the applicant had been on good
terms with his neighbors before asking
for approval. Your neighbors can make or
break a tower application, unless your
attorney is very good.
Understand the county's perspective
on this matter. Government officials have
been burned on anumber of occasions by
speculators stating that they needed towers. Now approved towers stand with no
occupants. Sites that had been approved
for 150-foot structures end up with towers more than 200 feet tall.
These experiences, coupled with a
five- to 10-fold increase in tower applications, have degraded the credibility of
tower applicants.
Fortunately for the broadcast applicant, many tower ordinances are directed
at the wireless telecommunications services as areaction to the number of lawsuits arising out of the 1996 Telecom
Act. The boards generally are sympathetic to broadcast applicants unless they
have had bad experiences.
The tower industry has moved from
speculation towers to "build to suit." This
move generally has been met favorably by
most boards. Some of the more sophisticated boards are amending ordinances, to
favor more, smaller towers as opposed to
fewer, taller towers with collocation
potential. Smaller structures are easier to
camouflage. Surprisingly, there do not
appear to be any studies that indicate that
the general public even notices towers.
There is alot of resentment by nearby
landowners. Keep in mind that local elections are won or lost by narrow margins.
A 200-vote swing is not uncommon.
One way to lose acommissioner's vote
is to have a number of irate neighbors
from his district show up at a meeting.
Being a good neighbor and interacting
with the adjacent landowners before you
decide on a new tower can pay off. If
your tower can fall on your neighbor's
land, consider purchasing an easement.
This can turn an adversary into an ally.
Remain positive throughout the meeting. Remember that you need only convince a majority of the commissioners
you are right in order to gain approval.
Your answers to the board's questions
should be short, simple and to the point.
Reinforce important points with graphics
during your initial presentation.
Normally, the applicant — you — will
speak first. Members of the board may
ask questions during or after your presentation. Next, members of the public will
be invited to make comments or pose
questions. Then the applicant has ashort
period for rebuttal and closing statements.
This is your chance for damage control.
Once your rebuttal closes, the board
will discuss the merits of your application and vote on its approval or denial. If
during the meeting, it looks like you are
losing by a wide margin or if a board
member friendly to your case is absent,
you should consider acontinuance. A
"maybe" is far better than a "no."
Attempt to be cordial and candid.
Overcome the temptation to argue with
the public or board members who do not
agree with you, and don't gloat should
you win.
Barry Magri11 can be reached via
e-mail to barry@atlantic.net.
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Looking for some
free time?

Frustrated with your current digital audio delivery system?
Since 1984, over 500 radio stations around the world have trusted iMediaTouch

automation

software. With ahost of award winning features designed to save both time and resources wthout breaking
the bank, the iMediaTouch digital audio delivery system is easy to use and dependable tine after time

iMediaTouch broadcast automation software.
Big market dependability. Small market affordability.
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Newsflash: Web Watcher Was Wrong!
by Craig Johnston
When Web Watcher wrote last year's
January episode, he saw the future quite
clearly: The Copyright Arbitration Royalty
Panel would deliver its recommendations
in the first few months of the year, and certainly within 2002, Internet radio would
have certainty in its royalty fees.
Web Watcher was wrong.
Well, there is some certainty. Thanks
to adeadline laid down by the lame-duck
107th Congress in its final hours, small
Webcasters and the recording industry
came to amid-December agreement.
Webcasters that qualify as " small''
under terms of the agreement now may
opt to pay royalties based on apercentage of their revenues or expenses,
whichever are greater. This replaces persong, per-listener-based royalties that had
been mandated through the CARP
process. Those had threatened to bankrupt small Webcasters, who had garnered
plenty of listeners but little revenue.
Those wishing to take advantage of
the Small Webcasters agreement have
until Jan. 15 to file paperwork with
SoundExchange.
Broadcasters simulcasting their overthe-air programming on the Internet have
no such certainty, for two reasons.
First, because of how " small"
Webcasters are defined in the previously
discussed agreement with the recording
industry, few broadcasters could qualify.
Media- related, though not necessarily
Webcast-related, revenues count toward
the revenue ceiling.
Unless aradio broadcaster's Webcast

activities were set up under a separate
business, in most cases the combined revenues push the broadcaster-Webcaster out
of the "small Webcaster" category.
(Web Watcher notes that broadcasterWebcasters are probably better served
paying a per-song/per-listener fee for
their Internet streaming. Because other
related media revenues are also subject to
the percentage-of-revenues fees in the
small Webcaster deal, and because broad-

Unless a radio broadcaster's
Webcast activities were set up under a separate
business, in most cases the combined revenues
push the broadcaster-Webcaster out of the
'small Webcaster' category.
casting revenues currently dwarf the
Webcasting revenues, broadcasters have
the better deal paying the per-song/perlistener fees.)
The second reason broadcasters don't
yet know what their fees will be is that
they have stuck to astrategy that the copyright-royalty issue isn't really about them.
They claim that Congress exempted broadcasters years ago from such royalties for
their over- the- air music play. They've
argued that the Internet simulcasts are royalty-free as well, insisting that the governing Digital Millennium Copyright Act
does not specifically include them.
The U.S. Copyright Office ruled
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against that position in 2001. Since that
time, the NAB and several major radio
groups have marched through the
Copyright Office and the courts to appeal
that determination, losing at every turn.
A ruling in the Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit in Philadelphia is expected
several months into 2003.
Waiting for that ruling leaves broadcasters in adilemma. Copyright royalty rates set
by the previous CARP were in force only

SPACE
AVAILABLE
Call Simone For Details
1-703-998-7600 ext. 154

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worla readers. Reach Radio Station and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

through the end of 2002. The Copyright
Office set Dec. 23 as the deadline for
Webcasters to declare themselves aparty to
the next CARP proceeding, which will recommend copyright royalty rates and terms
from 2003 through 2007. At press time, the
NAB had not indicated whether it would
join in that next CARP round.
(Web Watcher notes that small
Webcasters will not be subject to the new
CARP rates for the term of their agreement.)
One more group will remain uncertain
about their copyright royalty obligations
well into 2003: the noncommercial
Webcasters. HR 5469 suspended copyright royalty fee payments for noncommercial Webcasters until June 20 to allow
them to negotiate with the recording
industry.
The small Webcaster bill defined
"noncommercial Webcasters" as those
who qualify as nonprofit under Section
501 of the Internal Revenue Code. This
could include both hobbyist and college
Internet radio stations.
Both of those groups could certainly
benefit from lower royalty fees, but
there's a second area they're likely to
negotiate just as strongly: the recordkeeping process.
While many modern radio broadcasters and commercial Internet-only radio
stations play their music from a serverbased system, which can keep track of
what music played when and to how
many listeners, hobbyists and college
Webcasters are usually much more lowtech. Several noncommercial Webcasters
say the record- keeping is as much an
issue as the fees themselves.
So is Internet radio worth all the hassle? Those looking for an end in sight
should be buoyed by Arbitron's
MeasureCast ratings for the first 10
months of 2002. They show the total time
spent listening to Internet radio climbed
by 172 percent.
Web Watcher is not abusiness-school
graduate, but it seems to him that if
Internet radio can get its expenses in line
and establish credibility with advertisers,
the listeners are there. In droves.

WEB WATCH

Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) heading the Senate
Judiciary Committee because the
Republicans took control of the Senate in
November's election. Sen. Hatch doesn't
represent much of an unknown; he headed the committee less than two years ago,
before Sen. Jim Jeffords ( I-Vt.) changed
his affiliation from the Republican Party
to independent, throwing his support ( and
thus control of the Senate) to the
Democrats at that time.
When Web Watcher asked Hatch's
staff what to expect from the Utah senator, they said he issues a Technology
Agenda early in each term. In the meantime, Web Watcher looked to arevealing
speech the senator gave before the
Judiciary Committee last May.
"For the better part of 6 or 7 years,
since creating adigital performance right
in sound recordings in the copyright law
with the Digital Performance Right Act
of 1996," Hatch said, "Ihave repeatedly
expressed hope that we were on the verge
of a well- stocked, ubiquitous and userfriendly 'celestial jukebox' that not only
would allow music fans easy access to
music they love, but provide artists
greater freedom to interact with their fans
and increased income from the exploitation of their works.
"Let me suggest, with some substantial
understatement, that we are not there yet."
Hatch went on to lay out five courses
of action he thought Congress should
take:
•"First, artists ought to be able to
exploit or benefit from works that are not
being exploited by the labels that currently hold the copyright, such as out-of-print
works.
"Second, artists ought be paid their
online revenues directly and those revenues
should not be unfairly discounted because
of traditional, but inapplicable, offsets.
•"Third, artists should be able to keep
their own online identifiers, their domain
names, so they can more directly control
their relationship with their fans online.
•"Fourth, we need to explore how to
make copyright ownership information
available through the Copyright Office more
accessible and usable through the Internet.
"Fifth, we must help ensure that market power in content is not unfairly
aggregated to the detriment of other legitimate distributors of online music who
seek fair licensing opportunities."
Look for Hatch to hold the recording
companies' feet to the fire to help musical artists recover at least some rights to
their music. Webcasters of any sort will
need to frame their arguments in terms of
what will help those musical artists.
As to broadcasters in general, Web
Watcher's sources note that Hatch has a
mixed record with their issues.

* * *

* * *

Broadcasters and other Webcasters
are likely to try to make their case in the
new 108th Congress. They'll find Sen.

While we're on the subject of making
money, the recording industry has made
See WEB WATCH, page 31
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Web Watch
Continued from page 30

secret that they've seen their profits
shrink in recent times. They've been
quick to point the finger at the musicthieving file downloaders, the Napsters
and their brethren. But policing in an
industry where new players instantly
replace the old has proven tough as filling abucket with no bottom.
One label, however, is augmenting the
Whack- A- Mole enforcement strategy
with a radical addition to its business
plan. Vivendi Universal SA's Universal
Music Group made more than 43,000
tracks of music available to consumer
who can purchase and download the
music for 99 cents atrack, or $9.99 for a
whole album.
Universal partnered with 28 Web outlets that receive a transaction fee each
time apurchase is made through one of
their Web sites.
Though no radio stations were outlet
partners at the venture's launch, both terrestrial-broadcast and Internet-only radio,
with their legions of listeners, would seem
to be obvious sources of customers. In
mid-December, it was rumored that Clear
Channel Communications was about to
strike such adeal with Universal.
no

Promo
Continued from page 26

exposure simply is not enough to move
the needle by itself.
What's the second-least inexpensive
method managers are likely to employ
for marketing? If you're not hearing
about it yet, you soon will. Time to scrub
that e-mail database of yours and figure
out away to grow the number.
Although focusing on e-mail database
marketing sounds like asimple task, I'm
fearful that most marketing managers will
fail to grasp the basics, thereby not only failing, but alienating their most loyal listeners.
First, let's discuss growing your email database.
One of the fastest methods is direct
mail. Odd, huh? Here's how it works:
Rent a list for your target demo. Do a
direct-mail piece that offers agreat prize
— the smallest Iwould consider here is a
free car.
Require that participants give you their
e-mail address. Include abox that they can
check to receive offers of other special
contests and get your free e-mail newsletter. You'll be pleasantly surprised at how
many people will opt in into your database
when you employee this method. My theory is that this typically succeeds because
you're tapping into contest players who
always want to win free stuff.
A direct- mail method using a big
prize certainly is among the most expensive options, but it's one of the few
methods that offer speedy growth. Yes,
you should use only those e-mail
addresses of people who have opted in.
Do not be tempted to use those who
haven't — it's illegal. Also they'll waste
your time with complaints, and most
will unsubscribe anyway.
The remaining methods of e-mail
database growth are gradual and require
constant surveillance.
I) Do onair e-mail contesting. Instead
of taking the 10th caller for atypical contest, tell your listeners that you are accept-

Radio World
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subscriber Internet radio offerings.
The Holy Grail has been to garner
licenses from all five major labels: BMG
(part of Bertelsmann AG), EMI (owned
by EMI Group), Warner Music (part of
AOL Time Warner), Universal ( part of
Vivendi Universal) and Sony Music. The
MusicNet and Pressplay subscription services were thought to have ahead start
because the former is owned by BMG,
EMI and Warner Music, while the latter
is owned by Universal and Sony Music.
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businesses have had to negotiate, label by
label, for rights to their music catalogs (in
most cases parts of their catalogs).
Agreements with the labels have been
slow to come, resulting in narrow offerings by individual subscription channels.
This lack of breadth has been blamed, to
date, for the slow subscriber growth of

However, independently owned
Listen.com was the first to score the fivemajor- label bingo, offering it on its
Rhapsody subscription service. Last summer Listen.com CEO Sean Ryan told
Web Watcher: "Actually, we think we'll
be more successful if we're not part of
one of the label groups because you don't

run into those competitive issues."
Competitive issues or not, labelowned Pressplay, and more recently
MusicNet, have licensed music to their
respective major label competitors, giving each of those services music from all
five major labels.
But while that was happening,
Listen.com has taken a page out of
America Online's playbook. Listen.com
has partnered with Gateway Inc. to put its
subscription music and music downloading software on new Gateway computers.
With afew clicks of the mouse and a
credit-card number, owners of those computers can activate a $ 9.99- a- month
Listen.com subscription to listen to the
quarter of amillion songs on the service.
Selected music tracks are available for
downloading and burning to CD for 99
cents aselection.
This broadening of the marketing
shoulders strategy follows on Listen.com's
cobranding of their service with the likes
of DirecTV and Charter Communications
Inc.'s cable service. So far they haven't
shotgun-mailed CDs with their software
on it, but then Web Watcher hasn't been to
the mailbox yet today.
Craig Johnston is a Seattle- based
Internet and Multimedia developer who
is a frequent contributor to RIP.
Reach him via e-mail to craig@
craigjohnston.com.

ing e-mail entries instead. For example:
"I've agot afree pair of Shania Twain tickets. If you'd like them, send me an e-mail
with your name and phone number. I'll take
e-mails for the next 10 minutes and than
randomly draw awinner. Our address is
iamawinnerewxxx.com. Good luck!"
The difficult part here is clearing out
the in-box you use for this contesting daily and then making sure you sort the
addresses into a "ask if they are interested" list. Even though this group has not
specifically opted in for your database, I
suggest ( others will argue with me on
this point) that you e-mail them once,
thanking them for playing the contest and
asking them if they'd like to be signed up
for other free stuff.
2) Listener calls. Every time your DJs
take arequest, have them ask for an e-mail
address. If they have time they can even
ask the caller if they'd like to sign up for
your free stuff. Otherwise you must e-mail
them to find out if they'd like to opt in.
3) Remotes. Wherever you do an
appearance or remote, make sure folks at
the event give you their e-mail address.
You'll collect more addresses if you're
offering people a chance to win something. Include acheck-box on the form
where they can opt in. Be most cautious
with e-mails collected using this method.
If the people are obviously in your target,
you're fine. But if you're in aplace like a
shopping mall, you'll be getting entries
from some folks who are likely not really
interested in your radio station.
4) Your Web site. It should have
numerous points where users are encouraged to give you their addresses. These
points can include Web contesting; an
"event reminder" section, where listeners
may be reminded that you're appearing in
their area; and a section that effectively
tells users about the benefits of opting-in
to your list.
What quantifies success in database
size? Everyone's got a different answer
to this one. Isuggest that if you don't
have at least 10 percent of your cume,
you're not at apoint to effect very much.
Because I've discussed e-mail content

in past articles, Iwon't go into depth
here. Ionly want to remind you that emails you send to listeners must have
substance.
Marketing directors usually are great
about sending out marketing messages,
but need assistance when it comes to
including info that's about music on the
station, the lifestyle of the listener or
something that's funny. If your e-mails
are only about your station, over time
you will boost your unsubscribe rate.
Speaking of which: make sure to monitor your unsubscribe rate. Check your
list size before and after sending out a
mass e-mail. Trends will show you what
your listeners like and what they don't.
Do not generalize these results. They will

vary by format and demo.
What does e-mail database marketing
cost? Sadly, it is not free as many general
managers suppose. You need the right
software, hardware and enough bandwidth. You don't want to send listener email directly out of the same system your
staff uses for communication. Most office
systems are not set up to handle tens or
even hundreds of thousands of e-mails at
once. Talk to your IT department before
proceeding.
In the beginning, start slow, learn from
your mistakes and never rely on automatic spell-checking!
Mark Lapidus is president of Lapidus
Media. Reach him via e-mail to marklapidus@yahoo.com.

* * *
For all the criticism Web Watcher has
heard heaped on congress for its 1998
Digital Millennium Copyright Act, the
DMCA does offer access to the entire
universe of music for Internet radio operators who opt for the statutory license
defined in the act.
The statutory license does not, however, include subscription Webcasters. Those

Listen.com has partnered with
Gateway Inc. to put its subscription music
and music downloading software on new
Gateway computers.
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Mac- Based DSP4000B+: Real Time, Real Good
Trends in
Production
PRODUCT EVALUATION

by Alan R. Peterson

by Ed LaComb
When Ifirst sat down to begin my
research on this article, Idid a quick
Internet search on " Digital Audio
Workstations/Software/Macintosh."
Ihave been a Pro Tools user almost
since its inception in the early 1990s, and
from time to time Ihave heard of other
systems that come on the scene. Some had
staying power; others did not last any
longer than the cup of coffee that 1am
enjoying right now.
Leading the pack
With that in mind, Ifigured it might be
agood idea to see what was really out
there and available today. As aMacintosh
user ( and fanatic), Ihear all the jibes
everyday from PC users who claim to
have the lead in the software marketplace
because "you can get anything you want
for the PC, but not the Macintosh."
Iam here to tell you, however, when it
comes to DAW software/hardware, the
Mac leads the pack.
Don't get me wrong; the PC has made
some very significant inroads into the
DAW world. Most radio stations that
acquire afirst-time, entry-level DAW usually find asoftware package designed for
the PC because that is the kind of machine
already in-house. When the time comes to
stepping up to the intermediate or professional level, however, one sees the Macbased systems take the lead.
The good news is there are literally
dozens
of
DAW
software
and
software/hardware systems on the market
See TRENDS, page 34

Ihave said it before, Iwill say it again:
When you have aHarmonizer in your production rack, you are one rockin' daddy.
All the musical instrument (MI)-type
reverbs and budget-line multi-effect boxes
in use today pale in comparison to an
Eventide processor. It makes abold visual
statement when bolted in with all the other
rack-mount components and still sounds
as sweet as anything anywhere.
•

•

Eventide PRODUCTION ULTRA- HARMONIZER'
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And it does what software-based audio
products do not: it offers areal-time experience that enhances performance.
The DSP4000B+ Ultra-Harmonizer has
aquick and easy user interface, lots of
programming options and aslew of specialized preset effects, many designed by
Boston production god Jay Rose and
Andrew Schlesinger, whose nickname
"Drew" turns up in numerous presets.
The DSP4000B+ actually is based on
the 24-bit/96-kHz DSP7000 platform,
hence the "+" in the name. As for the "B,"
think Broadcast.
Either way, the DSP4000B+ should be
on the top of your list when rethinking a
production facility or planning anew one.
Software alternative
All-inclusive computer- based DAW
software such as Cool Edit or Pro Tools
are fast becoming favorites in production
facilities because they often negate the
need to purchase an outboard effects
device, let alone one that can cost 10 times
or more that of the software.

years or so, running the DSP4000B+
will be afamiliar drill.
A large display, ahandful of soft keys
and that classic Eventide knob take care of
almost all navigation through the unit's
features. A numeric keypad is present to
enter parameter values directly, but experience has shown me that most users still
like to give the dial aride.
A busy back panel is filled with all the
110 options you could want, including 1/4inch and XLR balanced analog, AES/EBU
and S/PDIF digital, acluster of MIDI jacks,
and apair of wordclock jacks to get your
r».5:e"
re .rt Pf
whole house to dance to the same beat.
All internal processing is 24 bit and the
system clock sets the sample rate at 44.1,
NM'
48, 88.2 or 96 kHz (note the absence of 32
•
kHz, which is available only with an
external clock). An external clock signal
can be taken from the digital inputs and is
to tweak and render it with aplug-in.
Need proof? If you were voicing aspot
variable from about 30 kHz up to 99 kHz.
Higher sample rates put more demands
that places you in acavern, aconcert hall
on processing resources in the
or in an airline cockpit, wouldn't you want
DSP4000B+, so several of the more-elabto hear the process happening in your
headphones as you are doing it? Singers
orate presets cannot run at these high
rates. The presets that can run at 96 kHz
do it all the time in the studio: atouch of
are indicated by small lightning bolts next
reverb in the cans brings out an enhanced
to their names in the display.
performance.
As the requirements of radio production
For me, this remains the strength of the
are not as critical as, say, DVD authoring,
Ultra-Harmonizer — that Iturn in agood
read or character performance because I we can run the DSP4000B+ at 44.1 kHz,
can "feel" the part Iam doing without
take advantage of all presets and still get a
great sound.
compromise. And there is no fan noise,
The fastest way to work your way
such as you would have with an in-studio
around the DSP4000B+ is to begin with
computer.
one of the dozens of outstanding presets.
Another major plus: A device such as
One of the most fun presets is " 16mm
the DSP4000B+ combines many effects in
Projector," which faithfully recreates the
one real-time pass. In DAW software, you
old DuKane clunkers from our middle
must often add effects one at atime, or do
school days. Dial it up, press the Select
abatch process. Even then, you are not
guaranteed asatisfactory result compared
button or the Load softkey and let the
to hearing the performance in the headnightmare begin.
The beauty of this preset is the total
phones as it is being laid down.
control you have over parameters you
If you have ever handled any
See EVENTIDE, page 39
Eventide product made in the last eight

This is avalid point, but equally valid is
the need for the real-time experience when
recording voice tracks.
Say you need to do aSuunnn-daaay
drag race pitch shift on your voice. A
device such as the DSP4000B+ UltraHarmonizer performs the process live on
the fly, allowing you to tweak the settings
or the vocal performance itself in real time.
For the voice talent, this often results in
abetter performance, preferable to capturing anormally voiced track then going in

For all your audio 8( audio-for-video needs:
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SOLUTION.
Wide dispersion.
Long throw.
Extreme
accuracy.
The active
SRM450 is
compact,
easy to
transport,
and so simple

•

to set up

W

ith SRM450s, your station call sound better in the parking
lot of acar dealership than it does over most most people's

that even an

home stereos. This is one suhweet-s.ounding loudspeaker.
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on- air jock

The SRM450 has arugged scuff- resistant, composite- molded

could do it.

cabinet and weidn-balanced carry handles.
You don't havOo mess with external amps thanks to 450 watts

Not that

of high- current ainplification built in ( plus an electronic crossover,

they ever

equalization, phase and time compensation).
Call us toll- free, visit our web site or contact

would.

your broadcast supply house for more info on the
SRM450 live remote solution.
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keeps me from converting to Digital
Performer, but MOTU comes in avery close
second in my book with 4out of 5stars.
If you are looking to pick up a Macbased DAW application that will not
Continued from page 32
break the bank, there are plenty of them
for the Macintosh that pack quite abit of
out there. One such app is the BIAS
production power into affordable price tags.
Deck 3.5 from BIAS, Inc.
Iam going to focus on systems from
Deck 3.5 is a significant new version
five manufacturers that all feature Macof BIAS' award-winning multitrack digibased DAWs — some even feature crosstal audio workstation software for the
platform compatibility.
Mac, which brings full support for Mac
First, we'll look at what Iconsider to
OS X, plus some key professional feabe the market- leader in DAWs: the
tures such as OMF file importing and 5.1
Digidesign Pro Tools systems. Second, a
channel surround mixing.
system that keeps getting my attention,
Deck 3.5 is also a "Carbonized" applithe MOTU (Mark of the Unicorn) Digital
cation, which means that it will also run
Performer 3.0. Iwill also highlight the
under OS 8.6 or 9.x. It also imports sesSonic Studio HD, the BIAS Deck 3.5 and
sions from OMF from video applications
the PARIS Pro from Emu/Ensoniq.
such as Final Cut Pro, Avid and others.
Some may call me somewhat biased,
On the audio side of OMF, you can
but when asystem is used more and more
import sessions from Pro Tools, Digital
in feature- film postproduction, scores
Performer and Nuendo. At a suggested
more and more albums from the hottest
retail price of $399, Deck 3.5 is definitely
acts of today and is featured in some of
worth alook.
the country's best radio stations and proThe PARIS-Pro, a24bit digital audio
duction facilities, you pretty much have
workstation
from
Emu/Ensoniq,
provides
to give them the title of market leader.
all of the hardware and software you
That title belongs to the Digidesign
need to record, edit and mix digital audio
Pro Tools systems. Digi now has anumprofessionally. Together with a 16-chanber of configurations of its award- winStylized Screenshot of BIAS Peak software
nel control surface, 128-track playback,
ning Pro Tools platform for both the Mac
64 bands of parametric EQ and aboatand PC.
load of I/O options, PARIS Pro gives you
both CPUs, taking advantage of the dual
Overall, the lineup from Digidesign
The latest Pro Tools software applicawhat
the company calls "the most comarchitecture
of
the
Power
Mac
G4,
and
offers
something
for
everyone,
whether
tions feature acool feature called Digiplete integrated digital audio solution on
you are amusician in aproject studio, a effectively doubles the power of the sysStudio, which allows the user to collabothe market today ..."
tem where it is needed most: real-time
postproduction facility, aradio station or
rate with other people on the same
Four components go into creating the
processing bandwidth.
just abeginner looking to learn the Pro
session in real-time, from virtually anyPARISPro -system: the software; a PCI
How
powerful
is
this
setup?
Apple's
Tools
GUI.
where in the world.
card; "The Big Box" interface and the
bench tests show that Digital Performer
Control Surface.
can run 128 tracks of audio, each with
The PARIS- Pro system does not
eight bands of parametric EQ and
require
expensive SCSI hardware. One
dynamics
processing
on
every
track!
of DAVY
can achieve high track counts from offThat's impressive.
the-shelf IDE drives. The system is also
software and software/hardware systems for
What is more impressive to me about
cross-platform for use on both Mac and
the MOTU product line, however, is that
the Macintosh that pack quite a bit of
PC. And, like the TDM-based Digidesign
its lineup of audio interfaces, such as the
systems, the proprietary DSP of PARIS
828 and the new 896, feature FireWire
production power into affordable price tags.
Pro gives you DSP power without taxing
connectivity. All that is needed is Digital
your host CPU.
Performer software and a MOTU
Iespecially like the PARIS Pro 16
FireWire interface and you are ready to
channel control surface with full 100 mm
kick some major digital audio production
Best of all, asession created on the MThe new flagship product of the
throw faders and lots of extras to control
butt.
Digidesign line is Pro Tools HD. With a Box is compatible with the larger HD
the software environment from your finThis is what keeps me from giving
system. This permits one to begin the
sample rate of 192 kHz, this system
gertips. For all of you all-in-one types out
Digidesign the 5 out of 5 stars as menearly stages of aproject with the smaller,
clearly is built for the serious audio protioned above. If Digi would create a there, this is a system that you should
more affordable systems and then comducer. As with all DAWs, each new genlook into.
FireWire audio interface with the I/O
plete the master in abigger studio with
eration of Pro Tools hardware packs
capability of the MOTU line, they would
the larger HD system. Iwould give the
increasing processing power into less
Apple only
Digidesign lineup 4.5 out of apossible 5 have an order from me for four systems
space.
The Sonic Studio HD system is acomimmediately.
stars.
The M- Box is Digidesign's new
bination of hardware processing boards,
The one potential drawback in using
attempt to garner entry-level users with a
external I/O unit and application software
DP3 comes if you need to bring your sesMOTU and Apple believe
Mac/PC compatible system that costs
that runs exclusively on the Apple
So what keeps me from giving Digi a sion to aprofessional mastering studio.
less than $500.
Macintosh platform.
Pro
Tools
is
by
far
the
more
accepted
5
out
of
5,
if
I
am
such
a
believer
in
the
M- Box features Pro Tools LE, avirtuSonic Studio HD is built on the HDSP
platform in the pro environment.
system? Easy ... the MOTU Digital
al look- alike and actalike application
See TRENDS, page 35
Alas, my love of the Pro Tools software
Performer 3.0 ( DP3). One quick visit to
that is compatible with TDM-based Pro
Tools systems and software. It connects
to your Mac or PC via the USB buss and
Peaceful Coexistence Across Platforms
requires no hardware cards and no external power to do so. A collaboration
and AMD-based systems. Digidesign
DirectX specification, while throwing
Macbased production tools are enorbetween Digi and Focusrite, the MBox
even offers afree version of ProTools for
tricks of their own into the mix. In fact,
mously powerful and versatile. Yet
caught my attention early on.
the PC. The Ensoniq PARIS was
thanks in part to DirectX and some
Windows based systems generally are
To answer the "all- in one" needs of
designed from the outset to work on the
clever programmers, it is possible to
preferred in the radio environment. PCs
some producers, Digidesign has created
Mac or Windows platform.
find inexpensive or free multitrack ediare plentiful and inexpensive, hardware
the Digi 002 — a nice, intuitive, all- inRemember too that the production
tors on the World Wide Web, with as
such as audio interfaces can be as elaboone package with acontrol surface, Pro
world is not limited to Mac or Windows.
much functionality as any production
rate or as simple as is needed, and nearly
Tools software and more. An advantage
BeOS has made an inroad as the operatdirector might need.
all automation systems in use now are
of the Digi 002 is that you can record in
ing system for the TASCAM SX-I proWaveLab combines an MP3 codee and
Windowsbased.
the field, then bring the unit back into the
duction environment, and Linux proCD burning/labeling features with apowStill, the platforms can coexist just
studio, connect it with your Mac via a
grammers are hard at work hammering
erful multitrack editor. Cool Edit is now
fine. XM Satellite Radio, for example,
single FireWire cable and have full funcout multitrack programs that run under
up
to
128
tracks
and
recently
has
become
tioning Pro Tools control of your project
enjoys a harmonious relationship
that Open Source structure.
the editor of choice chain- wide for the
between Pro Tools production workstathrough your Mac.
Both platforms have their advantages
Clear Channel stations.
tions and Dalet on-air systems.
Digidesign still sells a fair number of
and both turn in exemplary performance.
The popularity of Windows is not lost
All in- one Windows software soluits Digi 001 systems that use one PCI
What works best for you is what works
on Digidesign or Ensoniq. ProTools LE
tions such as Cool Edit Pro, Vegas Pro
card to connect the 001 interface to your
best, period.
software and some Digidesign hardware
computer. Digi 001 ( as well as the M- or WaveLab make use of standards
— Alan R. Peterson
surfaces are designed to work on Pentium
already written into the Windows
Box) also uses the host-based Pro Tools

Trends

LE software, which now has an impressive number of Real Time Audio Suite
(RTAS) plug- ins available to get creative
with.
Digi 001 was the company's answer
for project-studio musicians who wanted
asingle interface to connect all their gear
to without having amixer get in the way.

There are literally dozens

the Apple Web site will show you that
MOTU and Apple clearly believe in each
other's products. And with good reason.
MOTU has created asoftware application in DP3 that is the first to take full
advantage of the Dual-processor Macs on
the market today. Digital Performer evenly distributes audio processing across
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MOTU 828 FireWire Audio Interface
Processor that incorporates high-power
hardware DSP and RISC technology. You
can add a second HDSP Processor card
that allows for even more real-time DSP
power. Producers can assign, queue and
batch process in the background while
continuing to edit in the foreground.
The Sonic Studio HD is sold in individual pieces or in packages such as the
HD 1000 package, which gives you one
HDSP MainBoard, one HD3 Digital
Interface and the Sonic Studio HD application software. The HD 888 package
consists of an HDSP MainBoard, a

DVD888 48 kHz, 8-channel analog I/O
and the Sonic Studio HD application
software.
Sonic Studio HD packs quite abit of
horsepower into an affordable package.
So, Macfans, you can still revel in the
knowledge that, at least when it comes to
DAWs, the Mac still occupies an important place in the production studio of
today and the studio of tomorrow.

This small sampling of the digital
audio workstation
environments that are
out there for the Mac
is proof-positive that
our beloved Mac is as
Digidesign Pro Tools Studio A
strong as ever.
Ed LaComb is the owner/executive
Contact LaComb at
producer of Ed LaComb Audio Imaging.
edlacomb.com.

edlacomb@
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500+ Symbols
Included in
Latest Stard raw
Update
Stardraw products are Windows-based
Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems
that assist in drawing designs or layouts,
such as architectural or mechanical layouts, schematics, lighting plots and audio
systems.
As part of its regular update process,
which is available to subscribers, Stardraw
has released approximately 500 symbols.
including buttons, switches, knobs, connectors, logos and meters. These symbols
were among the most requested component element symbols in the Block
Schematic, Rack Layout and Pictorial
Schematic environments of Stardraw
Audio, Stardraw AV and Stardraw Radio.
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WP1200 amps
The new symbols meet the current criteria used in the production of Stardraw
libraries and conform to layer and drawing specs.
The Stardraw library has 35,000 manufacturer symbols but users also generate
custom symbols. Access to the component
symbols the company uses lets them customize their spec drawings. According to
Stardraw, the new symbols are meant to
complement its Symbols-by-Request service, through which it prioritizes the creation of requested symbols.
For more information from Stardraw,
contact its U.S. offices in New York
at ( 212) 672-1855 or visit www.
strawdraw.com.
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Warm, Fuzzy Station Promotions
by Alan R. Peterson
It has been afew months since the big
Opie and Anthony shakeout in New York
City.
You
will
recall
Infinity
Broadcasting canceled the duo's syndicated show following a well-publicized
sex incident at St. Patrick's Cathedral, as
part of apublicity campaign for Samuel
Adams beer.
While the Adams people scrambled for
spin control, Infinity did what it had to.
Ijust have to wonder, these many
months later, what kind of ripples the
event has had on radio elsewhere — if
some programmers have suddenly overreacted to the situation and jumped all

the way to the other side of the format
spectrum, just to play it safe.
My own broadcast history includes
two situations where Icame in to smooth
the wrinkles left behind by madmen air
talent that initially showed ahuge ratings
spike, then tapered off as they ticked off
too many people. Inever went the "Mr.
Rogers" route, but Idid dial back the
lunacy a little while keeping acreative
edge. Those were jobs Ienjoyed.
At the same time, Irecall one station
that exclusively targeted the 30-year-old
single professional female, and Ido mean
exclusively. The emphasis on " chick
flicks" and show prep culled from makeup magazines was abit much for me to

handle. Iheaded across the hall to the
big-band AM side instead.
Big changes coming
So Iwonder now what happens at a
station, or even agroup, that suddenly
shifts from head-banging, eye-popping,
in- your- face radio to " comfy old
sweatshirt," in the panicky wake of the
Opie and Anthony debacle and the
potential desertion of audience and
advertiser alike.
Think of all those promotional stunts,
remotes and sales ideas that now have to
be scrapped to make way for a kinder,
gentler, more feminine format.
Maybe not. With alittle creativity and

Over
946,080,000 seconds
of precision timing

W

HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for " Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, VVVVV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy — all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.
3-Year Warranty

142 Sierra Street • El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: ( 310) 322-2136 • Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

the kind of overreaction that radio management is famous for, you can go from
any testosterone- soaked male-oriented
format to a squishy Soft and Easy one
and still pull off those great ideas, just
with anew angle.
First, you have to air those TV spots
with the toothy lady in the business suit
saying, "Good news! ManTalk 108 is
now Fluffy 107.7! Your favorite soft hits
without the nudity and flattened beer
cans!" After that, proceed with the plan.
RW promo columnist Mark Lapidus
would never go for these, and neither
should you. Iguarantee each one of these
suggestions will chase away every last
listener you ever had in either format.
What Would You Want to See Us Do
for $10,000? Once upon atime, we challenged listeners to act like idiots and do
the wildest, wackiest stunts for cash
prizes or concert tickets. Well, after some
15 or 20 years of stations doing this, it
had lost alittle sparkle.
It was simpler back then. A silly costume or afunny act won the prize. Now
you get some poor shmo cutting work for
the day, coming to the station in adiaper
and rolling around in some foul concoction in awading pool. After that humiliation, he is outclassed by ayoung woman
who shaves the side of her head, revealing atattoo of the station logo.
Now, in our new softer and fuzzier
world, listeners get to suggest what they
want the morning team to do. Finally,
revenge for all those diaperwearing runners-up!
Ican see the giggly co-host buried to
her neck in a red ant hill, the wacky
"stunt boy" intern trimming hedges with
cuticle scissors at the VA hospital, or the
formerly abusive host sitting above a
dunk tank, his pants filled with AlkaSeltzer and Polident tablets. One dunk
in the water and whoosh! We have a
winner!
The Hot Model Search. Here is one
promotion that a newly ultrasofty station can still stage hours after the format change. Only now, you will have
to lose the Jell-O wrestling pool and
the thong bathing suits as the station
selects its attractive new street promotions crew.
The competition can now be open to
women older than the typical 18-23
range, in occupations like motor vehicle
clerk, card store owner or doughnut shop
waitress. No bleaching, no cosmetic
surgery, no use of "like" or "urrr" when
they speak. And to keep from offending
listeners, all they will hand out at appearances and remotes are station bookmarks
and those little fuzzy pompoms with puppet eyes and headphones so popular in
the ' 80s.
Festival concerts. Making a mad dash
to revamp that summertime concert lineSee ARP, page 37
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up, program directors will be ditching
acts that feature female dancers in dentalfloss outfits in favor of stronger female
role models and male dancers in subservient roles.
Groups that perform songs with
misogynistic overtones will be shelved
in favor of frizzy haired folkies that
hearken back to the late ' 60s. Gone are
the groups that routinely destroy their
equipment on stage, replaced by Crosby,
Stills and Nashy-type performers,
teamed up with an old woodworker to
the side of the stage who instead spends
the day building aguitar to give away at
the end of the show.
And for good measure, the all-star
monster guitar jam at the conclusion is
scrapped to make way for an audience
participation Appalachian dulcimer
sing- along.
In-studio guests. Better call the agent
to revamp that live appearance with Ted
Nugent. Your new target audience will
not be enamored by the fact he can take
out two deer at once, out of season, with
acrossbow.
Better they know other things about
him, like what his idea of a romantic
weekend would be with his significant
other, what he considers his favorite
antique shops in New England, and
that new album project of his where he
covers the hits of Julio Iglesias and
Andy Williams.
Say goodbye to the in-studio strippers,
exotic performers and Hooters girls.
PRODUCT GUIDE

Otan iHas Compact
Broadcast Mixer
The Otan DB-10 digital on-air broadcast console is based around acontrol surface that features 10 configurable channel
input faders. With its compact format, the
console is ideal for small studios and
broadcast vehicles.
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Time to bring in the interior coordinators, Color Me Beautiful consultants and
the pet psychologists. And if you really
want to get daring, each Friday you can
welcome in bartenders from different
local nightclubs to explain how they
make the perfect Grasshopper or Long
Island Iced Tea.
Swinging Singles Dance Club
Encounters. You can still do stationsponsored events where singles in your
area meet other singles, only now they
are square dances. For good measure,
your wacky evening jock can bring his
accordion.
Football Nights. Managers, have you
ever looked at the girlfriends of the
guys that come out to these events?
While he is plunging into the Buffalo
Wings with both fists, abig smelly cigar in his yap and cursing at the referees
on the TV monitors, her eyes are wandering around the room seeking the
quickest method to escape the joint or
burn it down. Maybe both.
Time to shift gears and do a sports
night for the ladies. Book anight at one
of those trendy places with the brass rails
and potted ferns, then bring in figure
skating on the direct satellite TV hookup.
And yes, their boyfriends are obligated to
come along.
While the women are whooping and
hollering for Michelle Kwan to pull oft
that triple axel, the guys can sit there.
look uncomfortably around the room and
plot their own escape.
vide up to 64 channels. Talkback and
program busses are shared across cascaded consoles.
A recall system allows 99 passwordprotected snapshots to be stored, plus nine
project, or console, settings and 20 compressor/limiter settings. A computer can
be connected via RS-232 to permit external storage and retrieval of settings, and
allowing consoles in different studios
access to common settings.
An Emergency button is provided for

Vehicle goodies. I think we all
remember those little yellow plastic
hands with suction cups that got stuck
on car windows and waved at you, often
with " Have a Nice Day!" printed on
them. It did not take long before some
promo- savvy station employee noticed
you could snap off almost all the fingers, leaving the remaining one in a
crude gesture and saying "( Bleep the
competition), listen to B-93!"
Not at our new softer, gentler station.
All of the fingers are back, now with
manicures, and alegend that reads, "Only
the beautiful people listen to Fluffy
107.7."
Although Ibelieve the first person to
revive those "Baby on board" warning
signs as aradio promotion will be taking
some serious lumps.
There are likely many more ideas that

will reveal themselves in due time. These
will do for astart.
Of course, the best thing to do is not
overreact at all. If you are doing okay,
maybe you lucked into some kind of
winning formula of music, talent and
promotions. In which case, more power to you.
However, if you dove off the deep
end in one instance, then think you
might be able to redeem yourself by an
equally deep dive off the other end,
you are probably in for a double
whammy that might haunt you for
some time to come.
Use your head and don't panic. Make
changes that you must to keep your audience and advertisers happy, but avoid the
desperate measures.
And we'll see how things shake out in
2003.
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Free Standing AM Broadcasting Antenna
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Used World Wide
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Less ground area need d - Maintenance Free
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The DB-10 offers sampling rates from
32-96 kHz. Microphone inputs on channels 1through 4are always available and
avariety of configurations can be formed
to result in 16 active signal paths. Each
channel includes athree-band selectable
EQ, compressor/limiter, two auxiliaries,
two telephone and two program busses
and two digital N-1 busses. Up to four
DB-10 consoles can be cascaded to pro-

fail-safe operation. If the digital system
malfunctions, pressing the panic button
connects one microphone and one stereo
line to the program bus to feed signal to
the main output. With cascaded consoles,
this function operates across the combined consoles.
For more information from Otani contact the company in Tennessee at (615)
255-6080 or visit www.otari.com.
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Is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
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The AC -12 telco autocoupler bank

CP -1 & CP -2 call progress decoders

Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
just 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mass feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest - perfect for IFBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliablility to a new standard of excellence!

Did you ever connect a telephone coupler to a phone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't hang up?
CircuitWerkes' call progress decoders can save the
day on most systems. They listen for dial- tone or busy
signals and, when present, force your couplers offline.
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Switcher tools
SS 12.4

Active audio switcher/router with 12 stereo
inputs and tour stereo outputs.

SS 8.2

Active audio weitcher with eight stereo inpits,
two stereo plus two mono outputs.

8x2

Active audio Twitcher with eight stereo mixes.
two stereo plus two mono outputs

18x2

The 16x2, Sixteen input, Dual Output Stereo
SwitcherfRouter passively switches or routes
any one ot 16 stereo inputs to either or both
stereo outputs or vise- versa through gold
cornea relays.

16x1
Passive switcherinouter with 16 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice-versa.

BROADCAST

tools

Innovative Problem .SOlving Tools for Broadcast

8x1 DAS

6x1

SS 3.1

Routes any one of eight AFS/FRU digital
inputs to three common outputs.

Passive switcher/murer with six stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or rice- versa.

Passive switcherrrouter with three stereo
inputs and one stereo output or vice-versa.

10x1

3x2
Active midi° seedier with three stereo inputs
and two stereo outputs.

SS 2.143/IC
e.,...oxikher/itioterwithtwo,rimpositeiticrn

Ten input, Single Output Stereo
ForitcherMonter passively switches ix routes
any one nf 10 Slefe0 inputs to one stereo 011111Ot
or vise ye, 1
gold contact relays.
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SIA6
Stereo mixer with six stereo inputs. astereo
output, and front panel on/off switches.

vidervorAFS/F.Mlinpatstistwocornpiwite Vidal
Of AFSMIU outpits, or vicesemi.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcheriruuter with two stereo input.
and one stereo output or vice-versa
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Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
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SS 2.1/13e

SS 2.1/TERM

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital Midi°

steadiers nffrr excellent sonic quality, removable 1/0 connections, contact closures,
serial remote control capabilities, and flexible mounting accessories.
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AudioScience's Uniform Solution
by Carl Lindemann
Digital audio quickly has evolved into
abewildering array of standards, formats,
bit rates and connectors. Typically, tying
together satellite feeds, in-house production, and on- air automation creates a
patchwork of ad-hoc and often undocumented fixes.
The AudioScience ASI6114 audio
adapter card is designed to bring this fragmentation together into aunified solution.
Think of it as acting as auniversal translator to work with analog or digital signals
across a range of formats, including
MPEG, PCM and MP3 and the various flavors these come in. For shops that do the
dance of mixing and matching these formats, the ability of the ASI6114 to accomplish this makes for elegant simplicity.
Part of a series
The ASI6114 is part of a series of
cards that offer anumber of combinations
of 1/0 and format compatibility combinations. For those familiar with the line, this
replaces the ASI4113.
It has one mono/stereo record channel
matched with four stereo/eight mono out-

Eventide
continued from page 32

would not even think of altering in the
first place. For example, few of us ever
really noticed the degree of hiss on those
old 16mm soundtracks, let alone the
amount of exciter lamp hum. By clicking
the Parameter button, this preset lets you
add as much or as little of either that you
can handle.
Need more film gate chatter? You are
free to add as much as you want.
There are even presets within the presets. You may choose from theater projectors or A/V club specials, right down to
humming, noisy "surplus" type units.
These presets have amagnificent simplicity to them. In trying to recreate a
shortwave radio effect in a DAW, you
would have to deal with some slight ring
modulation ( to simulate heterodyning),
and perhaps alittle panning or amplitude
modulation ( to simulate atmospheric
drift). You would find yourself entering
frequencies or decibels to pin down the
effect you like.
In the DSP4000B+, you have soft
controls right up front that say little else
than Drift and Manual, which do the
same thing without your worrying about
values or ratios.
And then there is that one soft key for
the projector that says "Turn Off' — press
it and your crummy projector, noise and
all, grinds to aslow stop.
This simplicity is spread out over many
presets. Sliding acontrol titled "Awful"
adds increasing distortion and filtering.
One marked "Key Mangle" alters apitchshifting preset in steps from "Yikes!" to
"Tin Ear." And a parameter called
"Grease" adjusts how long a virtual
turntable coasts to astop after its "plug"
has been pulled.
Ihave wondered if Eventide programmers are fans of the Gary Larson comic
"The Far Side," especially the one
where arock band's sound techie ruins a
performance by dialing in too much

puts. The DSPs handle 16- and 32- bit
PCM, MPEG Layer 2, MP3 and
DolbyAC2 ( playback only) audio formats. Analog sample rates range from 8
to 48 kHz while digital signals operate at
32, 44.1 and 48 kHz.
The kit contains aPCI card, two cable
snakes (one each for analog and digital
connectors) and connector cables to
attach the cable snakes directly to the
card. The PCI card is a 10-inch form-factor taking up about two-thirds the length
of the case.
It is powered by the Texas Instruments
TMS320C6711 VLIW DSP chip operatSuck on the group's audio console. The
parameter titles in the DSP4000B+ are
right out of that book.
Joke's over, son
The
presets
are
fun,
but
the
DSP4000B+ is also apretty serious audio
tool for the heavy work.
One entire preset bank is devoted to
dynamics control, with emphasis on compressors. One preset, "4-Band Compress,"
does an outstanding job on punching up
voice tracks without sacrificing the nice
high end. The "SemiClassic Squeeze"
may remind you a little of the old Urei
and dbx jobbies. There is also abank of
capable digital EQs and filters.
A few favorites from the H3000 migrated over, if you missed buying one of those
outstanding processors afew years ago.
Delays, automatic pitch quantization (once
known as auto- tune before that term
became aregistered name) and some
"Gregorian chant" pitch calculators that
create an instant monastery in your rack.
Do not ittnore the collection of digital
reverbs in the DSP4000B+, everything
from huge infinite spaces to tiled showers, with acheap spring unit thrown in
for that retro feel.
Most of the presets in the DSP4000B+
have been tweaked and peaked for broadcast use, some with serious intent. One
preset, "Real Call-in," is meant to be used
with a phone patch to clean up phone
interviews, even out dynamics, and add
ducking so the host can override the guest.

Program, get your program ...
The big power behind the DSP4000B+ is
programmability — being able to take building blocks (called Modules) and tack them
together to achieve adesired audio effect.
A 97- page tutorial is included with
the DSP4000B+ that talks you through
the process of choosing modules, gluing several together to create supermodules, creating and editing programs
through the display of the unit or via a
Windows PC, and loading them into
the processor itself.
The PC can be as primitive as a386 run-

ing at 150 MHz and has two external connectors.
The analog cables go through aSCSI
II-type Mini50 connector while the digital
side attaches to aMini26. Intermediary
cables join these to Centronics 50
adapters that then connect to the cable
snakes. Both analog and digital cables terminate in XLRs.
The digital cables are software-selectable between AES/EBU and S/PDIF and
include a word clock synch I/O.
Individual cards are designed to work in
tandem with up to eight other cards so
that this solution scales to fit all but the
most complex broadcast and entertainment applications. The cards have both
WAV and Linux drivers. A Windows
WDM driver is in beta.
Easy install
Installing the demo card was easy
although the instruction manual for this
package was minimal. The step-by-step
details for installation were thorough but
documentation on the mixing application
was nonexistent.
After tinkering with it, much of what
is involved is self-explanatory. Still,
ning Windows 95 and aprogram called
Vsigfile (available as afree download at
www.eventide.com/vsigfile/index.html). It
talks to the DSP4000B+ via the computer's
MIDI port or the RS232 serial port. If you
plan to create deep, complex processing
programs, go the VSigfile route as you will
have atough time programming internally
using the display on the DSP4000B+.
Complex processing chains can be creating in this manner, as well as all-original
presets that are your own.
A second section of the manual lists
the Modules and explains their features.
Some have nothing to do with audio;
some are math functions that tell the
modules what kind of process to follow,
such as alogarithmic curve to avolume
fade. Some functions address specific
groups, such as the filters, the reverbs or
the pitch shifters.
Musicians and sound designers will
make extensive use of the MIDI features
found in the DSP4000B+, especially
with external controllers. In the radio
studio, these features are not emphasized, hence our token mention here.
Still, it is possible to assign pitch bend
and delay changes to aMIDI music keyboard and alter these parameters on the
fly, should your studio and equipment
complement allow it.
Conclusion
How does one justify the purchase of
an DSP4000B+ Ultra-Harmonizer to the
big boss at $3,995 retail?
If all you intend to do is dial up the
usual presets, you will not have an easy
time selling the idea. Any generic MI-type
multi-effects box or budget DAW software
will work for you.
But if you have the need to explore, to
delve deeply into your audio projects and
make them sound like nothing else anyone
is doing, this is the processor for you.
The depth of programming and "whatif" scenarios offered to you by the
DSP4000B+ is unprecedented in most
effect processors. What would a
Mixolydian or Phrygian scale sound like
in apitch shift program? How different
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AudioScience AS1611
Audio Adapter Card
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Thumbs Up
Powerful DSPs to handle
processor-intensive operation
/ Scalable to handle very large
setups
1 Easy to install and configure
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Thumbs Down
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Ne&rly nonexistent documentation
Price: $ 2995

For more information from
AudioScience, contact the company in
Delaware at 13021 324-5333 or visi •
vyww.audioscience.com

some of us like to have it written down
to make sure that we are traveling the
right road.
Idid not find myself wandering off
into any dead ends. Installing it into a
Windows 2000 workstation was simple.
Plug and play identified new hardware
and Idirected it manually to find the
appropriate drivers downloaded from the
AudioScience site.
The mixer application, too, is
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Product Capsule.
Eventide DSP4000B+ Ultra-

Harmonizer Audio Processor

i

Thumbs Up

= ./

Open-ended programmability
— / Multiple sample rates
l Outstanding auclip quality
l Broadcast-ready elects right out
of the box
l Simple interface

.-_-—__

Thumbs Down
/ Some presets are disabled at
high sample raies
Vocoder could be better
Price: $ 3,995

For information, contact Eventide
New Jersey at 12011641-1200;
audioteeventide.com; or vi
www.eventide.com.

would pitch shifting sound from frequency shifting? How much feedback should
the comb filter have, and at what polarity?
These are questions that can only he
explored by tapping into the programmability of the device, and why the unit costs
what it does while abasic multi-effect box
costs $99.
The only weakness that Iencountered,
if it may he called such, is the tenband
Vocoder. Ihope Eventide engineers can
son out away to make the resolution even
greater. The old Bode-Moog analog units
pretty much remain the domestic standard
in vocoding, and modeling that sound into
Harmonizer firmware would be the
answer to my own concerns.
As for your own concerns, well, someday aclient is going to ask you for aspot
where the announcer is floating around in
outer space, except outer space is filled
with pudding. How on earth ( literally) are
you going to pull that one off?
My recommendation: the Eventide
DSP4000B+ Ultra-Harmonizer. You could
probably even create aslide controller for
how much pudding you want out there. •
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•Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz

•Transformer balanced

•Data reclocking and regeneratior.

•Adjustable Input cable equalization

•Loop-thru inputs with switchable terminations

•Sample rate, Status and Error indicators

•Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs
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Dedicated to sound engineering
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ATI • 328 W. Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA

19044

(800) 959-0307 • ( 215) 443-0330 • Fax: (215) 443-0394 • http://www.atiguys.com
Free Brochure Available Upon Request
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Radio World

STUDIO SESSIONS

GUIDE

Echo Farm Brings
Vintage Effects to
Pro Tools
Supporting sample rates of up to 96
kHz on Windows XP and Mac operating
systems, the Line 6 Echo Farm v2.0.1 is
Pro Tools-compatible.
Line 6uses modeling software technology to provide models based in 12 vintage
echo effects — as the company says, without having to deal with ornery, unpredictable vintage hardware. The Echo Farm

plug-in provides classic tape echo, oldschool analog delay and filter-swept echophonic modulations with the advantages of
extended delay time, bpm/note value delay
time, setting, tap tempo and automation. In
addition to guitar processing, Echo Farm
handles vocals, synths and drum tracks.
EchoFarm v2.0.1 requires iLock key
and supports Pro Tools124 MIX and Pro
ToolsiHD.
Pricing: New customers: $495; registered customers who purchased Echo
Farm v1.0 through retail channels will
receive the update kit in the mail; users
who obtained v1.0 through past MIXpack
promotion can visit the Digidesign Web
and download using the same Mixpack

Nemal Color
Cables Provide
Easy ID

iLock as used with Echo Farm v1.0.
For more information go to
www.digidesign.com or www.line6.com.

Lynx LStream Cards
Offer More I/O
Lynx Studio Technology is shipping
two LStream expansion cards that increase
the input and output capacity of the
LynxTwo and L22 digital audio cards.
The LS-AES and LS-ADAT cards
provide multichannel AES/EBU and
ADAT connectivity for Windows- or
Mac-based audio or video workstations
at sample rates up to 192 kHz. The cards

AudioScience

Nemal Electronics International has aseries of AES/EBU-compliant digital audio
snake cables for use in broadcast applications.
The 110-ohm, UL-CM-approved cables are available in constructions containing
two to 24 pairs. For example, the SND2424 cable consists of 24 individually shielded
and jacketed pairs with afoil shield and jacket.
Nemal makes it simple to install cables neatly; for systems that require multiple
digital audio pairs, individual color-coded jackets provide positive identification at a
glance.
Outer jackets are available in black ( standard) or other colors by special order.
Available on 500-foot rolls or terminated to customer specs. The company also provides connectors and tooling for its cables.
For more information contact Nemal Electronics International in Florida at (305)
899-0900 or visit www.nemal.com.

continued from page 32

self-explanatory. The same application
is shared by all AudioScience cards.
The aim of the program is not to serve
as an active mixing console. Rather it
establishes the layout to match the particular physical environment it is
installed in. There is really not that
much to it — assigning levels to specific line-outs and the like.
The nitpicking around formats and
bit rates is missing as it is automatically handled by the card. This just
makes sure that the right signal is
going into the right connector with the
correct mono/stereo setting and levels
adjusted properly. Even with zero documentation, the functionality was
clear.
The ASI6114 is designed to ingest
audio through the single input and send
that out — along with multiple additional
streams — through the four stereo and
eight mono outputs. The greatest challenge for this is not in taking audio in, but
outputting alot of channels, each requiring significant processing. This can be

Search and Buy Electronic Components online at

www.mouser.com

O PASSIVES
O INTERCONNECTS

MOUSERL

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

My Mouser

O POWER

Online Catalog

O ELECTROMECHANICAL

Proiect Manager

'

111111101:11,11 / 141..111

(800) 346-6873

ELECTRONICS

E

=are
ne771574,---Shipping

Technical Support

enormously DSP-intensive.
Crunching the maximum of eight
mono streams of MP3 files into various formats is adrain on resources and
can bog the processing down. The best
way to handle such heavy-duty needs
is to buy an additional card to distribute the task.
In addition to making easy work of
the difficult task of matching audio formats, the AudioScience cards are soon
to gain additional functionalities
through what the company calls TSX
— time scaling technology.
Streams can be compressed in real
time up to 20 percent. At full-bore, that
is about enough to squeeze 29 hours in a
broadcast day. Company literature
claims that the TSX algorithms do not
change the pitch or introduce the usual
glitches and distortion artifacts. These
added features will come from a driver
update, allowing developers to add TSX
to their applications.
The AudioScience ASI6114 meets
the needs for simplifying today's tangle of audio formats. Designed to work
with popular automation systems
(Prophet, Scott, BSI, ENCO, etc.), this
can simplify the confusion that now
defines audio engineering.

e

May we ¡resent.
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RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium
for marketing your
products and services.

O TEST / TOOLS/SUPPLIES

MOUSER

offer an interface to digital recording
and broadcast consoles, multichannel
A/D and D/A converters and digital tape
and hard-disk recorders.
The LS-AES provides four inputs and
outputs that support pro AES/EBU and
consumer S/PDIF digital I/O formats.
Connections are transformer-coupled with
sample rate conversion. The card is compatible with Dolby Digital and DIS
encoded formats.
The LS-ADAT ADAT interface provides
ADAT lightpipe I/O and an ADAT sync in
port; it operates at a48 kHz sample rate
with a16 channel ADAT I/O capacity.
For more information contact the company in California at (949) 515-8265, email sales@lynxstudio.com or visit
www.lynxstudio.com.

Oue

O SEMICONDUCTORS

For more information. Simone at
Friendly Service

38 Years of Experience

41

703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request amedia kit.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

JAcousticsFirst

z.lu1388-765.2900

Full product line for sound
'mtrol & noise elimination.
,www.acousticsfirst.com

Shively 6810 CP ten bay FM
antenna with radomes, excellent
condition on 102.7 MHz. May also
be used as two separate 5-bay 50Ohm antennas. Complete with
manual & available now, on the
ground ready for inspection.
pictures available upon request, BO.
Alan Kilgore, WRVM, FOB 212,
Suring WI 54174. 920-842-2900 or
email: akilgore@wrvm.org.

ANTENNAS/

AUDIO

TOWERS/CABLES

PRODUCTION

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Cablewave 90 degree elbow tor 61/8" line, new in box, never used,
$100. John Mulhern, KSCB, 800373-3891
Superior

Digidesign/Pro Tools 4-channel
audio interface, works fine, rack
mount, $ 175 +shpg. Joel Block, The
Production Block Studios, 512-4728975.

-1

Broadcast Products
FM Antennas
All Power Levels.
Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326
Flash Tech 310-4E flash head,
antenna beacon, new in original
box, $ 1400/80 + shpg. Douglas
Neatrour, Radio Omega, 379 N 9th
St, Lebanon PA 17046. 717-2706651.
Flash Tech FH-306 flash head,
antenna beacon, new, in original
box with bulb, $ 1600/B0 +shpg.
Douglas Neatrour, Radio Omega,
379 N 9th St, Lebanon PA 17046.
717-270-6651.

Yamaha P-80 electronic piano, 88
weighted keys, excellent, $675
+shpg. Joel Block, The Production
Block Studios. 512-472-8975.
Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?

'41
41

r

are« ,

Call today tor current rates

and

703-995-7600 ext. 154

CART MACHINES

AM Ground Systems

Want to Sell

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Flash Tech FH-307 flash head,
antenna beacon, new, original box,
$700/B0 +shpg. Douglas Neatrour,
Radio Omega, 379 N 9th St,
Lebanon PA 17046. 717-270-6651.
Flash Tech FH-308 flash head,
antenna beacon, new in original
box, $600/B0 + shpg. Douglas
Neatrour, Radio Omega, 379 N 9th
St, Lebanon PA 17046. 717-2706651

S.W.R
FM & Television
Antennas
conta, tJimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326

Gentner DH-20 digital hybrid, brand
new, never used, rack mount, $650
+shpg. Joel Block, The Production
Block Studios, 512-472-8975.

_J

Kathrein-Scala 10 bay log periodic
receive/low power xmit antennas.
Broadband 88 to 108 MHz. New in
boxes, never used. One count H pol
CL-FMRXH, $250; (2) count Vpol CLFMRXV, $250 ea or $400/both. John
Mulhem, KSCB, 800-373-3891.
Andrew
75-AR- R
flanged
connectors ( 2) for use with Andrew
HJ-550 7/8" coax cable. New in box,
buyer pays shipping, $ 100/80
(both). Bob Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S
Calle Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-4550.

Audicord E-Series 3playback only,
stereo, in a19" rack mount cabinet,
good
condition, $300.
Carl
Zimmerschied, Bick Broadcasting
Corp, POB 1056, Sedalia MO
65201. 660-826-1050.
Broadcast Electronics 3203 cart
machine with record amp, stereo
& three tones, good condition,
$300. Carl Zimmerschied, Bick
Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.
Broadcast Electronics 5300B
playback only, runs, works, fair
condition, $ 100. Carl Zimmerschied,
Bick Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.
Broadcast Electronics 5400 3
deck stereo cart R/P with 500 series
record amp, good condition, $350.
Carl
Zimmerschied,
Bick
Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.
AudeCord cart machines, about 15 "E"
series PB's at $ 100 ea; 12 *
DC series
PB's & (2) "A" series PBS at $100 ea.
Most hare been refurbished. Also have
cne "A" series P/R mono, (2) "E" series
P/R mcno, (2) "Dll series P/R mono & (2)
"DC' series stereo P/R at $ 160 ea No
ccmectors are available, will sell "as is",
shipping & handling charges apply. Mike
Raley,
704-523-5555
or
email
Mraley@bbnradio.orq.
Two BE R/P cart machines, stereo,
"as is" for $ 125 ea; ( 2) mono
units "as is" for $90 ea. Mike
Raley, 704-523-5555 or email
Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Want to Buy
Audicord R/P stereo S26 service
manual. Email: aomibcast@aol.com
or 508-543-0158.
CD PLAYERS
Want to Sell
Pioneer PDM603 CD players ( 10)
for use in automation, $ 100 ea.
Peter Stover, Educational Media
Corp, 830 Gunnery Hill Rd,
Spotsylvania VA 22553. 540-5825371.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-

Schafer 5channel mixer, very nice but
goes "as is", ready to ship w/manual,
$100 +shpg. Mike Raley, 704-5235555 or email: Mraley@bbnradio.org.

MISCELLANEOUS

Yamaha 030 digital mixing console,
$2000. Peter Stover, Educational
Media Corp, 830 Gunnery Hill Rd,
Spotsylvania VA 22553. 540-5825371.

It's
www.mikeflags.com

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

Gates Yard console service
manual, would buy another Yard too.
jpecina@ b3hammonds.com.

ROTRON BLOWERS AND RATE BLOOMS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Horns, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent, 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Broadcast Electronic Spotmaster 9065301/877 mono series #5301A11312
wanted fa parts. Tom, WEDT, 1201 S
College St, Winchester TN 37398. 931967-2201 of fax: 931-967-2201.

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

LIMITERS/

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

AUDIO PROCESSING

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio'

Want to Sell

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Arrakis 2000SL, 12 channels, 1
dead, rest OK, looks worn but works
OK, includes power supply & book,
$500. Carl Zimmerschied, Bick
Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.

CRL SMP800, SPP800, SG800
stereo FM processors, $ 1500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.
CBS Labs Volumax 4000; CBS
Labs 4110 FM Volumax. Rick
Keefer, KICA, 1000 Sycamore St,
Clovis NM 88101. 505-762-6200.

Autogram IC- 10, 10 channel,
stereo, good condition, $950. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

Orban Optimod 8000A in excellent
condition, $750. Rick Keefer, KICA,
1000 Sycamore St, Clovis NM
88101. 505-762-6200.

Broadcast Tools SM-6 (
2) stereo, 6
pair in, 1 pair out with power
supplies & books, $75 each. Carl
Zimmerschied, Bick Broadcasting
Corp, POB 1056, Sedalia MO
65201. 660-826-1050.

Want to Buy

Harris Executive 10 channel,
stereo, good condition, $600. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
treadout Equilpatert &Wrap
hi the habit
of selling your used

Harris Medalist-10 (
2), one for
parts, one in fair condition, worked
when removed from service. Also a
Broadcast 5 board with all power
supplies & books, BO. Carl
Zimmerschied, Bick Broadcasting
Corp, FOB 1056, Sedalia MO
65201. 660-826-1050.
All Vanguard Series sound board,
8 channels, $300 "as is" +shpg.
Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or email:
Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Audioarts A-50
18 channel
console, $3000. Peter Stover,
Educational Media Corp, 830
Gunnery Hill Rd, Spotsylvania VA
22553. 540-582-5371.
McCurdy 11 channel, stereo
console. Pulled from service in
2001. For donation to nnon profit
organization - you ship. Rick Keefer,
KICA, 1000 Sycamore St, Clovis
NM 88101. 505-762-6200.

›iy

Alesis Monitor Two oundspeakers,
one pair, excel cond, $200; EV
sentry 100A loudspeakers, with
Radio Shack ceiling/wall tilting
cantilever mounting arms, one pair,
$175; HH Scott S208 loudspeakers,
with wall hanging brackets, one pair,
$120. John Mulhern, KSCB, 800373-3891.
Have (4) 24 pair 1/4" patch panels
in fair condition, $25 each. Carl
Zimmerschied, Bick Broadcasting
Corp, POB 1056, Sedalia MO
65201. 660-826-1050.
Mueller T25-35 like new, with
manual, $ 100. Carl Zimmerschied,
Bick Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your #1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Une At:
http://www.baycountry.corn Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.
7117 Olivia Rd.. Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031

Can Srnone for [
Wails

154.

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Radio Design Labs STM 2stick-on
mic pre-amp with power supply &
manual, new, (2) available, buyer
pays shipping, $50/80 (each). Bob
Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S Calle Encilia
#8, Palm Springs CA 92262. 760320-4550.
Want to Buy
RCA 77-ox, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-E1X's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Nidec motors ( 10) for Audio-cord "E"
series. 117v 6H 3.1w 0.2amp 12p &
60Orpms, will sell "as is" for $40 ea.
Working condition, just somewhat
noisy. Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or
email: Mraley@bbnradio.org.
C/E1 ARC-27 automatic remote
control, $295 "as is" +shpg. Mike
Raley, 704-523-5555 or email:
Mraley@bbnradio.orq.
Three 25 HZTP-XT Zercom dual tone
detect & notch filer, $70 ea "as is"
+shpg. Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or
email: Mraley @ bbnradio.org.
Want to Buy
Old audio/Audio Engineering
magazines prior to 1949. Mike
Stosich, Esoteric Sound, 4813
Wallbank Ave, Downers Grove IL
60515. 630-960-9137.
Looking for 45's Doo-Wops & old
radio jingles from the 50S-60's.
Michael Cardillo, 151 Morgan St,
Cranston RI 02920. 401-942-8341 or
email: mondomikeradio@aol.cOm.

AW Online
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.
Belar AMM AM mod monitor, with
Beier RFA2 RF amplifier on 1270
kHz, $400/set. John Mulhern,
KSCB, 800-373-3891.

E-mail: info@baycountry.corn
Member of BBB

equipment.hand

Check out the web site!
D

For mike flags

FM 786-513-0812

Ore

lnovonics Map ll multiband
processor, $650 "as is" + shpg. Mike
Raley, 704-523-5555 or email:
Mraley@ bbnradio.org.

States OHM-Spun 35409-S noninductive resistor "toaster, 70 ohm, 1
kW, BO; Assorted capacitors &
inductor coils from dismantled 1kW
AM array, includes several 7uH and
13 uH 200-1 series coils from E.F.
Johnson, call for complete list;
Kintronic FMC-7.5 isocoupler, frog
101.5 to 107.9 MHz, can be retuned to
other frog ranges, handles 7.5 kW FM,
$900; Delta TCA5-EXR base current
transformer/ammeter set for AM, 5
amps full scale, remote disconnect
relay, new in box, never used, $300.
John Mulhem, KSCB, 800-373-3891.
Harris vintage remote transmitter
control; Harris cart machines, 2single,
1 record/play; Harris MSP 90; CLR
system SPF 300 standard preemphasis fitter; Harris Mono 5; Harris
MIA 1000 watt AM transmitter tuned
to 1490. Call 237-9500 to make offer
on any or all of the above.
Honeywell medium intensity strobe
system model K-6 225 TW KVA.6
120 VAC. Lines include Royal
electric 12/7 SOW 600v at 132' royal
electric 12/5 SOW-A 90c and 60c
with lengths of 52' & 160'. Good for
parts only. Will sell total kit "as is" for
$3500. Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or
email: Mraley@bbnradio.org.

RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Otan iARS 1000 DM stereo repro reel
units, 2count, good working corn $75
ea; Otan MX5050 2HD reconeepro
deck, fair cond, needs extended wamiup,
$75; Tascam 32 rti.x0rdrepro deck, fair
conde, needs new reel brakes, manual,
$75; Ampex AIR-700 record/repro deck,
poor to fair cond, but some excellent
parts on board, motor/transport seems to
be in gd shape, manual, $25. Jahn
Mulhem, KSCB, 803-373-3891.
Otan i MX5050-BII r- r in good
condition with manuals, BO. Andrew
Skotdal, KRKO, 425-304-1381 or
andrew.skotdal@krko.com.
Pioneer RT-701, 7" tape deck
converted to 2 track stereo, well
used, works OK, $ 100. Carl
Zimmerschied, Bick Broadcasting
Corp, POB 1056, Sedalia MO
65201. 660-826-1050.
Dynamax CTR100 series R/P with
manual, like new & ready to ship, will sell
"as is" for $200. Mike Relay, 704-5235555 or email: Mraley@bbruadio.org .
Rex R-R's, good tor parts but might be
repairable, seven available for $50 ea
Mike Raley, 704-523-5S55 or email:
Mralev@bbnradnorq.
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SERVICES
o

Want to Sell

Comrex Nexus ISDN in very
good condition, $ 1150. Andrew
Skotdal, KRKO, 425-304-1381 or
andrew.skotdal@krko.com.

Symetrics T-101 in good condition,
$100. Carl Zimmerschied, Bick
Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

Comrex
Nexus
ISDN,
very
good condition, $ 1250. Andrew
Skotdal, KRKO, 425-304-1381 or
andrew.skotdal@krko.com.

EQUIPMENT

REMOTE Ev
MICROWAVE

RADIO
EXECUTIVE NOW
AVAILABLE ON
CONSULTING
BASIS!
Background Mcludes: Managetneni.
Sales. Promotion & On- Air expertisc

Contractual Basis ONLY!

For more details,

For information & lec u:hcilide contact

cal Simone Fewell at

Al Campagnone

703-998-7600, ext. 154 or

760-772-8473

e-mail:

email:

sfewelleimaspu.com

camp1260@msn.com

Silver Lake Audio

Marli RPT-15, BR- 10, UHF transmitter &
receiver. good condition, $ 1100. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536.785-640-6047.

(516) 763-1776
siiveriakeaudio.eom

Three Comrex DXP ( portables)
w/Adtran 2x64. One Comrex DXR
(rack mount) w/Adtran 2x64. Call
Doug Lane, 617-438-8213.

Radio World's
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
To advertise, tax Simone C

703-671-7409
Superior

Moseley MRC 1600 with STUTelco
modems, $350. Tom Toenjes, KJTY,
6120 Riley Creek, St Marys KS
66536. 785-640-6047.

Broadcast Products
FM STL Transmitter &
Receivers 3,500 for both
' contact Jimmie Joynt

WE RENT FOR LESS

Phone 800/279-3326

41111k

j/J

RodUlorld

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

43

Ilettlies
Zephyrs
Netts
Aldo

CDO-Prima 120 + NT1 interface,
very good condition, ISDN quality
for your studio or network, $2300.
Andrew Skotdal, KRKO, 425-3041381 or andrew.skotdal@krko.com.

FM Ettfters
Ens
Fm Pwr Amps
Test Equipment

It we don't harm it, we win get 10
SCIMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

CONSULTANTS
414061*EVANS
OCIWIll

•FCC Applit . 11 ir

EXPERTS
Ti• DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF

IgoaDcÀeTlclisi, ti

COMA, II‘ SIS

Fult Senice Iflint Anix'ation in
clismatinn AWFM/11(141'X >en ices,
Field Work;Antcniu and
Faellitirs Design
Orer .
IS wars engineering
and run:Culting experience,

NP

202-393-5133

Commuaications TechnoloWes, Inc.
Broadcast Engineering Consultant,
AM FM TV LPTV

Site Analysis

•

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton. P1.1 0805
Phone: ( 856) 985 0077
Fax: ( 856) 985 -8124
Internet commtechd.com
•
M. Beverage

Laura M. Mizrahi

e s- ite
vataweplif
04
e

oft

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

v..ww grahambrock.com

Clarence

Consultant..

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

s'oftware for your PC

912-638-8028

Cellalar/PCS

Doug Vernier

;

M Celenra
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration.
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-19115

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

orld.corn
800-368-5754

in fo data‘‘ orld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

vt' %,.datIm

CalAmp 40 degree WA, new in
package, never used, $50; CalAmp 30
degree LNA, $40; CalAmp C-to-Lband
indoor downconverter, PLL, 25kHz
stabiky, $160; CalArnp lossless two way
C band dividers, 2 count, $80 ea;
Quint SRF-175045T high-isolation L
band relay snritch, $60. John Mulhem,
KSCB, 800-373-3891.
Comstream ABR-200 receiver,
program to your freq, can test
audio/relays on G4, AMC8, or (Ku
band) AMC1 before shipping, $900;
Zephyrus 700 freq agile SCPC
tuner, wideband 15 kHz, receives
MRN, American Forces Radio,
more, 2U rack mount or countertop,
$250; Wegener 1806 freq agile
audio receiver, subcarrier over
video, with 15-relay board, 2RU,
$250. John Mulhern, KSCB. 800373-3891.

E-mail: infolitossienecom

1-800-797-1338

System One Communications
ot1 .41-1.1,101

I

,

‘1
4 .t
/

Comtech 5.5m dish & mount Originalhj
purchased back in 1983 but in good
condition, will sell "as is", buyer
responsible for removal & shipment,
$5500. Mike Rey, 704-523-eA55 or
email: Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Radio World..
Equipment Exchange

The following distributors serving the

with any of your requirements.

on.ultann,

res.,

888-625-5649
AM-FM Site Construction
Specialists
110. Complete Tower Service
11. Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

MULLANEY ENGINEERING. INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization cf
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengrOaol.com

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Fax ( 763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings SI NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785•4115 ' Wadx..

lit odd,

Ariel
00100100-001/9402-400126
satellite systems. Satellite receiver
contains Scientific Atlanta AD-4229 card
&McCurdy Radio FS01 card & Demux
card. Buyer pays shipping, $250130. Bob
Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S Calle Enciia #8,
Palm Springs CA 92262.760-320-4550.

broadcast industry would be glad to help you

,IN .

ExpoSurft

210 S. Main St • Thiensville. WI 53092. ( 262) 2424000. FAX ( 262) 242.6045
rittp: hweiv.evansassoc.corn
Membet AFCCE

GRAHAN1 BROCK, I
NC.

and Field Engineering

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test IabFCC and Euro)ean ( IEC

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upeade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

Want to Sell

VCII+NCRS
consumer
grade
descrambler board for C band
satellite, legal, never modifier, $75;
Houston Tracker VIII reciver, remote,
manual, $25; 24" actuator arm, $50;
$120 takes all three. John Mulhern,
KSCB, 800-373-3891.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

SATELLITE

Starguide Ill satellite receiver. Has
second audio channel card, includes
book, $ 1850. Bruce Campbell, Dove
Media, 598 Westwood Dr #201,
Abilene TX 79603. 915-677-3900.

FROM STOCK

ti•

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

FASTER.MORE ACCURAMUIINOCIMIEllAllf.
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

VIslt us on the the web at www.radiosofteom
109WestKnappAve.• Edgewater • FL • ( 386)4262521

David-C. Scriabere
Allocation, Sfeciaiirt

FM & AM Frequency Searches
Move-ins, upgrades, allocations
Maximization of signals
"If someone else says it can't be
done, then we want the opportunity
to prove them wrong!"
Since 1989
3105 S. Martin Luther King Jr., Blvd.
Lansing. MI 48910-2939

www.starradio.net
800-393-1037

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

22 IS l'arada) A‘e.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
e-mail: link@surcom.com weir www.surcom

W

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time.. for example...us...

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment
1-800 -955 -6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
Durable - Attractive - Quality
Room systems starting at $ 2695!

PRE- BUILT COMPONENTS!
FAST & EASY ASSEMBLY!
WE CUSTOMIZE!
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

SPACE WISE®
'tt , t,

sv,

Fitttititrol.

iirm

• ^AT V

ELECTROACOUSlICS
OSHA measurements

•

"It fits as well into your budget...
As it does into your studios!"
800-775-3660 spacewise.com

BEE
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POWER TUBES
REBUILT

1/2 THE COST
OF NEW!

ECONCO
Matsushita axcess global DSP
7662 satellite receiver in good
condition, buyer pays shipping,
$150/60. Bob Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S
Calle Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-4550.
Wegner DN 86 digital audio
receiver 3944.1 MHz, $400 "as is"
+shpg. Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or
email: Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Broadcast Electronics FX-30, 30
watt FM exciter, $ 2500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

Superior
Broadcast Products
' FM Transmitters
20 watts to 30 Kw
Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326
BE FM- 30-B 30KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm @ fiastlnet.

STATIONS

Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.
Continental Ccmmunications, 3146644497. Email: contoomm @ fiastnet.

AM/FM or CP, no station to small.
Area: RI, CT, MA or FL. Michael
Cardillo, 151 Morgan St, Cranston
RI 02920. 401-942-8341 or email:
mondomikeradio@aol.com.
TAPES/CARTS/

Want to Buy

McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested &tuned on
your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0to 5.5 kW. Goodrich
Enterprises Inc, 402-493-1886.

Collector wants 10" music format
tapes from TM, Drake-Chenault,
Peters,
etc.
Please
contact
mre885@ aolcom.

EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Motorola Micor Tone controlled
base transceiver, operates from 30
to 50 MHz @ 100 watts into the
antenna, must pick up in Chicago
IL, available in exchange for a gift
receipt letter from a 501C3 nonprofit corp on printed letterhead.
Edward Wilk, WGN Chicago, 1112
N Grove Ave, Oak Park IL 603021239. 708-524-8515.

RCA STE20-El 20KW FM. Continental
Commuriattions, 314-664-4497. Email:
contcomm @ fiastinet.

Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January I. 2003
•

6.
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Tepco J317M 10-watt translator
w/modulator board for local audio
insert, freq agile input, 102.3 output.
Sold with matching demo unit, missing
parts, but has working 103.5 input
board, modulator board, 99.1 output
board, $500 takes all. John Mulhern,
KSCB, 800-373-3891.

Moseley PC L-606 STL xmtr, pulled
from service because of bad
amplifier & it might be repairable or
good for parts, will sell "as is" for
$500. Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or
email: Mraley@bbnradio.org for a
picture.
RCA- FM BTF-10D 10KW xmtr. On
air till 2001 at 4.5 kW on 102.3. For
donation to non profit organization you ship. Rick Keefer, KICA, 1000
Sycamore St, Clovis NM 88101.
505-762-6200.

Tepco J3250 250 watt FM RF power
amplifier. Excellent condition, maintained
by factory technicians, $1250A30. Ray
Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave,
LaCrosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

Want to Buy
AM transmitter must be 20 watts or
more, FM exciter must be 10 watts
or more, used in working for
nonprofit radio station. Michael
Cardillo, 151 Morgan St, Cranston
RI 02920. 401-942-8341 or email:
mondomikeradio @ aolcom.

AnaCom ANASAT-C Series C-Band
transceiver 10 watt. Just reoondilioned,
$7000. For technical into email:
Rmuflley@bbnradio.org, for purchase
call Mike Raley at 704-523-V145 or
email: Mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures.

Rodia World

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
300w

NEW TV - VHF
500 wan
1.000 WAtl

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State

25kw

1980

Harris FM 2.5K

3/5kw

1982

CSI FM3000E

10 watt

10kw

1974

Harris FM1OH/K

15kw

1980

McMartin 8E15,000

100 watt
250 watt

20kw

1980

Harris FM2OH/K

BE FX 30

25kw

1980

CSI T-25-F

25kw

1991

Nautel N025

50kw

1986

Nautel AMPFET 50

Harris MS15
Harris MX15
New 30 watt synthesized

50kw

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter switcher

5kw

1980

Harris MW5A

600w

NEW

Amplifier

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

eo

85

Ssationf5sudio Services

$195

165

140

119

5kw

1978

Harris MW5

Classified lineM

$7Juord

5/10kw

1982

Continental 316F

B&,5 Boa Ad

$15 additions,

5/10kw

1982

Harris MW10A

50kw

1982

Continental 317C2

10 watt
100 watt
250 watt

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595
ijie SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT
>.

MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. ( new)
Moseley TAC 15 Remote w/Hallikainen
Dielectric 4 Port Motorized Switch

Dummy Load 80 kw air

Classified Ad Manager,

Air personality! Jay- Diamond one
HOT rookie DJ seeking radio gig.
On-air or in production. Larry, 918402-6634.
Creative radio school grad with 2
years experience wants to be part of
your
team.
Hard
working,
dependable. Great on-air and
production. Brandy, 918-520-7558.
Rookie broadcaster breathing new
life into radio. Full of energy &
enthusiasm. Great news and
copywriting! Jesse, 405-677-3573
or jclark64@cox.net.
Broadcast graduate willing to
relocate & do whatever it takes to do
great radio. Versatile from on-air to
production & ready to follow
directions. Bill Gardner, 972-2531969.
CE position wanted. Experienced
with
computers,
transmitters,
automatio9n, CDS, UDS, digital
studios. Robert King, 978-4794855.

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

Creative
rookie
broadcaster
looking to break into the industry.
On- Aid or production position
wanted. Vast knowledge of CoolEdit Pro. Call Jonathan Pyka, 817488-1785.

.7

4.e.me

EIMAC • TAYLOR
•ECONCO • SVETLANA
•

Also
Motorola - Toshiba • SGS-Thomson
& Mitsubishi Semiconductors
www.rfparts.com

Habla Espanol • We Export

760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail dp@rfparts.corn

Want to Buy
872, 575A, 866A, need 12 of each
rectifier tubes, used good OK.
jpecina@ b3hammonds.com.

1.000 watt
USED EXCITERS

POSITIONS WANTED

Svetlana 3CX 3000 A-7 tube, neve
used in original packaging, $650.
Mike Raley, 704-523-5555 or email:
Mraley@bbnradio.org.

NEW 7V - UHF
500 wall

Technics SH9010 Equalizer
SCA Generator ( MX- 15 Module)
Optimod 8100A ( cards 3thru 5only)
cooled

Svetlana

OUR STOCKii ,

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

95

Call Simone Ferrell. Ext, 150,

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4C X300A, 4CX 1000A, 4CX 1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC.
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.

lowest prices, direct from

TRANSCONI CORP.

$100

Professional Card

FOR THE BEST PRICE

• rebuilt tuning line assemblies

ECONCO
EMPLOYMENT

8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/pods, new & rebuilt coil Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com.

Catalog

Want to Sell

ifahmeM Pew. sit um. • ram chu.s6 vs, 2:041
MOM: 70/1-9.8.-1000 • rid 103 ay/ 740.

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

NEW TUBES

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

Radio Werldl

www.econco.com

TUBES

Se

TEST EQUIPMENT

Proteck 20 MHz spec analyzer (A3502). BO. Mie Raley, 704-523-5555 or
email: Mialev@ bbnradio.orq.

FAX + 1-530-666-7760

• Tube sockets/parts • most all transmitter parts

Tepco J340M 10 to 40 watt FM
translator with local modulator included.
Excellent condition, maintained by
factory technicians, $2250/B0. Ray
Knudson, KNXR, 1229 Park Ave,
LaCrosse WI 54601. 608-782-2254.

TELEPHONE

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

We have the alternatives
for ad your needs, at the

www.goodrichenterprises.com

Harris-Gates FM-5G 5KW FM &
Harris-Gates BC-5-H 5KW AM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@fiasttnet.

TE.: 800-532-6626

Want to Sell

CCA HELP
• Rotron Blowers • Rebuilt Plate Blockers • Tubes

402-493-1886

FM Exciters - STLS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

".«IE

‘nd C Electronics Co.

Goodrich Ent. Inc

Want to Sell
Revox PR 99 (
3), two are 7.5 & 15
ips, the other is 3.75 & 7.5 ips.
Some meters don't work, all 3
record & playback OK, $250 ea/BO.
Carl
Zimmerschied,
Bick
Broadcasting Corp, POB 1056,
Sedalia MO 65201. 660-826-1050.

Henry 3000D-95 single phase with
bird thru line section, has rheostat
for filament mgt, excellent condition,
$12,000. Roger Wright, WLLX, 1212
N Locust Ave, Lawrenceburg TN
38464. 931-762-2916.

RCA BTF-20E, 20 kW FM, good
condition with exciter, lots of spares,
$8000. Tom Toenjes, KJTY, 6120
Riley Creek, St Marys KS 66536.
785-640-6047.

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

SCMS Inc ( 8001 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

REELS/CD's

Crown 2000, all solid state 2 kW
xmtr, like new, less than 2yrs old, all
manuals, replacing due to upgrade,
$12,000. Roger Wright, WLLX, 1212
N Locust Ave, Lawrenceburg TN
38464. 931-762-2916.

Harris BC-5HB 5 kW AM, good
condition on 1410 kHz, $4500. Tom
Toenjes, KJTY, 6120 Riley Creek, St
Marys KS 66536. 785-640-6047.

Zephrus Analog sat receivers (4), $ 140
ea "as is" +shpg. Mike Raley, 704-5235555 or email: Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Want to Buy

January 1, 2003
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ADS GE/ POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

Engineer in Florida, willing to
relocate to your facility. AM/FM
construction or maintenance. NT, IT
studios & airchain. Automation a
specialty. Currently employed as Chief
Engineer. 1st Class FCC & other
certificates. Contact Chuck @ 904680-1101 or mychucky@funportnet.
Friendly, industrious, commercial
FCC- 1
st Class with radar-amateur
radio extra licensed, asst CE, seeks
FT. PT, contract, with AM/FM, cable,
N, preferred within 75 mile radius
of metro NYC area. 718-969-5224
or write: Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12
Roosevelt Ave # 702, Jackson
Heights NY 11372-6746 or email:
mitchellrakoff @ yahoo com
Graduated American Broadcasting
School, can do it all! Iwant to take
your station to the top, call Bryan Mills,
817-875-0365.
Graduated
from
American
Broadcasting School, seeking
opportunity as an On-Air announcer
or
production
talent.
Have
knowledge of Cool- Edit Pro, willing
to relocate & work hard to become
an asset to your station, call James,
469-688-9478.

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOMEI

war..11111

Have singlewide-will travel in
Texas! Recent grad from American
Broadcasting School. Excellent onair
and
creative
production.
Punctual & dependable. Ray Ebree,
972-617-8630.

pace In the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay,
we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

Mil Online

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcorn@trnarntv.com

Call Sirnoor Towel' for

all the details at

1j-.7/:)91)
ilt_botwoost 9-_1118_171

hie

Hot new chick needs ajob quick!
Energetic rookie DJ great at on- air,
newscasting, sportscasting & more!
Allow me to help you stay at the top!
Call Lakeysha, 405-733-4531 or
nyceat@sbcglobal.net.

BEE
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ADVERTISER INDEX

[ENTER TO WIN J

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

Here's your chance to unpack FREE GEAR in 2003.
Enter to win one of 26 new technology prizes.
Over the past two years, Radio World and dozens of
industry suppliers have joined forces to award more
than $ 115,000 worth of radio and pro audio gear —
'rom microphones, master clocks and sound
cards, to audio processors, routers, CD mastering machines and shopping sprees.

▪inr
defigiliairà

k el

In 2003 you can expect asimilar range of cool
•
New Technology products from our great sponsors. It takes only seconds to sign up online.
And best of all, there are 26 chances to win in 26
drawings - - one for every issue of Radio World.
This is our way of saying " thank you" for allowing us to
, bring you New Technology for the past 27 ear

vjr,

To enter the sweepstakes you must complete these 3easy steps:
1 Go to our website wwwrwonlint tom
2 Click on the New Technology Sweepstake% icon
3 Follow the instructions and tsll out the eler,tronit entry term

re you Y.vffffíng tor?

AUDIO

st. you're done!

1
,16 to win
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PROCCSSING

PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

10

360 Systems

40

ATI

14

AudioScience

2

Auditronics/Wheatstone

40

Autogram Corporation

31

Belar

32

Bradley Broadcast

23

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

38

Broadcast Tools

24, 25

BSW

4

Burk Technology

38

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

40

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

23

CKE/HVCA

www.rectifiers.com

38

Comet North America

www.cometna.com

6

Comrex

www.comrex.com

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

38

Conex Electric Systems

36

ESE

35

Full Compass

30

Grace Broadcast Sales

1

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

11

Harris

www.broadcast.harris.com

15

Henry Engineering

26

Inovonics

21

Klotz Digital AG

33

Mackie

29

MediaTouch

12

Moseley Associates

41

Mouser Electronics

38

Nott Ltd.

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

5

Radio Systems

40

Raduga Automation

40

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

40

rfSoftware, Inc.

3

S.C.M.S.

27

Scott Studios

17

Sierra Automated Systems

8

Sine Systems

13

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

18, 19

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

37

Valcom

47

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

48

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com
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www.omt.net
www.moseleysb.com
www.mouser.com
www.nottltd.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.raduga.net
www.ramsyscom.com
www.rtsoftwarescom
www.scmsinc.com
www.scottstudios.com

Less noise • More sound
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BONIFEX

www.sasaudio.com
www.sinesystems.com
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throughout
.Tothe
enter
year.the
Contest
drawing,
registration
simply register
expiresonline
Dec. 3,
at2001
tvwvenvonline.
Final contest prize — yr-7-!.

ives

en.

.One prize per winner. All contestants MUST reside in the United States and have avalid mailing address.
oars should receive prizes within 30 days of notification; however, actual delivery time may vary and is not
anteed by IMAS publishing Federal, state and local tax/tariffs may apply to prizes and are the sole responof the winner Employees and affiliates of IMAS Publishing are not eligible.

www.valcom-guelph.com
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OPINION

Radio World

•READER 'S
The history of FM
Another great piece about IBOC by
Skip Pizzi ( Nov. 20, "To Look Ahead,
Try Looking Back"). Irefuse to call it
HD Radio.
Skip is quite right. The growth of FM
was driven mostly by programming
unavailable on AM. All the ping-pong
stereo didn't get the job done.
Progressive rock and beautiful music
were the real drivers early on.
Also driving FM growth were much
lower commercial loads. The typical
Schulke beautiful music station ran 6-8
minutes an hour and the progressive
rockers didn't run much more. The typical AM station of that era ran 18 minutes,
the max allowed by the now- defunct
NAB Code.
Since the analog and digital programming has to be the same, or at least
Ibiquity says it does, there will be no
exclusively digital programming to drive
adoption and growth.
So, why should listeners care and why
should broadcasters write the checks to
prove that listeners don't care?
AM is another story for another time.
Julian Breen
Proprietor
Breen Broadcast
Pennington, N.J.
Skip Pizzi's article completely omits
the primary reason for FM radio's growing success beginning in the mid- 1960s:
FM in the car.
Prior to the all- transistor car radio
appearing in 1963, we were limited to the
hybrid tube-transistor models that did not
feature FM. Those who really wanted to
hear FM in the car had to resort to addons from Motorola and Arwin. While
state-of-the-art in hybrid tubes, most
users would agree they didn't work all
that well. When the major car manufacturers introduced AM- FM transistor
models in 1963, all of a sudden the listener who wanted to could listen to FM
on their way to and from work.
Mr. Pizzi put most of the success on
programming; but without a way to listen, the programming is irrelevant. Ithink
most of radio's management who was
there when it happened would agree that
FM drivetime in the car is what started
FM's fast growth. Plus, in the Milwaukee
and Chicago areas where Iwas working
as achief engineer, the programming Mr.
Pizzi discussed really didn't start happening until the early to mid- 1970s.
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There is also adirect correlation to the
shift of engineering resources to FM
receiver design in the early- to mid- 1960s
with the decline of AM receiver quality,
which also helped FM grow. Remember
the infamous windshield antenna used by
General Motors and how awful it was on
AM? Remember some of the horrible
AM car radios of the late 1970s and
1980s? It was as if design engineers were
out to bury AM.
Dave Dzurick
Retired Chief Engineer
President, Consult-Ed
Tucson, Ariz.
Skip Pizzi takes us for a useful stroll
down Memory Lane in his recollections
about the AM-to-FM transition. But for
my money, the growth of FM was aided
by an ally he fails to mention: Japanese
carmakers.
Toyota, I've been told, was the first
company to make an AM/FM radio standard equipment in a small sedan. That
was the Corolla, which Toyota was intent
on making the world's best-selling car.
Other Japanese car companies quickly
followed suit. No doubt embarrassed by
criticism of their practice of making such
radios expensive "options," the Detroit
carmakers finally did it too. The connection between cars and radio listening
requires no elaboration.
Iremember well my introduction to
this phenomenon. Iarrived in Detroit one
sunny spring morning in the early 1970s
to find that the only car available for
rental was Ione had never driven before,
a rotary-engined Mazda sedan. In
Detroit!
When Iset out for the first of my
appointments, Iwas quickly impressed
by two things: first, the abundant, smooth
power of that little engine. And second,
the stunning clarity of the Mazda's radio.
It was preset to an FM station, of course.
And it was an ear-opener.
I've been afan of FM, and of Mazdas,
ever since.
Brad Niemcek
Adjunct Professor, Communications
Bradley University
Peoria, Ill.
Regarding Skip Pizzi's column on
changes in FM radio: He is correct when
he writes that the FCC forcing broadcasters to end AM/FM simulcasting in the
late ' 50s/ early ' 60s started the FM revolution. But once that mandate was handed down, budget-conscious commercial
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Arbitron continues to invest atremendous amount of time
and effort on its long-promised Portable People Meter. But
don't expect diaries to go away anytime soon.
Aren't Going That point was made abundantly clear by Owen
Charlebois, president of the company's U.S. Media unit,
Away Yet
during arecent meeting with consultants.
While PPM is the way of the future, he said, the company
remains committed to its diary service, which has long been the backbone of how radio
stations measure their successes and failures. Diaries, he said, will be around for along
time.
Dr. Ed Cohen, the company's vice president of domestic radio research, echoed the sentiment: "More money than ever is being spent to keep it up-to-date?'
Good thing, too, for plenty of questions remain about the PPM, atechnology that involves
listeners carrying asmall pager-like device that monitors exposure to encoded media.
We're not overly concerned about the recent problem in Philadelphia, which caused the
company to extend its market test there (see Newswatch, page 2). But on abroader scale, the
radio industry has reservations about the initial results and wants more testing, particularly into
"Differential Survey Treatment" audiences such as young males, Hispanics and blacks. And
Arbitron has yet to sign afinal deal with Nielsen over ajoint venture agreement, seen as
important to the success of the PPM.
So we won't see PPM deployed widely for at least another year, although Canada may end
up using it for TV measurement in some cities late in 2003. Arbitron also is working with partners in several other countries including Australia, France, Mexico, Brazil, and the U.K.
We commend the company for continuing to press its research into making the PPM work.
With diary consent rates at their lowest in two decades, with more and more Americans
becoming hard to reach by phone, it's important that our industry's main source of data continue to find new ways of doing its job.
Thankfully, the company also is spending aconsiderable amount of effort into improving its traditional research. It held a "response rate summit?' is investigating "e-consent"
efforts and is working to reduce the number of callers who hang up during the phone
introduction. It also is working to reach the new generation of listeners who own only
mobile phones, not land lines.
Arbitron must continue to conduct research about its product, to retain the industry's confidence. Despite its near-monopoly on ratings, it seems to understand this and to respond to the
sometimes-heated input it receives from its customers and advisers.

Diaries

—RW
broadcasters, still not convinced of FM's
viability, would sometimes hand over
their FM stations to radio "misfits" who
often programmed folk, jazz and classical
music — then later album rock.
The album rock portion of this came
along in the mid- to- late ' 60s as FM
circular polarization was implemented.
FM fidelity was dramatically improved
and commercial guys started to sit up
and take notice. Thankfully for those
of us encouraging more creativity on
the radio, the " misfits" were able to
dabble with the enhanced signals for a
few years until about 1973, when Lee
Abrams and the gates of control came
crashing down on creativity ... and the
public has suffered more and more
ever since.
What creative radio needs is another
window of opportunity like the one it had
from about 1965 until 1973, a place
where the "experts" will leave the programming to people who actually know
something about musical possibilities.
Such achance could be around the corner, given ( as Pizzi writes in his most
recent piece) how the FCC handles IBOC
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Streamer moves on
Iwanted to thank you for the awesome
writeup in the Nov. 6 issue on my efforts
with streaming ("In Orlando, Bosworth
Sticks to His Stream").
Recently my position at Clear Channel
was eliminated for budgetary reasons,
and 1am now consulting various radio
groups around the country on how to
generate increased revenue from their
streaming efforts. This medium is an
extremely effective one and can show a
phenomenal return for any potential
advertiser.
Jeffrey Bosworth
President
TCF Management Inc.
Altamonte Springs, Fla.
jph@usmusicworld.corn
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and "old" analog signals. But given the
current political climate, I'm not holding
my breath.
Pete Simon
Radio Producer/Jazz Host
KUVO(FM)
Denver
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8000
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY! WHEATSTONE'S fourth
generation digital console has what you need: dual- domain
input modules that accept both analog and digital sources; builtin router integration with 8- character displays; a choice of features like auxiliary sends, equalization, dynamics control and
event memory/recall—all without the aid of an external computer.
The D-8000 is an all- modular design with no active components
mounted inside. And best of all, it uses Wheatstone's exclusive
VDIP"setup software, letting you easily configure individual
console modules, logic modes and automatic functions. Contact
Wheatstone— the digital audio people!

sales@wheatstone.
tel 252-638-7000

w.wheatstone.corn
copyright © 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation

OP'

ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
All AES cards have
SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
worry about varying
sample rates
rate converters
throughouton
your
each
facility.
input,Afreeing
family you
of plug-in
from \
connector modules
technologies and
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal
graphic based
standards all within the same ca. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive
and salvo presetup software handles system con figuration, matrix selection
for seamless
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE

DIGITAL AUDIO
NETWORK ROUTER

tel 252-638-7000/sales @ wheatstone.corn / www.wheatstone.corn
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